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Forward 

In response to requests from a largely underserved market of small-scale commercial buildings, the 
EarthCraft Light Commercial (ECLC) Program was launched by Southface in November 2011. 
Expanding EarthCraft to meet the needs of this market was an appropriate evolution of the program 
and supported Southface’s mission of promoting sustainable homes, workplaces and communities. 

EarthCraft Light Commercial is a proven certification process focusing on the specific efforts for 

improving the performance and operation of small scale commercial building projects. In order for the 
program to address the evolving needs of the built environment, the program was revised in 2017 
including the addition of designations to address Deep Energy performance and WellBeing.  
 

 

 

Note to Draft Reviewers: 

 

We are aware of several aspects of the certification program requiring resolution before we finalize 

version 2.0. In order to make your review process more efficient, these are the currently known issues 
requiring resolution: 

 Create Innovation Credit template with instructions 

 Add a WellBeing Designation appendix detailing the program 

 Credit BE 5: Provide acceptable range of visible transmittance (VT) factors relative to 

acceptable solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC) factors  

 Rebranding WellBeing and Deep Energy Designations 

 Credit ES 12: Provide calculation for volume of water per foot of pipe for Option B 

 Add technical advisor selection process to the introduction 

 Update logo 

 Finalize external Technical Adviser resources 
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Disclaimer/Copyright Information 

EarthCraft authorizes you to view the EarthCraft Light Commercial 2.0 Technical Guidelines for your 
individual project use and to copy as is or in part as needed. However, no content in these copyright 
protected Technical Guidelines may be altered or sold.  

None of the parties involved in the funding or creation of the Technical Guidelines, including 

EarthCraft, Southface or any of its associated Members, make any warranty, express or implied, or 
assume any liability or responsibility to you or any third parties for the accuracy, completeness, or use 
of, or reliance on, any information contained in the Technical Guidelines, or for any injuries, losses or 
damages (including, without limitation, equitable relief) arising out of such use or reliance. 

As a condition of use, you agree to indemnify EarthCraft and Southface against any claims and causes 

of action for any failure in building performance, injuries, losses or damages (including, without 
limitation, equitable relief) made by you or your successors as a result of your use of, or reliance on, 
the Technical Guidelines. 

EarthCraft, its technical advisers, Southface and its representatives are responsible only for the 

administration of EarthCraft program as set forth in the Technical Guidelines; such administration in 
no way constitutes a warranty as to the sufficiency, quality, preparation or comprehensiveness of the 
final design, the construction of the Project or its performance. EarthCraft and its representatives do 
not have control over, or are responsible for, the construction means or methods, construction 
techniques, construction sequencing or the safety precautions required of the Project. 
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Introduction 

ABOUT EARTHCRAFT  

EarthCraft™ programs, which were first developed in 1999 as a partnership between the Greater 

Atlanta Home Builders Association and Southface, are designed to specifically address the challenging 
energy, water and climate conditions of the Southeast.  

EarthCraft certification helps buildings and communities in the region meet strict design and 

operational criteria for saving energy and water, providing high indoor air quality and protecting our 
land and natural resources.  

The family of EarthCraft green building programs includes: 

 

EarthCraft House  

The EarthCraft House™ program is designed to certify newly constructed single-family detached 

homes, townhomes and duplexes. Any size or type of home can be certified because builders are able 
to select which program measures are best suited for the project while meeting minimum thresholds 

for performance.  

EarthCraft Renovation 

EarthCraft Renovation™ offers remodelers and contractors the unique opportunity to certify projects of 

various size and complexity in renovation, remodeling and expansion. Renovation projects receive an 
assessment and recommendations for specific renovation techniques to address environmental 
performance areas.  

EarthCraft Multifamily 

The EarthCraft Multifamily™ program is designed to certify new or renovated low-rise, mid-rise and 

high-rise residential buildings. Multifamily projects are designed to address environmental 
performance, livability and affordability for each unit as well as the structure as a whole. 

EarthCraft Communities 

The EarthCraft Communities™ program is designed to certify sustainably planned and developed 
communities in urban, suburban or rural areas. The program offers a holistic approach to sustainable 
development projects.  

EarthCraft Sustainable Preservation 
EarthCraft Sustainable Preservation™ is a regional certification program created specifically for historic 
buildings. The program is designed to provide guidance on appropriate improvements to make historic 
buildings more resource efficient and comfortable without compromising historic character or 
architectural integrity. The program is intended for projects sized 50,000 square feet or less.  
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About EarthCraft Light Commercial 

The EarthCraft Light Commercial (ECLC) Program is a high performance design and construction 

program for small scale, or “light,” commercial building projects. As with other EarthCraft programs, 
ECLC is regionally specific, and is designed to promote resource efficiency, durable construction and 
healthy environments for building occupants.  

 

The ECLC program is available for new construction and major renovation projects 50,000 square feet 

or less and located in climate zones 2a, 3a or 4a. Projects over 50,000 square feet are accepted into 
the program on a case-by-case basis. 

Program Benefits  

 Technical guidelines to produce environmentally responsible, high performance design and 

construction 

 Collaborative technical guidance throughout planning, design and construction 

 Expedited certification process through field-verified documentation  

 Two years of post-occupancy utility monitoring1  

 Better building performance, including: 

 An integrated systems approach  

 Efficient use of resources: water, energy and building materials 

 Tighter building envelope and ductwork 

 Improved indoor air quality and occupant comfort  

 Demonstrated operational savings due to reductions in demand for water and energy  

 

Program Categories 

EarthCraft Light Commercial certification includes ten categories of focus: 
 

 Site Planning and Development (SP) 

 Construction Waste Management (CW) 

 Resource Efficiency (RE) 

 Durability and Water Management (DU) 

 Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) 

 High Performance Building Envelope (BE) 

 Energy Efficient Building Systems (ES) 

 Water Efficiency (WE) 

 Education and Operations (EO) 

 Innovation (IN) 

Contact Information  

EarthCraft Website                www.earthcraft.org 

EarthCraft Hotline                404.604.3636 

EarthCraft Light Commercial Program Information            lightcommercial@earthcraft.org 

EarthCraft Mailing Address          241 Pine Street, NE Atlanta, GA 30308 

                                                

 

 

 
1 Monitoring provided Lucid BuildingOS and is included in registration fees 
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Eligible ECLC Projects must meet ALL of the following characteristics: * 

 Commercial building projects sized 50,000 gross floor area or less 

 Projects over 50,000 gross floor area are accepted on a case-by-case basis 

 New Construction or Major Renovation Projects 

 Must be a complete build-out project (up to 15% of the project can be shell space) 

 Simple HVAC systems (systems cannot include cooling towers, chillers, boilers or exhaust 
systems greater than 3,000 cfm) 

 Project site is located in Southeastern U.S. Climate Zones 2a, 3a or 4a according to the 
Department of Energy’s Climate Zone Map (below)  

 

 

 

 

Examples of projects not eligible to seek ECLC Certification are: 

 Projects that cannot meet ALL of the criteria listed above 

 Buildings that do not require HVAC systems  

 Projects that are already under construction 

 
 

*In the event that a project is not accepted into the program, registration costs will be fully refunded. 
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ECLC WORKSHEET AND TECHNICAL GUIDELINES OVERVIEW 

The ECLC Technical Guidelines are meant to be used in conjunction with the ECLC Worksheet. Each 

item on the worksheet is explained in more detail in the Technical Guidelines. Before beginning any 
ECLC project, the project team or its selected Technical Advisor should visit www.earthcraft.org to 

verify they are referencing the most current versions of the Worksheet and Technical Guidelines. 
Technical Guidelines and Worksheet version numbers are indicated in the lower left corner of the 
documents.  

It is important to note when local building and/or energy codes are more stringent than the ECLC 
Technical Guidelines, the local code(s) must be followed. The project team should notify the Technical 

Adviser of any program conflicts with local building code(s). As possible, efforts will be made to 
accommodate such conditions without jeopardizing participation in the program. 

ECLC Worksheet 

The ECLC Worksheet is a tool intended to track a projects progress towards ECLC certification. The 

worksheet is an Excel file available for download and contains the following information: 

 Project Summary 

 Program Worksheet (inclusive of Requirements and Point Items)  

 Building Flush-out Calculator 

ECLC Technical Guidelines 

The ECLC Technical Guidelines discuss each ECLC Requirement and Point Item in detail, including the 
Purpose, Criteria and Verification.  

 Purpose - Explains the reason a Requirement or Point Item is in the program 

 Criteria - A detailed description of what a project must do to meet a Requirement or Point Item 

 Verification - Information on how each ECLC Requirement and Point Item will be verified. Many 
ECLC Requirements and Point Items can be visually verified through on-site inspections, 
however there are some that require other forms of documentation.  

 

Major Renovation Project   MR 

Major Renovation Projects are projects that take place in an existing building where the scope includes 
partial modifications or complete replacement of mechanical, plumbing, interior partitions and possibly 
elements of the building envelope.  The Major Renovations pathway is designed to provide project 
teams insight into delivering a high performing renovation project. 

Major Renovation projects pursue the same Requirements and Points Items as new construction, but 
for some of the Requirements and Points Items they may achieve the criteria by using alternative 
methods depending on project and building condition. Look for the icon MR within the Criteria for 
additional information and requirements specific to the Major Renovation pathway.  

 

Deep Energy Designation 
The Deep Energy Designation identifies those point items, when used collectively, which create built 
environments optimized for energy efficient performance. Project teams can pursue the Deep Energy 
designation by achieving the identified Requirements and Point Items in conjunction with other scoring 

goals. The selected point items create a prescriptive pathway to 40% energy savings compared to 
ASHRAE 90.1-2007. The Deep Energy profile was modeled in comparison to a conventional, code 
compliant building model to determine performance threshold.  
The Deep Energy point items address ventilation, building envelope design, heating and air 
conditioning, lighting, building controls, plug loads and operations. Deep Energy Requirements and 
Point Items are highlighted in green on the ECLC worksheet and are indicated with the building icon. 
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Projects must achieve all of the Deep Energy Requirements and Point Items in order to achieve the 
designation. 

 

 

WellBeing Designation 
The WellBeing Designation identifies those point items which optimize health and wellness features for 
the benefit of building occupants. Project teams can choose to pursue the WellBeing Designation by 
achieving the identified Requirements and Point Items in conjunction with other scoring goals. The 
selected point items create a prescriptive path to implementing best practices identified through 

evidence based design. They address a healthy indoor atmosphere, safe materials and finishes, 
biophilic design attributes, social equity and occupant satisfaction. Point Items associated with 
WellBeing will be indicated with the tree icon. 

WellBeing point items are highlighted in orange on the ECLC worksheet. Projects must achieve all of 

the WellBeing Requirements and Point Items in order to achieve the designation. 

 

PERFORMANCE TESTING 

All projects seeking ECLC Certification are subject to minimum performance testing.   

Envelope Air Tightness Performance Test 

The Envelope Air Tightness Performance Test is typically performed upon construction completion. The 

Technical Adviser will assess the building envelope’s overall air leakage performance using a blower 
door. The building/space will be depressurized to 75 Pascals and the amount of air leakage through 
the envelope assembly will be measured. For more information refer to BE R3: Envelope Air Tightness 
Performance Test in the ECLC Technical Guidelines. 

  

Program Resources 

EarthCraft Website 
www.earthcraft.org  

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 

ASHRAE Standard 90.1–2013 

ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013 User’s Manual 

ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2013 

www.ashrae.org  

U.S. Department of Energy| Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy 

Building Energy Codes Program  

COMcheck software 
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Certification Process 

EARTHCRAFT LIGHT COMMERCIAL CERTIFICATION OVERVIEW 

Each project seeking certification must begin with registration and selecting a Technical Advisor. Upon 
registration, the project contact will receive a formal registration confirmation and ECLC Agreement 

Form to sign and return to initiate the certification process. Any project deemed ineligible at the time 
of registration will have all registration fees fully refunded, along with a brief explanation of the reason 
for ineligibility.  

The registration process is complete once the project team identifies a Technical Advisor from the 
EarthCraft Technical Adviser network. Relationships between the project team, Owner’s 

Representative, and the Technical Adviser exclude any legal relationship with EarthCraft or Southface 
unless Southface is serving as the Technical Adviser. The Technical Adviser will schedule the initial 
Design and Planning Review meeting. From this point, all communications, including those to schedule 
meetings and site visits, will be with the project’s assigned Technical Adviser. The Technical Adviser 
will communicate with the EarthCraft program as required. 

An important part of the ECLC certification process is documentation through field verification and 

performance testing. All project participants are subject to site visits and minimum air tightness 
requirements. This part of the program ensures expedited certification, as well as field-verified 
measures of performance upon construction completion.  

Three levels of certification are available to program participants, assigned based on meeting all 

Requirements and the number of points achieved: Certified = 51 points, Gold = 79 points, Platinum = 
106 points. 

Certification Process Milestones 

There are seven key milestones as a project moves through the ECLC certification process. Each step 

in the process is described in more detail on the following pages. 

 

PLANNING and DESIGN          CONSTRUCTION         CERTIFICATION  

 
1. Project Registration 

2. Design and Planning Review 

3. Pre-construction Meeting 

4. First Site Visit  

5. Second Site Visit 

6. Final Site Visit and Testing 

7. Certification  

 

Project 
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Final
Site Visit

Certification
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PLANNING AND DESIGN           CONSTRUCTION         CERTIFICATION  

 

Project Registration 

The project team or Technical Advisor should register the project as early in the design phase as 

possible.  

Upon registration, an ECLC Agreement Form will be generated for the Owner or Owner’s 
Representative and Technical Adviser to sign. Once the signed document is received, a confirmation 
email will be sent to the project team and Technical Adviser. The Technical Adviser will then schedule 

an initial ECLC Design and Planning Review. 

 

To register an ECLC Project, visit: http://www.earthcraft.org/builders/project-registration/. 

 
 

Note: Registration does not guarantee certification. Certification is dependent on the successful 

fulfillment of all program requirements, including building envelope testing, as well as achieving a 
minimum of 51 points.  
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PLANNING AND DESIGN           CONSTRUCTION         CERTIFICATION  

 

Design and Planning Review 

After a Technical Adviser has been identified to guide the team through the certification process, the 

project team is to schedule a Design and Planning Review meeting. Participants should include the 
project architect, mechanical engineer/contractor, other consulting engineers and the Owner’s 
Representative. If the general contractor (GC) for the project has been identified, it is highly 
recommended he/she attend this meeting as well.  

Submit the following information to the Technical Adviser prior to Design and Planning Review: 

 Contact information for meeting participants 

 Current project plans and specifications (in PDF format) 

 Preliminary ECLC Worksheet (first pass at project point totals) or have the Technical Advisor 
complete to be reviewed at the meeting 

 Design and construction schedule 

 ComCheck files 

 Mechanical load calculations 

Submit the following information to the Southface Technical Adviser Portal: 

 Project Team Directory 

 Preliminary ECLC Worksheet  

 Anticipated design and construction schedule 

 Design and Planning Review meeting minutes 

The Design and Planning Review is a working meeting in which the project team meets with the 
technical adviser to participate in a three to four hour review of the ECLC Worksheet and the project’s 
design. This process is an opportunity to look carefully at the design and determine the synergies 

between the ECLC program and the project goals. During this exercise, the team will determine how 
to best meet the program requirements, select points to pursue, and make a plan for certification 
achievement.  

To gain the most benefit from this meeting, it is recommended this step in the process be 

implemented as early in the design process as possible. 
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PLANNING AND DESIGN          CONSTRUCTION         CERTIFICATION  

 

Pre-Construction Meeting 

Prior to construction, the GC (or primary project contact) must contact the Technical Adviser to 

schedule an ECLC Pre-Construction Meeting. The project’s Construction Manager and Site 
Superintendent must present for the meeting. HVAC, air sealing, and insulation subcontractors are 
encouraged to attend if available.  

Submit the following to the Technical Advisor Prior to Pre-Construction Meeting: 

 Contact Information for Meeting Participants 

 Updated ECLC Worksheet or have the Technical Advisor complete to be reviewed at the 

meeting 

 Final Construction Documents (PDF and hard copy to scale – preferably half size), including: 

 Site Plan (including Erosion and Sedimentation Control measures) 

 Landscape Plan 

 Lighting Schedule  

 Plumbing Schedule 

 HVAC Schedule  

 Duct Design Documentation 

 Final Energy Code Compliance Documentation – complete COMcheck files for ASHRAE 2013 

 Final HVAC Load Calculations  

Submit the following information to the Southface Technical Adviser Portal: 

 Pre-Construction meeting minutes 

 Affidavit from Technical Advisor confirming COMcheck and HVAC Load Calculations comply with 
ECLC program requirements 

The intent of this meeting is to review the project goals, the General Contractor and Sub Contractor’s 
responsibilities, and the ECLC certification process before construction commences.  

The Technical Adviser will facilitate the meeting, communicating the requirements of the program, site 

visits, performance test, and information needed to document worksheet items. Air sealing and 
insulation details and the ECLC Worksheet will also be reviewed to confirm the project remains on 
target to meet the goals established during the Design and Planning Review. 

The required performance testing is typically performed on the Final Site Visit, however, at the Pre-

Construction meeting, the team will determine if it is in the project’s best interest to have testing 
performed prior to the final site visit and will schedule out the appropriate timeline for the test to be 
performed.  
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PLANNING AND DESIGN          CONSTRUCTION       CERTIFICATION  

 

First Site Visit - Initial Project Walkthrough and Air Sealing Inspection 

Each building to be certified through the ECLC program must go through the First Site Visit once the 

building is dried in and prior to the installation of cavity insulation and interior wall finishes. The GC 
must contact the Technical Adviser to schedule this initial project walkthrough. The Construction 
Manager and Site Superintendent must be present during this visit. 

General Contractor to submit the following to Technical Adviser Prior to First Site Visit: 

 Current Construction schedule  

 Construction Waste Management Plan  

 Construction Indoor Air Quality Plan 

 HVAC and Plumbing Submittals 

 Other Submittals as required per credit selection 

 Compliance Certificates for field installed window assemblies (e.g. storefront) 

 Photographs: of site, slab, foundation, and envelope details that cannot be visually inspected 
during the First Site Visit  

Technical Advisor to submit the following information to the Southface Technical Adviser Portal: 

 ECLC First Site Visit Checklist 

 First Site Visit report identifying which First Site Visit findings comply or do not comply with 
ECLC program requirements and photo log 

During this visit, the Technical Adviser will review project site strategies, building thermal envelope 

air-sealing measures, drainage plane/exterior insulation applications and duct sealing measures. All 
relevant worksheet Requirements and Point Items that can be visually verified will also be 
documented.  

Once this site visit is complete, the project team will receive a follow-up report with photographs of 

items that need attention, as well as recommendations for improving building performance. Additional 
photo documentation may be requested from the GC in order to demonstrate program criteria have 
been met. All requested photos must be submitted to the Technical Adviser prior to the Second Site 
Visit. 
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PLANNING AND DESIGN              CONSTRUCTION               CERTIFICATION  

 

Second Site Visit - Pre-Drywall Inspection 

Each building to be certified through the ECLC program must undergo a Second Site Visit once the 

building is dried in, AFTER interior insulation but PRIOR to interior wall finishing material. The GC must 
contact the Technical Adviser to schedule this site visit. The Construction Manager and Site 
Superintendent must be present during this visit.  

General Contractor to submit the following to Technical Adviser prior to Second Site Visit: 

 Photographs of all items required from First Site Visit Report 

 Updated construction schedule  

 Photographs of construction details that cannot be visually inspected during this site visit 

Technical Advisor to submit the following information to the Southface Technical Adviser Portal: 

 ECLC Second Site Visit Checklist 

 Second Site Visit report Advisor identifying which First Site Visit corrections have been 
completed and which Second Site Visit findings comply or do not comply with ECLC program 
requirements, and photo log 

The Second Site Visit is an on-site evaluation of the building thermal envelope as it relates to the 

ECLC program Requirements and Point Items, including insulation and additional air sealing 
opportunities to increase the success of final performance testing. The Technical Adviser will also 
inspect any installed ductwork and mechanical systems for appropriate sealing and insulation 
measures.  

All other relevant worksheet Point Items that can be viewed at this time will also be documented. 

Once this site visit is complete, the TA will send the Project Team a follow-up report with photographs 
of items that need attention. Additional photo documentation may be requested from the GC in order 
to demonstrate program criteria have been met. All requested photos must be submitted to the 
Technical Adviser prior to the Final Site Visit. 
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PLANNING AND DESIGN           CONSTRUCTION     CERTIFICATION  

 

Final Site Visit and Testing  

Once construction is at the point of substantial completion and all measures indicated on the Project 

Worksheet have been completed, the GC shall notify the Technical Adviser the team is ready to 
schedule the Final Site Visit. The Construction Manager and Site Superintendent must be present 
during this visit. During testing, building mechanical systems will be turned off, penetrations sealed 
(OA, exhaust, etc.), and doors will remain closed.  The TA will require access to mechanical, electrical, 
and other equipment rooms. Equipment used in the building tightness test require several outlets on 
separate breakers. 

GC to submit the following to Technical Adviser prior to Final Site Visit: 

 ALL photographs requested from the Second Site Visit Report 

 Any outstanding documentation required for credit achievement 

TA to submit the following information to the Southface Technical Adviser Portal: 

 Final ECLC Worksheet which includes notes describing credit achievement method 

 Final Site Visit report identifying which First and Second Site Visit corrections have been 
completed and which Final Site Visit findings do not comply with ECLC program requirements, 
with photo log 

 Results of envelope tightness test  

 Certification application 

 

During this visit, an envelope tightness test will be performed and the TA will conduct a final 
walkthrough of the building and project site for point verification. All relevant worksheet items that 
can be verified on this visit will be noted.   

The project team will receive a Final Report with any remaining items that need to be resolved, as well 
as the performance test results. A final worksheet with notes regarding any missing documentation 
will be provided to the team for final documentation gathering. Certification will not be awarded before 
all documentation is provided and a Quality Assurance check is completed.   

 

Note: At the final site visit, the Technical Adviser will perform an Envelope Air Tightness Test to 

evaluate the building envelope for leakage.  

If a project fails to pass the envelope tightness test, the program participant will have the option of 

correcting the areas of concern and requesting additional tests be performed at a later date. There are 
additional fees associated with any supplementary performance testing. Please consult with the 

Technical Adviser for more information regarding additional costs and scheduling. 
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PLANNING AND DESIGN         CONSTRUCTION        CERTIFICATION 

 

Certification  

The team can apply for certification once the following conditions have been met: 

 All site visits have been completed  

 All reports, photos, and electronic documentation materials have been submitted to the 
Technical Adviser 

 All Requirements and a minimum of 51 points have successfully been verified 

 The building has successfully passed the performance tests  

Submit the following information to the Southface Technical Adviser Portal: 

 Certification application 

 Any outstanding submittals  

The Technical Adviser will supply the project team with an ECLC Certification Application Form, which 

will state the certification level and points achieved.  

Upon receipt of the ECLC Certification Application Form, the Southface program administrator will 
review the project’s submitted content and render a decision on certification. Upon certification, the 
team will be notified. Once notified, the team will be provided instructions for purchasing an EarthCraft 

Light Commercial plaque to display on the building. The project team should plan to allow four to five 
weeks for the plaque to arrive.  

 

 

  

Project 
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VARIANCE PROCEDURE  

In the event an extenuating circumstance (such as physical parameters or other insurmountable 
conditions) prohibits a project from its ability to achieve a specific program requirement, it is possible 

a request for variance may be granted.  

Variance Request  

Who may Request the Variance: 

The variance can be submitted by any member of the project team, but must be approved and signed 

by the Owner or Owner’s Representative before sending to the Technical Adviser. The Technical 
Adviser will then submit to the ECLC Technical Review Team for consideration. 

 

When to Request the Variance: 

The Variance Request should be submitted to the Technical Adviser as soon as the project team 

becomes aware of the extenuating circumstance.  

 

Variance Request Format: 

A signed affidavit identifying the requirement of consideration, describing the circumstance 

surrounding the project’s inability to meet the criteria outlined in the Technical Guidelines, and a 
proposed alternative to meet the intent or “purpose” of the relevant Requirement or Point Item. 

Variance Approval 

Variance requests are approved by the ECLC Technical Review Team on a case-by-case basis. The 
approval of the request is largely based on the project’s ability to meet the intent of the requirement. 
If a request is not granted, the participant must meet the criteria of the requirement outlined in the 
Technical Guidelines in order to achieve certification.  

 

Variances Requests are not publicized and ECLC will maintain anonymity of both the project and the 

EarthCraft Technical Review Team members involved in the Variance Process.  
  

DRAFT
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Site Planning and Development 
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 REQUIREMENT / POINT ITEM VERIFICATION 

Required Point 
Item 

WellBeing  Site 

Inspection 

Construction 

Documents 

Other 

SP R1   Site Best Practices 

 

  

SP R2   Storm Water Management Plan    

 SP 1  Shade at least 50% of hardscape    

 SP 2  Water Permeable Materials for  

Hardscape Areas 

   

 SP 3  Exterior Lighting Designed to  

Reduce Light Pollution 

   

 SP 4  Alternative Transportation  

Accommodations  

   

 SP 5  Design Around Trees    

 SP 6  Tree Planting    

 SP 7  Occupant Oriented Landscaping     

 SP 8  Green Space Preservation  

or Habitat Restoration 
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SP R1: Site Best Practices            REQUIREMENT 

  

 PHASE: CONSTRUCTION 

 RESPONSIBLE: GC 

CIVIL ENGINEER 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

ESC PLAN 

ESC INSPECTION REPORTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

 

SP R1.1 Erosion and Sedimentation Control (ESC) Plan  

Create an Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan (ESC Plan) consistent with state or local best practices. The erosion 
control measures and plan should be provided to the ECLC Technical Advisor, maintained by the on-site contractor and 
adjusted as necessary throughout all construction phases.  

Projects that are not required by local jurisdictions to provide an E&SC Plan that is stamped by an engineer should, at 
minimum, include the following measures/information for Erosion and Sediment Control Best Practices on the Project’s Site 
Plan:  

 Location of major roadways, streams and other bodies of water within 50 feet of the Project Boundary 

 Major topographic features, streams, existing soil types and vegetation located within the Project Boundary, as well as 
existing and proposed topographic contours greater than two feet  

 Location and extent of erosion and sediment control measures, including both vegetative and structural practices, such 
as: 

o Topsoil Protection – during construction, excavated topsoil should have properly installed perimeter silt 
fencing and be protected from erosion using one or more of the following measures: temporary seeding, 
mulch, compost, and/or breathable tarps  

o Perimeter silt fencing - installed and maintained properly to control runoff and siltation 

o Storm sewer inlets - protected with straw bales, compost socks, silt stacks or comparable measure 

o Erosion control blanket - used on steep slopes (greater than or equal to 15% change in elevation – a 1.5 foot 
rise over a 10-foot horizontal run constitutes a 15% slope) 

o Stabilization for all disturbed areas - stabilize with temporary seeding, straw, wood mulch or permanent 
vegetation immediately after rough grading is completed if a delay in finished grade is expected 

PURPOSE 

Reduce water pollution from land disturbing activities.  Discourage dumping of pollutants into drains connected to 
streams and rivers within the watershed. 

CRITERIA 

DRAFT
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o Construction exit - to prevent construction debris from being tracked from vehicles onto public rights-of-way 
or into storm drains: at minimum, provide a stone-stabilized pad (minimum thickness of 6” and at least 20’ x 
20’ in size) located at any point where traffic will be leaving the site to a public right-of-way, street, sidewalk, 
parking area  

o Name(s) and phone number(s) for personnel responsible for Erosion and Sedimentation Control on site 

SP R1.2 Label All Storm Drains and Storm Inlets 

If stormwater inlets are within the Project Boundary, then all drains must be labeled to indicate its connection to streams and 
rivers within the watershed. Label can be in the form of an affixed medallion, or a clearly legible stencil application. 
 

Label examples:  

“No Dumping - Drains to Stream” 

“No Dumping - Drains to Water Source” 

“Rainwater Only” 

 

 
    Label Courtesy of DeKalb County Public Works 

 

 
VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents include Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan and ESC Inspection Reports (spot check only) 
 Construction Documents include labeled storm inlets 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 
RESOURCES 

EPA’s National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Website  

www.epa.gov/npdes 

 Georgia Erosion and Sedimentation Control Manual 
www.gaepd.org  

Virginia Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook  
www.dcr.virginia.gov  

Lake County, IL Guide to Storm Drain Marking 

www.lakecountyil.gov/DocumentCenter/View/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DRAFT
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SP R2: Stormwater Management Plan           REQUIREMENT 

 

  

   

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

CIVIL ENGINEER 

 VERIFICATION: HYDROLOGY REPORT 

CIVIL PLANS 

INFILTRATION 
CALCULATOR 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

Work with a civil engineer and/or registered landscape architect to create a Stormwater Management Plan which 
incorporates Low Impact Development Best Management Practices (LID BMP) and reduction of hardscape areas to decrease 
stormwater runoff from the site.  

The Stormwater Management Plan should integrate native and adaptive landscaping into the design and minimize the 
dependency on detention. The Plan must also include the area of disturbed site, type and location of LID BMP’s, and address 
the following as applicable to the design:  

 Peak discharge control  

 Downstream impact (peak flow analysis)  

 Treatment of runoff  

 Infiltration and the capture/reuse of water on-site as necessary  

 Water quality 

 

Percent reduction is based on the project’s pre-construction site conditions: 

Previously Developed Sites  

 Design project site to infiltrate 30% of one-year, 24-hour storm-generated runoff volume across the site 

Previously Undeveloped Sites  

 Design project site to infiltrate 50% of one-year, 24-hour storm-generated runoff volume across the site  
 

 

 

 

PURPOSE 

Maintain the natural hydrologic cycle, prevent an increased risk of flooding, prevent stream erosion, and protect water 
quality.  

CRITERIA 

DRAFT
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VERIFICATION 

 Copy of Hydrology Report. 
 Construction Documents include Stormwater Management Plan 
 Stormwater Management Infiltration Calculator 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

Urban Design Tools, Low Impact Development 
www.lid-stormwater.net  

National Resources Defense Council, Low Impact Development 
www.nrdc.org  

 

 

 

RESOURCES 

DRAFT

http://www.lid-stormwater.net/
http://www.nrdc.org/
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SP 1: Hardscape Thermal Performance          1 point 

 

  

   

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: LANDSCAPE PLAN 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

Shade can be in the form of natural tree canopy cover and/or a combination of trees and site structure, such as a canopy, 
awning or pavilion that shades hardscape area. For shade structures, other than those providing renewable energy sources 
(such as a solar panel array that shields parking), the top surface must meet the minimum SRI of 29. 

Select all applicable options: 

Option A. 50% of hardscape has an SRI value of 29 or higher (1 point) 

Option B. 50% of hardscape is shaded with vegetation (1 point) 

Establish a plan with appropriate heights and widths of planting material or other site structures to meet the following 
criteria: 

 Tree shade should be calculated by estimating the tree canopy diameter approximately ten years from the day of tree 
installation 

 Trees cannot be listed on USDA or state agency lists as invasive species 

 Provide a shade calculation on the Landscape Plan indicating that at least 50% of hardscape areas will be shaded by 
trees or other site structures 

o For the purpose of this calculation, the shaded area for each source of shade is considered to be the same as 
the area covered by the tree canopy or site structures (direct overhead aerial perspective) 

 

Note: If also attempting SP 6: Tree Planting, then must also meet 2” caliper criteria for associated trees. 
 

VERIFICATION 

 Landscape Plan includes tree specifications, total area of hardscape and percent of area to be covered by shade, as 
specified in the criteria 

 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

The United States National Arboretum 
www.usna.usda.gov  

Southeast Exotic Pest Plant Council 

PURPOSE 

Reduce heat island effect by creating shade over paved surfaces, such as parking lots and patio areas.  

CRITERIA 

RESOURCES 

DRAFT

http://www.usna.usda.gov/
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www.se-eppc.org  

Arbor Day Foundation 
www.arborday.org 

  

DRAFT
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SP 2: Water Permeable Materials for Hardscape Areas                        1-2 points 

 

  

   

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: LANDSCAPE PLAN 

CALCULATIONS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

Hardscape (non-vegetated) areas, such as walkways, plazas, and parking lots consist of water permeable material such as 
pervious concrete, open-grid pavers or compacted gravel. Sub-base material for these areas must also be permeable. 

Select one option: 

Option A. 50% of Hardscape Areas (1 point) 

Option B. 90% of Hardscape Areas (2 points) 

Example Calculation 

Calculations should include all hardscape area within the Project Boundary. A Project with 3,500 square feet of permeable 
hardscape and a total hardscape area of 5,800 square feet would calculate the percent of permeable hardscape as follows: 

 

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑒 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑒 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
 =  

3,500 𝑠𝑓 

5,800 𝑠𝑓 
 →  𝟔𝟎. 𝟑% 

 
DEFINITION 

Permeable Paving – is a range of sustainable materials and techniques for permeable pavements with a base and subbase 
that allow the movement of stormwater through the surface.1 

 

VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents indicate type(s) and location(s) of permeable material 
 Provide calculations demonstrating percent permeability 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 
RESOURCES 

Pervious Paving 

www.perviouspavement.org 

 

 

PURPOSE 

Reduce stormwater runoff by providing permeable areas that allow for water infiltration. 

CRITERIA 

DRAFT
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SP 3: Exterior Lighting Designed to Reduce Light Pollution                1 point 

 

  

   

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

INSPECTION 

 

 

Ensure all outdoor specified lighting fixtures meet the below requirements. Projects attempted the WellBeing Designation 
must achieve credit. 

 

Site Lighting Certified Full Cutoff (1 point) 

All site and building facade lighting is certified under the International Dark-Sky Association’s 
Fixture Seal of Approval (FSA) program or qualifies as full cutoff fixtures as defined by the 
Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (IESNA).  

 

International Dark-Sky Association’s Fixture Seal of Approval (FSA) Criteria 2015: 

 Emit no light above 90 degrees (with exclusion of incidental light reflecting from fixture 
housing, mounts or pole) 

 Have a listed correlated color temperature configuration of 3000K or below (see ANSI C78.377) 

 Be mounted at zero degrees with no tilt (tilted mounting angle voids compliance) 

 

The following exterior lighting can be considered exempt if equipped with an independent control device: 

 Specialized signal, directional, and marker lighting associated with transportation 

 Advertising or directional signage 

 Lighting for athletic playing areas 

 Lighting used to highlight features of public monuments and registered historic landmark structures or buildings 

 

   

PURPOSE 

Reduce exterior light pollution and circadian disruption to surrounding environment. 

CRITERIA 

DRAFT
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To minimize exterior lighting disruption on human and animal circadian rhythms, projects must minimize the amount of blue 
light specified lighting1. All lighting has a Kelvin temperature associated with it. The higher color temperature means a bluer 
light. 

SP2.1: Kelvin Temperature Chart 

 

Credit: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Kelvin_Temperature_Chart.svg  

 

 

 

DEFINITIONS 

Circadian Rhythms – Most species on Earth have a biological cycle that is repeated every 24 hours also known as a circadian 
rhythm. A variety of physiological and psychological systems health are connected to this biological cycle. 

Kelvin Color Temperature – A measure of the color of a light source relative to a black body at a particular temperature 
expressed in degrees Kelvin (K). 

 

VERIFICATION 

 Option A: Construction Documents clearly outline the location of exterior lighting and specifications for light fixtures 
and lighting schedule must list lighting source color temperature 

 Option B: Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

  

International Dark-Sky Association 
www.darksky.org  

International Dark-Sky Association’s Fixture Seal of Approval (FSA) Criteria 2015 

http://darksky.org/fsa/apply-fsa/ 

International Dark-Sky FSA Compliant Products 

http://darksky.org/fsa/fsa-products/ 

Illuminating Engineering Society of North America 
www.iesna.org  

AMA (American Medical Association) Adopts Guidance to Reduce Harm from High Intensity Street Lights 
www.ama-assn.org/ama-adopts-guidance-reduce-harm-high-intensity-street-lights 

 

1The potential of outdoor lighting for stimulating the human circadian system 
  

RESOURCES DRAFT

http://www.darksky.org/
http://darksky.org/fsa/apply-fsa/
http://darksky.org/fsa/fsa-products/
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http://www.ama-assn.org/ama-adopts-guidance-reduce-harm-high-intensity-street-lights
http://www.lrc.rpi.edu/programs/solidstate/assist/pdf/ASSIST-TechnicalPaper-OutdoorLightingCircadianAnalysis.pdf
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SP 4: Alternative Transportation Accommodations                 1 point 

 

 

   

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

INSPECTION 

 

Provide alternative transportation accommodations and include type(s) and location(s) on Site Plan.  

Select a minimum of two of the options below: 

Option A. Bicycle Rack Accommodations  

Provide bike rack near the main entryway. 

Option B. Shelter for Bike Rack  

Provide bike rack under a built structure. 

Option C. Preferred Parking for Carpools  

Provide parking that is in addition and equivalent to at least 50% of that required by ADA (handicapped) parking 
spaces. Parking spaces should be striped or signed for hybrid/alternative fuel vehicle (AFV) use only and located 
secondary to the ADA spaces near main entryways. 

Option D. Alternative Vehicle Charging/Fueling Station  

Provide a biodiesel, electric, ethanol, hydrogen, natural gas or propane vehicle charging/fueling station. 

 
 

VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents detail location and type of alternative transportation accommodations 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 

U.S. Department of Energy, Alternative and Advanced Fuels  
www.afdc.energy.gov  

 
 
 
  

PURPOSE 

Reduce negative environmental impacts and improve outdoor air quality by providing convenient alternative 
transportation options.  

CRITERIA 

RESOURCES 

DRAFT

http://www.afdc.energy.gov/
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SP 5: Design Around Trees                     1 point 

 

  

   

 PHASE: CONSTRUCTION 

 RESPONSIBLE: GC 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

TREE PRESERVATION PLAN 

PHOTOGRAPHS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

Preserve at least 25% of existing trees that have a chest-height (four feet above the ground) diameter of eight inches or 
more. The tree root zones of the selected trees must be protected with a physical barrier during all site clearing, grading and 
construction activities.  

Create a Tree Preservation Plan that typically includes the following: 

Tree Survey 

 Consult with a certified arborist, licensed landscape architect and/or qualified professional to assess the existing 
tree stock prior to establishing the building footprint 

 Determine which trees are in good health and have cultural, native, aesthetic and/or monetary significance 

Tree Protection 

 Clearly indicate tree save areas and protection measures in Construction Documents 

 Tree(s) should be fenced around the drip line throughout the construction process with tall, bright, protective 
fencing 

 Avoid soil being placed on top of any root zone for trees that are designated for preservation. Ensure the 
protected tree species’ needs for growth, sunlight and water integrate well with the new building design 

 
VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents include Tree Preservation Plan created by qualified professional 
 Tree survey prepared by qualified professional – must contain tree diameters and limit of canopy/drip lines 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 

North Carolina State University, Construction and Tree Protection 
www.ces.ncsu.edu  

PURPOSE 

Use mature vegetation to aid in mitigation of heat island effect and preserve natural landscape. 

CRITERIA 

RESOURCES 

DRAFT

http://www.ces.ncsu.edu/
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SP 6: Tree Planting            1 point 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: LANDSCAPE PLAN 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

 
Create open space areas for tree conservation and restoration. Preserve or restore soil. 
 

A. For project sites with existing tree canopy coverage of 40% or more of the total lot area:  
1. conduct a tree survey noting total tree canopy 
2. new tree canopy must equal the pre- development conditions 

 
B. For Project sites with existing tree canopy coverage below 40% of the total lot area: 
 

1. Plant a minimum number of native trees according to lot coverage of building thresholds as listed below: 
 

Building covers 40% or less of total lot area: 40% tree canopy is required 
Building covers 41% - 60% of total lot area: 30% tree canopy is required 
Building covers 61% or more of total lot area: 20% tree canopy is required 
 

For both conditions, projects must include the following: 

1. All new trees to comply with the following: 

o ANSI Nursery Stock Standards 

o Minimum 2.5 caliper inch for all new overstory trees 

o Minimum 8 feet height for all new understory trees 

o Trees should be native to the region of the project site 

o Trees should have at least 50 cubic feet of amended soil volume with no dimension smaller than 24 
inches. Amend soil as needed to match soil preferences for selected tree 

2. Trees for preservation should be inspected by a certified arborist (International Society of Arboriculture) and 
approved as a healthy, viable tree 

3. Follow written recommendations of a certified arborist (International Society of Arboriculture) for any to be 
preserved tree based on a pre-construction inspection 

PURPOSE 

Reduce heat island effect, improve air quality and improve natural ecosystems.  

CRITERIA 

DRAFT

https://americanhort.org/documents/ANSI_Nursery_Stock_Standards_AmericanHort_2014.pdf
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4. All areas of open space to have soil loosened and amended to a minimum depth of 12 inches 

5. At least one tree per 8 parking spaces, planted within parking island that is a minimum of 6 feet in any direction 
with a minimum area of 36 square feet 

6. Install trees to provide maximum amount of shade for the building and/or site hardscapes 

7. Avoid any planting location that is conflicting with overhead or underground utility, or any clear zone 
easements 

8. All areas of open space to have stabilized cover via mulch and/or groundcover, shrubs or turf 
 
Landscape Design to Consider the Following: 

Protecting Critical Root Zone 

Sunlight and water requirements 

Providing shade for South face of building 

 
 

VERIFICATION 

 Tree Survey 
 Landscape Plan details requirements listed above 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 

Tree Species Guide 

www.arborday.org/trees/treeGuide/browseTrees.cfm 

Tree Sizing Guide 

https://www.arborday.org/trees/righttreeandplace/size.cfm 

Soil Information 

http://www.deeproot.com/blog/blog-entries/our-recommended-soil-volume-for-urban-trees 
ANSI Nursery Stock Standard 

https://americanhort.org/documents/ANSI_Nursery_Stock_Standards_AmericanHort_2014.pdf 

City of Atlanta Tree Ordinance 

https://www.atlantaga.gov/Home/ShowDocument?id=21234 

 

 
  

RESOURCES 

DRAFT

https://www.arborday.org/trees/treeGuide/browseTrees.cfm
https://www.arborday.org/trees/righttreeandplace/size.cfm
https://americanhort.org/documents/ANSI_Nursery_Stock_Standards_AmericanHort_2014.pdf
https://www.atlantaga.gov/Home/ShowDocument?id=21234
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SP 7: Occupant Oriented Landscaping                         1 point 

 

 

  

   

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: LANDSCAPE PLANS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

Incorporate a landscape design strategy to engage building occupants. Projects are encouraged to provide creative solutions 
to fulfill this credit including but not limited to the below examples. To achieve the credit projects must implement at 
minimum two distinct solutions.  

 

Fulfill one of the following: 
- Provide an onsite employee/community garden 

- Provide a public plaza that incorporates vegetation, such as trees and grass, which includes seating and ADA 
accessibility  

- Provide an occupant accessible green roof that is ADA accessible 

- Provide an onsite outdoor walking trail that incorporates vegetation such as trees and/or grass  

- Provide a space for mental restoration designed for the individual that provides seating and is also ADA accessible 

- Provide a space for large group gatherings such as staff and/or town hall meetings with seating and ADA accessible 
areas 

 

VERIFICATION 

 Landscape Plan illustrates strategy for credit fulfillment 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

  
 

RESOURCES 

American Landscape Society of Architecture 

Greenspace Designed for Health and Well-being 

http://www.forestry.gov.uk/pdf/FCPG019.pdf/$FILE/FCPG019.pdf 
 

 

14 Patterns of Biophilic Design  

Improving Health and Well-being in the built environment. 

PURPOSE 

Provide building occupants with physical and safe access to site landscaping that is designed to accommodate 
occupants by providing access to the physically restorative properties of the natural environment. 

CRITERIA 

DRAFT

http://www.forestry.gov.uk/pdf/FCPG019.pdf/$FILE/FCPG019.pdf
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Terrapin Bright Green 

https://www.terrapinbrightgreen.com/report/14-patterns/ 
  

DRAFT

https://www.terrapinbrightgreen.com/report/14-patterns/
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SP 8: Greenspace Preservation or Habitat Restoration                    1 point 

 

  

   

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: LANDSCAPE PLAN 

GREENSPACE 
RESTORATION PLAN 

 

Select one applicable compliance path below. 

 

SP 8.1 Greenspace Preservation 

Protect ecosystem function by avoiding development of existing natural areas that provide habitat and promote biodiversity.  

 

Preserve and protect a minimum of 25% of existing natural and vegetative space within the project boundary. Calculate the 
percent of site area preserved within the project boundary (including the building footprint) and provide details on Landscape 
Plan.  Qualifying greenspace cannot have been graded, cleared or disturbed prior to or by the project pursuing certification, 
with the exception of that required for minimal utility infrastructure installation.  

Create a Greenspace Restoration Plan which includes at the following:  

 Plan to be carried out during construction 

 Project Boundary area (including the building footprint) 

 Appropriate barriers prior to tree-clearing activities (such as tree protection fence, wire-backed silt fence, etc.) 

 Zero trespass policy in greenspace area during construction activities  

 

SP 8.2 Habitat Restoration 

Provide necessary habitat restoration for 25% of site area within project boundary (excluding the building footprint + zoning 
requirements) to natural conditions through remediation, soil improvements, removal of invasive species, installation of 
natural and adaptive plant material, wetland repair, natural hydrology restoration and related techniques that foster support 
of habitats and ecosystems.  

Create a Greenspace Restoration Plan which includes at the following:  

 Project Boundary area (excluding the building footprint) 

 Restoration area 

 Narrative of actions taken to restore the area to natural conditions 

PURPOSE 

Preserve and create natural ecosystems and habitat to Southeast topography, climate zone and ecology. 

CRITERIA 

DRAFT
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Example 
A project located on a previously developed site sets aside a third of the project site area (not including the building footprint) 
to restore to a natural landscape. All hardscape and invasive species (such as privet and kudzu) were removed, the soil 
infrastructure was improved/amended for pH and drainage and the area was planted with native and adaptive plant material. 

 

VERIFICATION 

 SP 8.1 Greenspace Preservation: Provide a landscape plan with protected greenspace identified. Create a Greenspace 
Protection Plan that includes the following measures: installation of appropriate barriers prior to tree-clearing activities 
(such as tree protection fence, wire-backed silt fence, etc.) and a zero trespass policy in the greenspace area during 
construction activities 

 SP 8.2 Habitat Restoration: Provide a site drawing showing entire site area and highlighting restored or protected area. 
Clearly show that the areas comply with the requirement. 

 Exception: Projects that comply with exception must provide site drawing showing the development perimeter is a 
minimum of 75% of the project perimeter and Growth Management Plan (as applicable). 

 
 

 

 
  

DRAFT
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Construction Waste Management 
 

DRAFT
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 REQUIREMENT / POINT ITEM VERIFICATION 

Required Point 

Item 

 Site  

Inspection 

Construction 

Documents 

Other 

CW R1  Construction Waste Management Plan    

 CW 1 Landfill Waste Diversion    

 CW 2 Landfill Waste Diversion – Source Reduction    

 CW 3 Reuse or Donation of Existing Building Materials    

DRAFT
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CW R1: Construction Waste Management Plan          REQUIREMENT 

 

 

   

 PHASE: CONSTRUCTION 

 RESPONSIBLE: GC 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
WASTE MANAGEMENT 

PLAN 

 

Create a Construction Waste Management Plan and provide a copy to ECLC Technical Advisor prior to construction.  

Clearly post construction waste recycling protocols at job site and on associated containers, educate subcontractors on aspects 
of the plan that pertains to their work, and enforce these measures to all those involved in construction activities.  

Construction Waste Management Plan must include, at minimum: 

 Percent of waste diversion planned (by weight) 

 Name of responsible party for managing the placement of containers, scheduling of container service and collecting 
waste haul receipts 

 Summary of waste recycling efforts  

 List of materials that will be diverted 

 Name of the waste hauler(s), materials and methods of recycling 

  

VERIFICATION 

 Construction Waste Management Plan  
 

RESOURCES 

ECLC Construction Waste Management Plan Template 
http://www.earthcraft.org/builders/resources/ 
 
RecycleABulb 
http://recycleabulb.veoliaes.com/home 

 
Earth911 (places to recycle in your state) 
earth911.com 
  

PURPOSE 

Create protocols to effectively divert construction waste from landfills through recycling and/or re-use strategies. 

CRITERIA 

DRAFT

http://www.earthcraft.org/builders/resources/
http://recycleabulb.veoliaes.com/home
http://earth911.com/
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CW 1: Landfill Waste Diversion                         1-2 points 

 

 

   

 PHASE: CONSTRUCTION 

 RESPONSIBLE: GC 

 VERIFICATION: WASTE HAUL 
VERIFICATION AND RECEIPT 

 

Provide receipts or spreadsheet from waste haul service provider. Receipts or spreadsheet should include the total amount of 
waste hauled and total amount of waste diverted by weight, as well as a percent breakdown of each type of waste diverted. If 
providing a spreadsheet, it must be signed by a representative from the waste haul service. 

Select one option below: 

Option A. Divert 75% of Construction Waste (1 point) 

Option B. Divert 90% of Construction Waste (2 points) 

 

Note: If materials from an existing building/structure demolition are not reused on site, all waste must be included in waste haul 
numbers. Do not include excavated soil and hazardous materials in the calculations.  
  

VERIFICATION 

 Waste haul receipts or spreadsheet 
 

RESOURCES 

ECLC Construction Waste Management Plan Template 
http://www.earthcraft.org/builders/resources/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

PURPOSE 

Reduce the amount of construction waste sent to landfills through recycling protocols outlined in the Construction Waste 
Management Plan.  

 

CRITERIA 

DRAFT

http://www.earthcraft.org/builders/resources/
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CW 2: Landfill Waste Diversion – Source Reduction                         1 point 

 

 

   

 PHASE: CONSTRUCTION 

 RESPONSIBLE: GC 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
WASTE REDUCTION PLAN 

PHOTOGRAPH/OTHER 

 

Work to procure suppliers that reduce construction waste before materials are delivered to the project site. Engage suppliers 
early on to review how materials are being delivered, packaged and transported to the project site and select suppliers that 
make an effort to minimize waste at the source (e.g. manufacturing site, distribution center and transport). Focus on building 
material that has large quantities (e.g. cladding, glazing, etc.).  

 

Incorporate the project team’s construction waste source reduction goals within the construction waste management plan.  

 

Projects shall provide documentation to support the selected supplier has developed a strategy to minimize waste. 

 

 

Diagram CW2.1: Waste Management Heirarchy 

 
 

Source: https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/styles/large/public/2013-06/waste_management_hierarchy.jpg 

 

 

 

 

PURPOSE 

Reduce the amount of construction waste sent to landfills through source reduction activities during design and 
manufacture of building materials. 

 

CRITERIA 

DRAFT
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Example  

The project’s team lighting supplier traditionally delivered light bulbs in cardboard boxes that are wrapped in plastic. This 
ensured safe delivery of product but also created construction waste. Through early on procurement discussions with multiple 
suppliers the project team selected a supplier that was to provide plastic bins to transport light bulbs. The product was 
delivered safely and plastic bins were sent back to the supplier creating zero waste.  

 

 
 

VERIFICATION 

 Construction Waste Reduction Plan describing means and methods.  
 Photo documentation of source reduction materials being delivered to site. 

 
RESOURCES 

ECLC Construction Waste Management Plan Template 
http://www.earthcraft.org/builders/resources/ 
 
EPA Waste Management Hierarchy 
https://www.epa.gov/sm/advancing-sustainable-materials-management-facts-and-figures 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DRAFT

http://www.earthcraft.org/builders/resources/
https://www.epa.gov/sm/advancing-sustainable-materials-management-facts-and-figures
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CW 3: Reuse or Donation of Existing Building Materials                   1 point 

 

 

   

 PHASE: CONSTRUCTION 

 RESPONSIBLE: GC 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

PHOTOGRAPHS 

LETTER OR RECEIPTS 

 

Reduce demolition waste by reusing existing building material on the project site and/or donating existing building material for 
reuse on another building project. The value of the material should be determined based on fair market value for its intended 
reuse.  

The fair market value of all reused/donated material should be at least $1,000.  

 

Note: Any material documented to attempt this point item cannot be included in waste haul calculations for CW 1: Landfill Waste 
Diversion. In addition, components must be those other than the exterior shell components used to attempt RE 1: Adaptive Re-use 
of an Existing Building, unless approved by ECLC Technical Advisor prior to deconstruction/demolition. 
  

VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents include size and location of existing building materials to be reused/donated 
 For materials onsite: 

o  Show photographs of materials prior to disassembly as well as photographs of materials stockpiled 
ready for installation 

 For materials from other sites: 
o Show photographs of materials stockpiled ready for installation 
o Provide receipt or letter of donation 

 
 

PURPOSE 

Minimize extraction of natural resources and reduce construction waste by repurposing existing building materials that may 
otherwise be sent to a landfill.  

 

CRITERIA 

DRAFT
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DRAFT
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Resource Efficiency 
  

DRAFT
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 REQUIREMENT / POINT ITEM VERIFICATION 

Required Point 

Item 

WellBeing   Site  

Inspection 

Construction 

Documents 

Other 

 

RE R1   Construction Sustainable Procurement Policy     

 RE 1  Adaptive Use of an Existing Building    

 RE 2  Environmentally Preferable Materials    

 
 
  

DRAFT
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RE R1: Construction Sustainable Procurement Policy                   REQUIREMENT 

 

 

  

   

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

GC 

 VERIFICATION: TRADE CONTRACTOR 
MATERIALS 

REQUIREMENTS 

 

Projects are to write and implement a trade specific (HVAC, Plumbing, etc.) materials requirements list and/or specifications 
for each trade that will guide the project’s purchasing of environmentally preferable products and materials in alignment with 
EarthCraft material goals. 

 

Diagram RE R1.1: Waste Hierarchy = Procurement Hierarchy 

 
 

Source: Sustainable Procurement National Plan2, pg.13 

 

 

 

PURPOSE 

Minimize the environmental impact of building materials procured during the construction process by specifications and/or 
a sustainable procurement policy to be used during design and construction.  

CRITERIA 

DRAFT
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Example: 

 

If project team goal is to achieve RE 2 Environmentally Preferable Materials Option D - Wood Framing Package (contains 100% 
sustainable forestry products - SFI or FSC) this requirement should be listed in the sustainable procurement policy. 

 

 

 
 

VERIFICATION 

 Provide Trade Contractor Materials Requirements during pre-construction meeting for each subcontractor 
 

 
RESOURCES 

EarthCraft Resources – Trade Specific Materials Requirements 

http://www.earthcraft.org/builders/resources/ 

 
1Sustainable Procurement Definition per United Nations Global Marketplace 

https://www.ungm.org/Public/KnowledgeCentre/SustainableProcurement 

 
2Procuring the Future 

Sustainable Procurement National Action Plan: Recommendations from the Sustainable Procurement Task Force 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/69417/pb11710-procuring-the-future-
060607.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  DRAFT

http://www.earthcraft.org/builders/resources/
https://www.ungm.org/Public/KnowledgeCentre/SustainableProcurement
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/69417/pb11710-procuring-the-future-060607.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/69417/pb11710-procuring-the-future-060607.pdf
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RE 1: Adaptive Reuse of an Existing Building          1 point 

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

PHOTOGRAPHS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

Renovate an existing building structure on the project site. A minimum of 50% of the building structural shell (roof, walls and 
floors-including structural floor and roof decking) must remain intact. 

All construction waste generated from demolition in the renovation must be included in waste diversion calculations if 
attempting CW1: Landfill Waste Diversion. 

 

 
VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents indicate size and location of existing building 
 Existing floor area to total floor area calculations (if applicable) 
 Photographs of existing building structure planned for reuse (prior to construction) 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

PURPOSE 

Minimize extraction of natural resources by utilizing existing building stock.  

CRITERIA 

DRAFT
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RE 2: Environmentally Preferable Materials                1-7 points 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 PHASE: DESIGN/ 

CONSTRUCTION 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT/GC 

 VERIFICATION: SPECIFICATIONS 

MANUFACTURE 
DOCUMENTATION 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

Specify materials that are regionally produced and have a high recycled content, as well as wood that is harvested from 
sustainably managed forests. See below for a list of materials that qualify as environmentally preferable building material.  

Select one or more of the options below: 

Option A. Product Declaration Forms for four of the RE 2: Environmentally Preferable Materials (1 point) 

Provide product declaration forms for four of the environmentally preferable materials. Product declaration form 

example; Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) Form. 

Option B. Structural Steel (1 point) 

Structural steel contains a minimum of 50% recycled material and is domestically produced. 

Option C. Wood Framing Package (1 point) 

Wood framing consists of 100% sustainable forestry certified products (SFI or FSC).  

Option D. Light Gauge Steel Framing Package (1 point) 

Light gauge steel framing contains a minimum of 50% recycled material. 

Option E. Exterior Cladding (1 point) 

At least 50% of exterior cladding contains a minimum of 25% recycled material.  

Option F. Insulation (1 point)  

At least 50% of applied insulation contains a minimum of 25% recycled material. 

Option G. Floor Covering (1 point) 

At least 50% of floor coverings contain a minimum of 25% recycled material. 

PURPOSE 

Promote the use of materials that have a minimal environmental impact. 

CRITERIA 

DRAFT
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Example Calculation   

A project attempting Option F (Insulation) determines that the total surface area of applied insulation is 14,000 square feet, 
and that 7,500 square feet of that insulation contains at least 25% recycled material. To demonstrate that at least 50% meets 
the criteria for recycled content, the calculation would be performed as follows: 

 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 25% 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
 =  

7,500 𝑠𝑓 

14,000 𝑠𝑓 
  →  𝟓𝟑. 𝟔% 

 

 
 

VERIFICATION 

 Provide product specifications and/or calculations 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 

 
 

RESOURCES 

Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) 
www.fsc.org 

Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI) 
www.sfiprogram.org 

Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) 
http://www.environdec.com/ 

 

 

 

 

 

DRAFT

http://www.fsc.org/
http://www.sfiprogram.org/
http://www.environdec.com/
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Durability and Water Management 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 DRAFT



 

 

 REQUIREMENT / POINT ITEM VERIFICATION 

Required Point 

Item 

WellBeing  Site  

Inspection 

Construction 

Documents 

Other 

 DU 1  Continuous Foundation Termite Shield    

 DU 2  Vented Rain screen     

 DU 3  Back-primed Siding and Trim    

 DU 4  Water Leak Prevention    

 
 
 
  

DRAFT
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DU 1: Continuous Foundation Termite Shield                                    1 point 

 

  

 

   

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

PHOTOGRAPHS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

In the Southeast, it is particularly important that foundation areas prone to termite infestation be addressed. Install a 
continuous termite shield that provides a turndown break between the framing and foundation stem wall, piers, slab 
perimeter and other potential entry points. The termite shield can be fabricated from metal or similar flashing material that 
forms a physical barrier to termites.  

All seams and penetrations in the termite shield must be effectively sealed to prevent termite entry and to maintain air 
tightness of building envelope. 

 
VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents details indicate termite shield 
 Provide photographs of termite shield prior to the first Site Visit if cannot be visually verified 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 
RESOURCES 

2009 International Building Code (IBC), Section 1805.3 Waterproofing, Section 1805.4 Subsoil Drainage System 
www.iccsafe.org 

  

PURPOSE 

Prevent structural damage due to termite infestation. 

CRITERIA 

DRAFT

http://www.iccsafe.org/
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DU 2: Vented Rainscreen                                                    1 point 

 

  

 

   

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

PHOTOGRAPHS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

Create a vented rain screen behind the building facade. A vented rain screen is simply an air space between the structure and 
the facade that provides a means for intruding water to escape by draining down and away from the building assembly within 
that air gap. 

To achieve proper drainage, meet the following criteria: 

 Cladding  

Install furring strips to maintain a minimum of 1/4” gap or an engineered rain screen product that provides an air 
space between the exterior cladding and weather-resistive air barrier. The system must be integrated with flashing 
and be designed and installed to minimize moisture migration between the exterior cladding and the wall sheathing. 
The system must be open at the bottom and may optionally vented at top.  Consider installing an insect barrier at 
vent locations.  

 Masonry Veneer 

Provide a minimum 1” air space (recommend 2”) air space behind the masonry and full-head weep holes with a 
minimum 24” on center spacing at bottom of wall assembly. 

 

 
VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents details indicate depth of air gap for vented rain screen 
 Provide photographs of vented rainscreen prior to the First Site Visit if cannot be visually verified 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 
RESOURCES 

2009 International Building Code (IBC), Section 1805.3 Waterproofing, Section 1805.4 Subsoil Drainage System 
www.iccsafe.org 

Whole Building Design Guide 
www.wbdg.org/systems-specifications/building-envelope-design-guide/wall-systems/masonry-wall-systems 

 

 

 

PURPOSE 

Reduce potential for water intrusion through exterior wall assemblies. 

CRITERIA 

DRAFT

http://www.iccsafe.org/
http://www.wbdg.org/systems-specifications/building-envelope-design-guide/wall-systems/masonry-wall-systems
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DU 3: Back-primed Siding and Trim                                        2 points 

 

  

 

   

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

PHOTOGRAPHS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

For wood and cellulose-based products, prime all six sides of painted or solid-stained exterior siding and trim prior to 
installation. Back-priming is required for semi-transparent and transparent stained exterior siding and trim, however it is 
acceptable to stain the remaining five sides.  

 

 

 
VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents specifications detail back-priming requirements 
 Provide photographs of back-priming prior to site visits if cannot be visually verified 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 
RESOURCES 

2009 International Building Code (IBC), Section 1805.3 Waterproofing, Section 1805.4 Subsoil Drainage System 
www.iccsafe.org 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

PURPOSE 

Improve long-term weather resistance of wood, fiber-cement and cellulose-based materials. 

CRITERIA 

DRAFT

http://www.iccsafe.org/
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DU 4: Water Leak Prevention                                            1- 4 points 

 

  

 

   

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

GC 

MEP 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

PHOTOGRAPHS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

Address areas of potential water leakage to the building interior caused by mechanical sources.  

Select one or more of the options below: 

Option A. Water Heaters (1 point) 

All water heater tanks must have a plumbed Temperature Pressure Relief (TPR) valve, as well as drains or drain-pans 
that capture overflow or leaks, and that are directed to either a combined plumbing drainage system or a drain line 
to the building exterior.  

Option B. HVAC Condensate (1 point) 

In the HVAC contract, include a provision to have the condensate drain lines and emergency drain pans tested after 
installation for all systems on roof or within building envelope. Condensate drain lines that drain to the exterior must 
be properly piped away from the building.  

Option C. Condensation Prevention for Cold Water Pipes (1 point) 

Insulate all cold water pipes located inside conditioned spaces and in interstitial locations (e.g. in walls, floor cavities, 
etc.) with a minimum of ½” insulation or R-2 equivalent. 

Option D. Freeze Protection for All Water Pipes (1 point) 

For any plumbing piping that is located outside of conditioned space (i.e. the building thermal envelope), install a 
minimum of 1” insulation or R-4 equivalent on ALL cold and hot water piping. Insulation shall be continuous and 
sealed, with no gaps or breaks.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PURPOSE 

Reduce potential for damage due to leaks inside the building. 

CRITERIA 

DRAFT
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VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents detail condensate drain line and emergency drain pan test requirements 
 Provide photographs of drain line and emergency drain pan tests 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 
RESOURCES 

Uniform Plumbing Code UPC 605 

http://codes.iapmo.org/home.aspx?code=UPC 

 

  

DRAFT

http://codes.iapmo.org/home.aspx?code=UPC
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DRAFT
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Indoor Environmental Quality 
  

DRAFT
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DRAFT
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 REQUIREMENT / POINT ITEM VERIFICATION 

Required Point 

Item 

Deep 

Energy 

WellBeing  Site  

Inspection 

Construction 

Documents 

Other 

 

IEQ R1    Minimum Outside Air Requirements    

IEQ R2    Automatic Exhaust Controls     

IEQ R3    Minimize Indoor Air Contamination: HVAC    

IEQ R4    

 

Indoor Air Quality Management Plan during  

Construction 

   

IEQ R5    Safe Combustion Equipment    

IEQ R6    Building Designed for Positive Pressure    

IEQ R7    Third-Party Test and Balance Report    

IEQ R8    Minimum Requirements for Indoor Materials    

IEQ R9    Indoor Air Flush-out Prior to Occupancy    

 IEQ 1   Decoupled Ventilation    

 IEQ 2   Demand Control Ventilation (DCV)    

 IEQ 3   Air Filtration Media: MERV 11 or  

Higher 

   

 IEQ 4   Radon Exposure Prevention    

 IEQ 5   Certified Flooring    

 IEQ 6   Composite Wood Contains No Added Urea- 

Formaldehyde  

   

 IEQ 7   Red List Free Material Selection    

 IEQ 8   Views to Nature    

 IEQ 9   Connection with Nature: Interior Materials    

 IEQ 10   Integration of Indoor Non-static Features    

DRAFT
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 IEQ 11   Activity Based Environment    

 IEQ 12   Active Use    

 IEQ 13   Social Equity Initiative    

 
 
  

DRAFT
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IEQ R1: Minimum Outside Air Requirements              REQUIREMENT 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ME 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

TEST AND BALANCE 
REPORT 

 

Provide outside air either for prescriptive default occupant density or for known density per ASHRAE 62.1-2016. 

Select one option below: 

Option A. Default Occupancy Prescriptive Outside Air Requirements  

Introduce outside air based on space type and square footage. Refer to Appendix E: Prescriptive Outside Air 
Requirements for a table of prescriptive outside air CFM requirements according to space type. 

Example Calculation: A small office building has the following space types and determines the outside air required 
using the table in Appendix E: Prescriptive Outside Air Requirements.  

  

Space Type Square 
Footage 

OA 
Requirement  

Office space 500 sf 0.09 cfm/sf 

Reception area 200 sf 0.21 cfm/sf 

Corridor 50 sf 0.06 cfm/sf 

Restroom 100 sf n/a 

 

𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝐴𝑖𝑟 𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 = 𝑆𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝐹𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑠 × 𝐶𝐹𝑀 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑆𝐹 𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠  

 

 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝐴𝑖𝑟 𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 = (500 × 0.09) + (200 × 0.21) + (50 × 0.06) + (100 × 0) = 𝟗𝟎 𝒄𝒇𝒎 

 

Option B. Meet ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2016, Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality 

Provide documentation to demonstrate the requirements for outside air as outlined in ASHRAE 62.1-2016 have been 
met. 

PURPOSE 

According to the EPA, air inside buildings can be more polluted than outside air. Provide sufficient filtered outside air to 
promote acceptable indoor air quality to building occupants. 

  

CRITERIA 

DRAFT
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MR: Deliver 10 CFM outside air per person.  

VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents include a table for outside air requirements 
 Outside air flow rates confirmed by Test and Balance Report (per IEQ R7:Third Party Test and Balance Report) 

 
RESOURCES 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

https://www.epa.gov/indoor-air-quality-iaq/inside-story-guide-indoor-air-quality 
 

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 
https://www.ashrae.org/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

DRAFT

https://www.epa.gov/indoor-air-quality-iaq/inside-story-guide-indoor-air-quality
https://www.ashrae.org/
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IEQ R2: Automatic Exhaust Controls              REQUIREMENT 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ME 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

Specify and install automatic shut-off controls (such as timer controls for public restrooms or occupancy sensors for private 
restrooms) to turn off ALL exhaust ventilation when affected space is not occupied.   

 

VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents indicate locations and rates of exhaust, airflow balance chart, and locations of controls 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 
RESOURCES 

International Mechanical Code   
IMC Domestic Kitchen Section 5.5.2, Commercial Kitchen Section 505, 506, 507, 508 
 
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 
www.ashrae.org 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PURPOSE 

Ensure building exhaust fans are capable of automatic shutoff.  

CRITERIA 

DRAFT

http://www.ashrae.org/
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IEQ R3: Minimize Indoor Air Contamination: HVAC               REQUIREMENT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: GENERAL CONTRACTOR 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Reduce indoor air pollutants through filtration and equipment location. 
 
 
 

CRITERIA 

Include the following requirements on Mechanical Plans: 
 

IEQ R3.1 MERV 8 Filter or Better 

Install a filter of Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value (MERV) eight or higher for all applicable heating and cooling 
systems. 

If the air handlers are used during construction and/or building flush-out, project must install air filter/cleaner on all 
systems with a MERV 8 or higher. All filters must be replaced prior to occupancy with a MERV 8 filter at minimum.  

All filters must be easily accessible and provide safe and adequate clearance for maintenance. Ensure that installed 
equipment has capacity to handle potential pressure drop from filtration media.  

Ductless Mechanical Systems 

Equipment that provides heating/cooling without distributing the supply air through a duct system, typically serving a 
single room, is exempt from the MERV-8 filtration requirements, provided that the following requirements are 
satisfied:  
 

- The highest MERV filter available by the system manufacturer is utilized 
- The central ventilation system supplying outside air to the zone heating/cooling equipment contains a  

MERV-8 filter or better 
 
Equipment meeting these criteria includes ductless fan coil units, radiant heating systems and radiant cooling systems. 

IEQ R3.2 Locate Outside Air Intakes Away from Contaminant Sources 

Intake duct must be at least two feet above roof surface and duct and air sealed to the envelope. 

Intakes must be located at least 15 feet from moderate contaminant sources: 

 exhaust outlets  

 plumbing stacks  

 garbage pick-up/dumpster areas  
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 garage entries  

 condensing units 

Intakes must be located at least 25 feet from high contaminant sources: 

  truck loading docks 

 vehicle idling areas 

 cooling tower exhaust  

 high vehicle traffic areas  

Intakes must be located at least 30 feet from class 4 contaminant sources:  

 commercial kitchen grease hood  

IEQ R3.3 No Air Handler Equipment in Garage, Parking Decks or Loading Dock Areas 

Air handler and all associated supply and return ductwork must be isolated from garage, parking decks, loading docks 
or other areas for high potential of vehicle exhaust contaminants.  

 

IEQ R3.4 Air Handler Must be Accessible and Labeled 

Air handler equipment must be easily accessible for maintenance purposes. Each AHU, condensing unit and thermostat 
shall be labeled to uniquely identify each system.  

 
MR: Existing equipment may be exempted from the above requirements on a case-by-case basis. Regardless of exemption 
status systems are to utilize a MERV 8 filter if used throughout construction and a new filter prior to occupancy.  

 

VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents indicate locations and types of filters, adequate filter access clearance, locations of outside air 
intakes and location of air handling equipment 

 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 
 

RESOURCES 

International Mechanical Code   
IMC Domestic Kitchen Section 5.5.2, Commercial Kitchen Section 505, 506, 507, 508 
 
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 
www.ashrae.org 
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IEQ R4: Indoor Air Quality Management Plan during Construction           REQUIREMENT 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 PHASE: CONSTRUCTION 

 RESPONSIBLE: GC 

 VERIFICATION: INDOOR AIR QUALITY 
MANAGEMENT PLAN 

PHOTOGRAPHS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Promote a safe working environment for construction workers. 

Minimize the introduction of indoor air contaminants to the building during the construction process. 
 
 
 

CRITERIA 

Reduce the exposure of building materials to moisture and other factors that may degrade or promote mold growth. Create 
and enforce protocols for the order, delivery, acceptance and on-site protection of materials. The plan must be 
communicated to all trades/sub-contractors before and during construction. 

IEQ R4.1 Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) Management Plan during Construction shall include at minimum: 

 Create and present the plan at site start-up meetings with relevant trades 

 Identify responsible individuals for IAQ Management Plan 

 Guidelines on HVAC protection, source control, pollutant pathway interruption, housekeeping and scheduling to 
follow in accordance with Sheet Metal and Air Contractors’ National Association (SMACNA) IEQ Guidelines for 
Occupied Buildings under Construction 

IEQ R4.2 HVAC Protection 

 All ductwork in building (staged or installed) is protected from dust and debris until all sanding, grinding and 
polishing activities are complete 

 If mechanical system is used during construction install at minimum a new MERV 8 filter prior to occupancy 

IEQ R4.3 Source Control 

 Staged delivery, with materials covered, elevated and protected from moisture and dust 

 No paper-faced drywall installed until building is fully dried in 

 All sprayed polyurethane foam (SPF) must follow industry safe installation guidelines 

 Prohibit the use of tobacco products inside the building and within 25 feet (8 meters) of the building during 
construction 
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IEQ R4.4 Pathway Interruption 

 Limit contaminant exposure to construction workers by incorporating various pathway interruption applications 
through appropriate strategies 

 For example, depressurize the work area or erect barriers to contain construction activity 

IEQ R4.5 Housekeeping 

 Create and implement a Housekeeping plan to address dust and construction debris which can become airborne and 
distributed if build-up is allowed. Consider the following strategies: 

o Establish a cleaning schedule for floors to reflect construction activities 

o Incorporate a wet mop application if high dust construction activities occur 

o Vacuum with HEPA filter 

 

VERIFICATION 

 Indoor Air Quality Management Plan during Construction should be established before building is dried-in 
 Five photos of efforts at two different stages of construction (minimum 10 photos total) 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 

 

 
RESOURCES 

SMACNA IEQ Guidelines for Occupied Buildings under Construction, 2nd Edition 2007 

https://www.smacna.org/ 

 

Indoor Air Quality Management Plan Template 

www.earthcraft.org/builders/resources/ 
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IEQ R5: Safe Combustion Equipment                 REQUIREMENT 

 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ME 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Reduce risk of carbon monoxide and other combustion byproduct exposure. 
 
 
 

CRITERIA 

All combustion equipment must be sealed combustion / direct vented with dedicated combustion air provided from outside.  

 Examples of combustion equipment include (but not limited to) fireplaces, furnaces, boilers and water heaters 

 

 

Exceptions:  
Gas cooking equipment with code mandated exhaust to outside. 

 
 

VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents include location and type of gas-fired equipment 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 

 
RESOURCES 

International Fuel Gas Code 

https://codes.iccsafe.org/public/document/toc/547/ 
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IEQ R6: Building Designed for Positive Pressure               REQUIREMENT 

 

 

 

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ME 

 VERIFICATION: AIR BALANCE TABLE 

BUILDING PRESSURE 
DIFFERENTIAL TEST 

 

PURPOSE 

Reduce risk of contaminant infiltration caused by undesirable negatively pressurized spaces. 

 

 

 
CRITERIA 

Design the building such that the overall building pressure, with all air moving equipment in normal operation, is slightly 
positively pressurized with reference to outside.  

During the Final Site Inspection, the ECLC Technical Advisor will test the building pressure differential. If a negative indoor 
pressure of more than three Pascals with reference to the outdoors is measured, the ECLC Technical Advisor will advise the 
project to make adjustments to supply and/or exhaust rates.  
 

Example: Airflow Balance Chart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VERIFICATION 

 Provide air balance summary table to demonstrate total system OA exceeds total system exhausts. See example above 
 Building Pressure Differential Test by ECLC Technical Adviser 

 

  

 
RESOURCES 

Associated Air Balance Council 

AIRFLOW BALANCE 

SYSTEM 
OUTSIDE AIR 

(CFM) 

EXHAUST AIR 

(CFM) 

HOOD 1 1520 1900 

HOOD 2 1520 1900 

HOOD 3 1280 1600 

AHU-4 200 - 

AHU-5 200 - 

KITCHEN 

SUBTOTAL 
4720 5400 

AHU-1 400 - 

AHU-2 400 - 

AHU-3 400 - 

EF-1 - 275 

TOTAL: 5920 5675 

NET: 245 (CFM POISITIVE) 
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www.aabc.com 
 
Trane 
https://www.trane.com/content/dam/Trane/Commercial/global/products-systems/education-training/engineers-
newsletters/airside-design/admapn003en_0502.pdf 
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IEQ R7: Third-party Test and Balance Report                 REQUIREMENT 

  

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: CONSTRUCTION 

 RESPONSIBLE: GC 

ME 

THIRD-PARTY ME 

 VERIFICATION: TEST AND BALANCE REPORT 

 

Purpose 

Ensure HVAC systems are providing airflow rates as designed. 

 

 

 
CRITERIA 

Retain an independent, third-party testing agent to perform a test and balance of the system’s airflow distribution for all 
field-installed ductwork. The test and balance report must follow equipment test sheets and communicate required data per 
Associated Air Balance Council (AABC) or National Environmental Balancing Bureau (NEBB). The third party must be an 
AABC or NEBB certified organization.  

 

Demonstrate that air system is balanced to within +/- 10% of the Design Air Flow Values at each register per the Test and 
Balance report. 

 

Refer to ES R5: Duct System Requirements for a complete list of ductwork requirements. 

At minimum, the report should include the following Design and Actual values: 

 Supply airflow for each air handling unit and each register 

 Return airflow for each air handling unit and each register 

 Outside airflow for each air handling device 

 Percent difference for each of the above measurements 

 Exhaust rates per fan and each register (including all hoods and make-up air) 

 Minimum and maximum airflows for terminal units 

Ductless Mechanical Systems 

Ductless heating/cooling equipment does not need to be tested, adjusted or balanced by a third-party test and balance 
technician. However, all projects must receive a test and balance report to ensure that exhaust and outside air flow rates 
comply with the design. 
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DEFINITION 

Third-party Test and Balance – A responsible party that is not the mechanical contractor. In other words an individual that is 
not the installer and/or designer of the mechanical system. 

 

VERIFICATION 

 Test and Balance Report 

 

 

 
RESOURCES 

Associated Air Balance Council 

www.aabc.com 

 

National Environmental Balancing Bureau 

www.nebb.org 
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IEQ R8: Minimum Requirements for Indoor Materials                  REQUIREMENT 

 

 

  

 

  

  

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS 

MANUFACTURE SPECS 

FINAL SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Minimize building occupant exposure to volatile organic compounds (VOCs) mold growth and improve indoor air quality 
with proper material selections.  

 

 

 

 

CRITERIA  

Projects are to follow the following minimum indoor material requirements: 

No vapor impermeable wall coverings  

 For example, vinyl wallpaper must be perforated 

Low VOC paints and finishes  

Include maximum VOC emission limits for paints, stains and sealer products in Construction Documents and ensure that 
site-applied products do not exceed the below specified maximum VOC limits (as referenced by SCAQMD Rule 1168).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: VOC thresholds for paints, stains and sealers apply only those used on the interior of the building. 

 

 

Product Type VOC Limit 

Primers 50 g/L 

Flat Topcoat Paint 50 g/L 

Non-flat Topcoat Paint 50 g/L 

Anti-corrosive Paints and Primers 100 g/L 

Stains 100 g/L 

Sealer 100 g/L 

Waterproof Sealer 100 g/L 
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Low-VOC adhesives (less than 100 g/L) 

Include a maximum VOC limit of 100 g/L for the following site-applied adhesives:  

 
 Carpet adhesive 

 Carpet pad adhesive 

 Wood flooring adhesive 

 Rubber floor adhesive 

 Subfloor adhesive 

 Duct Mastic 

 Fireproofing mastic 

 Ceramic tile adhesive 

 Vinyl composition tile (VCT) adhesive 

 Drywall and panel adhesive 

 Cove base adhesive 

 Multipurpose construction adhesive 

 

Note: The VOC threshold of 100 g/L applies only adhesives used on the interior of the building. 

 

 

Mold Resistant Materials (wet areas only) 

Specify mold resistant gypsum board for all “wet walls” in all wet areas. 

 For example, paperless gypsum products, PURPLE® drywall 

 Not compliant: water resistant “greenboard” 

 

DEFINITION 

Wet Walls - any wall that contains structural plumbing. 

Wet Areas - any rooms with toilets, urinals, sinks or showers. 
 

 

VERIFICATION 

 Construction documents must indicate material selections 
 Provide Safety Data Sheets(s) (SDS) for site-applied paints, stains and sealers as well as site applied adhesives 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 
 

RESOURCES 

Green Seal, GS-11 Standard for Paints and Coatings (Third Edition) and GS-47 Standard for Stains and Finishes (First 
Edition) 
www.greenseal.org 
 
South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD),  
Rule 1168 Adhesive and Sealant Applications (Amended January 7, 2005) 
www.aqmd.gov  
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IEQ R9: Indoor Air Flush-out Prior to Occupancy         REQUIREMENT 

 

 

  

 

  

  

 PHASE: CONSTRUCTION 

 RESPONSIBLE: GC 

 VERIFICATION: NARRATIVE 

INDOOR FLUSH-OUT 
CALCULATIONS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Minimize the building occupant’s exposure to indoor air contaminants inadvertently introduced during the construction 
phase. 

 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Despite attempts to reduce the amount of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs), flame retardants and other chemicals in 
applied products during construction, it is typical for building materials and furniture to off-gas during the first 14-90 days 
after construction. In addition, a considerable amount of particulate matter can remain in the air following construction.  

 

Perform a building flush-out for two weeks following Substantial Completion. 

 

Upon substantial completion of construction (after all sanding, finishing, carpet and furniture installation activities are 
complete) run HVAC system at maximum outside air ( OA dampers open fully) 24 hours a day for 2 weeks to flush the 
building of particulates and chemical off-gassing. All interior doors to regularly occupied spaces must be opened for the 
duration of the flush-out.  Building move-in and occupancy can take place during the flush-out, in order to meet project 
schedule requirements, however, this is not ideal.  The building flush-out is required due to the harmful effects that off-
gassing of construction materials, finishes and furnishings can have on occupants.  Every effort should be employed in order 
to reduce occupancy during this 14 day period. 

 

Note: If a test and balance is done prior to procedure, ensure that the correct outside air damper positions are clearly labeled 
to denote design airflow rates so that dampers can be returned to design outdoor air positions after flush-out procedure is 
completed. 

 

Perform the building flush-out using one or both of the following procedures: 

 Flush-out with HVAC Equipment 

 Install a minimum of MERV 8 filtration on all air handlers prior to and replace ALL filters with clean filtration 
media of MERV 8 or higher immediately after flush-out 

 Ensure all outside dampers are 100% open 
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 Set fan to “on” (not automatic) to ensure air handler is running continuously 

 Run for 24 hours a day for 14 consecutive days 

 Reset outside air damper position to design air flow rate 

 

 
 

VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents include narrative detailing Indoor Air Flush-Out procedures 
 Photo documentation of filter installation and replacement, dampers, and HVAC controls setting 
 IEQ R9 Form 

 
 

RESOURCES 

https://www.usgbc.org/node/1732341?return=/credits/new-construction/v2009/indoor-environmental-quality 

http://standard.wellcertified.com/air/air-flush 

http://iaq.ashrae.org/ 

https://www.epa.gov/indoor-air-quality-iaq/office-building-occupants-guide-indoor-air-quality 
www.earthcraft.org  
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IEQ 1: Decoupled Ventilation                 1-3 points 

 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Provide dedicated system for outside air ventilation to optimize thermal comfort, moisture control and energy 
performance. 

 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Projects fulfill applicable options: 

 

Option A: Dedicated Outside Air System (DOAS) (1 point) 

Decouple outside air introduction from the building’s heating and cooling systems by installing a DOAS for at least 90% of 
outside air flow rate requirements. Ventilation air must be pre-conditioned before it is introduced into heating and cooling 
system or conditioned spaces. System must have filter that is accessible for maintenance. 

 

Option B: Pre-Conditioning Outside Ventilation Air with Energy Recovery (3 points) 

Employ pre-conditioning strategies to temper incoming ventilation air using an energy recovery ventilation (ERV) system. 
System must be easily accessible and have a filter that is accessible for maintenance. 

 

 

 

VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents indicate DOAS and ventilation pre-conditioning strategies 

 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 

 

 

RESOURCES 

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 
www.ashrae.org 

http://doas-radiant.psu.edu/IAQ8.pdf 
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IEQ 2: Demand Controlled Ventilation (DCV)                             1-2 points 

 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ME 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

PURPOSE 

Maintain air quality and decrease energy consumption by delivering outside air (OA) based on occupancy. 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Ventilation of outside air (OA) shall be automatically adjusted based on occupancy. Sensors shall be tied to the ventilation 
control and increase/decrease OA flow rates in response to occupancy. Install a minimum of one sensor per each 500 CFM of 
OA. Refer to ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2016, Table 6.2.2.1 Minimum Ventilation Rates in Breathing Zone and 6.2.7.1 Demand 
Control Ventilation. See also ASHRAE 90.1-2013, Section 6.4.3.8 Ventilation Controls for High Occupancy Areas. 

 

Projects to fulfill applicable options: 

 

Option A. Carbon dioxide (CO2) sensor based demand control ventilation (2 points) 

 In rooms requiring 500 CFM of outside air (OA) 

 In rooms greater than 500 sf with an occupant density of 25 people per 1000 sq.ft. (40 sq.ft. per person)  

 CO2 sensors must measure CO2 levels in the breathing zone relative to OA levels 

 Wall-mounted CO2 sensors are acceptable 

 

Option B. Occupancy sensor based demand control ventilation (1 point) 

 Occupancy sensor controlled ventilation can be reduced to zero at times of no occupancy for all allowed spaces 
denoted by Note H in ASHRAE 62.1-2016 Table 6.2.2.1 

 Example spaces include lecture halls, classrooms, offices, corridors, lobbies, breakrooms, etc 

 For a list of all allowable spaces in ASHRAE 62.1-2016, refer to Appendix E. Prescriptive Outside Air Requirements 

 

VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents indicate locations of CO2 sensors and mechanical notes describing control sequence 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 

DEFINITION 

Breathing zone – the zone in occupied space between three inches and 72 inches (6 ft.) above the floor and more than two 
ft. from fixed AC equipment. 

 

RESOURCES 

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 
www.ashrae.org 

Energy Codes   

https://www.benergycodes.gov/sites/default/files/documents/cn_demand_control_ventilation.pdf 
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IEQ 3: Air Filtration Media: MERV 11 or Higher          1 point 

 

  

 

   

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

ME 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

Increasing the efficiency of air filtration media will assist in reducing the amount of fine particulates and improve the quality 
of indoor air. Install air filters that have a Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value (MERV) of 11 or higher for all applicable air 
handling equipment. Ensure that installed equipment has capacity to handle potential pressure drop from filtration media.  

 
If the air handlers are used during construction and/or building flush-out, project may install air filter/cleaner on all systems 
with a MERV 8 or higher. All filters must be replaced prior to occupancy with a minimum MERV 11 filter.  

All filters must be easily accessible and provide safe and adequate clearance for maintenance. Ensure that installed 
equipment has capacity to handle potential pressure drop from filtration media.  

Consider using a thicker media filter to increase effective surface area and reduce pressure drop.  

 

 
 

VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents indicate air filtration media criteria 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 
 

 
RESOURCES 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
www.epa.gov  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PURPOSE 

Improve air quality by installing high-efficiency filtration media. 

CRITERIA 
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IEQ 4: Radon Exposure Prevention                           1 point 

 

  

 

   

 PHASE: DESIGN/ 

CONSTRUCTION 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

GC 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

RADON TEST REPORT 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

Select one option below: 

Option A. Radon Test After Substantial Completion (1 point)  

Project team shall conduct a radon test of the building and provide test results to the building owner. Radon test must 
comply with EPA guidelines. If test indicates a radon concentration greater than four picocuries per liter (pCi/L), project 
must follow EPA guidelines to reduce levels to below 4 picocuries per liter (pCi/L). 

Option B. Install Soil Gas Vent System (1 point) 

A passive radon vent system shall be installed in compliance with EPA guidelines for “Model Standards and Techniques 
for Control of Radon in New Residential Buildings.” After substantial completion, perform radon test as indicated in 
Option A. If radon levels greater than four picocuries per liter are measured, convert passive system to active system 
with fan(s) and retest. Repeat modifications and testing until radon level is below acceptable level. 

 
 

VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents include soil gas vent system 
 Provide radon test results to owner and ECLC Technical Advisor 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 
 

RESOURCES 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
www.epa.gov  

 

 
 

PURPOSE 

Reduce occupant exposure to radon.  

CRITERIA 
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IEQ 5: Certified Flooring                1 point 

 

 

   

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

SPECIFICATIONS 

PRODUCT 
SPECIFICATION 

DOCUMENTATION 

 

 

Select one option below: 

 

Option A: Carpet: Carpet and Rug Institute’s (CRI) GREEN LABEL PLUS® program (1 point) 

Installed carpet and associated adhesives are certified by the Carpet and Rug Institute’s (CRI) 
GREEN LABEL PLUS® program. Cradle to Cradle® certification or Declare Red List Free® 
certification are acceptable alternatives. 

 

  

   Option B: Non-Carpeted Flooring (1 point) 

All of the following installed non-carpeted flooring and related adhesives are certified by at least one of the below 
third-party certifications:  

 FloorScore®  

 GREENGUARD®  

 Cradle to Cradle®  

 Declare Red List Free® 

 

Example products include: 
 Bamboo flooring 
 Cork flooring 
 Hardwood flooring 
 Linoleum flooring 
 Laminate flooring 
 Porcelain tile 
 Rubber flooring 

 Rubber wall base 
 Sheet vinyl flooring 
 Vinyl composition tile (VCT) 
 Vinyl tile 

 

PURPOSE 

Reduce building occupant exposure to volatile organic compounds (VOCs).  

CRITERIA 
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VERIFICATION 

 Product Specifications indicating CRI GREEN LABEL PLUS® , Cradle to Cradle® , FloorScore®, GREENGUARD® label or 
Declare Red List Free®. 

 

 
RESOURCES 

The Carpet and Rug Institute 

www.carpet-rug.org  

The Resilient Floor Covering Institute 
www.rfci.com 

GREENGUARD® Environmental Institute 
www.greenguard.org  

Cradle to Cradle®  
www.c2ccertified.org  

Declare® 

https://living-future.org/declare/ 
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IEQ 6: Composite Wood Contains No Added Urea-Formaldehyde        1 point  

 

  

 

   

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: SAFETY DATA 
SHEET(S)  

 

All interior composite wood products contain no added urea-formaldehyde (NAUF).  

 For example, particleboard, medium density fiberboard (MDF), plywood, laminated shelving, wood doors, 
blocking, millwork 

 

 
 

VERIFICATION 

 Product Safety Data Sheets(s) (SDS) stating NAUF for all composite wood products used inside the building envelope 
 

 

 

 

 
RESOURCES 

http://www.hpva.org/formaldehyde-standards 

https://www.usgbc.org/node/1732513?return=/credits/new-construction/v2009/indoor-environmental-quality 

http://www.decorativesurfaces.org/cpa-green/naf-nauf-ulef.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PURPOSE 

Reduce building occupant exposure to urea-formaldehyde.  

CRITERIA 
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IEQ 7: Red List Free Material Selection                  1-5 points 

 

  

 

  

 

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: SUSTAINABLE 
PROCUREMENT POLICY 

SPECIFICATIONS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

Projects are to incorporate a list of Red List Free products into the specification package and into project’s Sustainable 
Procurement Policy. The specific number of products to be incorporated into the project will vary depending on option(s) 
pursued. Projects attempting the WellBeing Designation must fulfill at least one option. 

 

Select at least one option-potential for 5 total points: 

Option Interior Finishes – minimum 5 products certified Red List Free® (1 point) 

Option FF&E – minimum 10 products certified Red List Free (2 points) 

Option Building Structural/Envelope Elements – minimum 12 products certified Red List Free or Declare LBC Compliant 
(1 point) 

Option MEP – minimum 5 products certified Red List Free (1 point) 

 

Sample of Red List ingredients that would be prohibited in a project. Complete list contains over 777 prohibited 
ingredients: 

 
- Alkylphenols - Halogenated Flame Retardants (HFRs) 
- Asbestos - Lead (added) 
- Bisphenol A (BPA) - Mercury 
- Cadmium - Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) 
- Chlorobenzenes - Perfluorinated Compounds (PFCs) 
- Chlorinated Polyvinyl Chloride (CPVC) 
- Formaldehyde (added) 

- Phthalates 
- Polyvinylidene Chloride (PVDC) 

- Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and 
Hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) 

- Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) in wet applied 
products 

- Chloroprene (Neoprene) - Short Chain Chlorinated Paraffins 
- Chromium IV 
- Chlorinated Polyethylene and Chlorosulfonated 

Polyethlene 

- Wood treatments containing Creosote, Arsenic or 
Pentachlorophenol 

PURPOSE 

Reduce building occupant exposure to indoor air contaminates and harsh chemicals by eliminating the use of worst-in-
class ingredients/chemicals used inside the building envelope. 

CRITERIA 

DRAFT
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Project teams must create and implement a process for confirming all identified Red List Free Products are within the 
building. This can be accomplished in a variety of ways, but project teams are encouraged to focus on procuring materials 
with the Red List Free Label, Declare label, Health Product Declaration (HPD) or located within the Pharos database. 
Additionally, project teams can search the below referenced free Declare Product Database. These programs provide 
documentation and a database of building materials that can facilitate the search for compliant materials. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Source: Living Building Institute, Pharos Project Database, Health Product Declaration Collaborative) 
DEFINITIONS 

Declare - is a “nutrition label” and online database for building materials. Declare labels clearly indicate whether a product is 
Red List Free or not. (Source Living Building Institute) 

Health Product Declaration (HPD) - provides a standardized way of reporting the material contents of building products, and 
the health effects associated with these materials. The HPD is developed according to the directions set forth by the Health 
Product Declaration Collaborative, and is considered to be complementary to life cycle documentation such as LCA and EPD. 
(Source Health Product Declaration Collaborative) 

Pharos Database - a digital resource encompassing a building product library, chemical and material library and certifications 
standards library. (Source:www.pharosproject.net) 

VERIFICATION 

 Provide Sustainable Procurement Policy and/or Specifications. 
 Product Safety Data Sheets(s) (SDS) or other verified collateral stating Red List Free compliance. 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor. 

 
RESOURCES 

Toxicological Effects of Methylmercury 

https://www.nap.edu/catalog/9899/toxicological-effects-of-methylmercury 

Declare Product Database 

access.living-future.org/declare-products 

Health Product Declaration (HPD)  

http://www.hpd-collaborative.org/ 

Pharos Database 

http://pharosproject.net/ 
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IEQ 8: Views to Nature                   2 points 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

Provide building occupants with views to outdoor natural elements for 75% (by floor area) of regularly occupied spaces.  
 

DEFINTION 

Regularly Occupied Spaces - spaces that are typically in use for four hours or more a day on a regular basis. 

Intermittently Occupied Spaces - spaces that are typically accessed at irregular intervals throughout the day. 

Nature or Natural Elements- elements that are not strictly fabricated and contain living and/or moving elements. For 
example sky, trees, bodies of water, and vegetation would all qualify as nature or natural elements.  

  

VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents identifying regularly occupied spaces and the percentage of the areas within those regularly 
occupied spaces that will not have views to the outdoors. Measurement of regularly occupied spaces to be conducted 
using total floor area of qualifying spaces 

 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 
 

 
RESOURCES 

14 Patterns of Biophilic Design  

Improving Health and Well-being in the built environment 

Terrapin Bright Green 

https://www.terrapinbrightgreen.com/report/14-patterns/ 

 

 
  

PURPOSE 

Provide building occupants with views to outdoor natural elements and living systems to reduce occupant stress and 
enhance well-being. Additionally, efficient glazing required for views to the exterior can contribute to energy reduction 
goals by optimizing daylighting strategies.  

CRITERIA 

DRAFT

https://www.terrapinbrightgreen.com/report/14-patterns/
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IEQ 9: Connection with Nature: Interior Materials                1 point 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

Design interior finish materials that emulate natural materials found in the project’s region to support occupant connection to 
nature. Projects can accomplish this in multiple ways. To be considered for credit achievement, project must apply the intent 
of this credit to at least 10% of the exposed surface area of interior materials.  

 

Some examples could include but are not limited to: 

 Using materials found in the region of the project’s location; such as granite or native wood for a project located in 
Georgia 

 Materials formed to reference textures and/or patterns represented in the natural landscape of the project. For 
example, using a wood-grained texture on interior walls for a project located in Georgia would qualify for this 
implementation example. 

 Textured surfaces that occupants can safely interact with (based at prominent building locations) – for example, local 
stone wall details at main entrance 

 Projects are encouraged to innovate opportunities and propose ideas to their Technical Adviser 
 

 

VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents including finish schedule with applicable materials indicated on floor plans, finish 
plans, sections and elevations (as applicable) 

 Site Inspection by Technical Adviser 
 

RESOURCES 

14 Patterns of Biophilic Design  

Improving Health and Well-being in the built environment 

Terrapin Bright Green 

PURPOSE 

To create an environment that contributes to improved occupant productivity and health by providing building occupants 
with a connection to nature through the use of materials.  

CRITERIA 

DRAFT
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https://www.terrapinbrightgreen.com/report/14-patterns/ 

 
  

DRAFT
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IEQ 10: Integration of Indoor Non-static Features                  1 point  

 

 

  

 

  

 

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

Provide non-static and non-rhythmic elements within and/or viewed from at least 50% of the regularly occupied interior 
spaces. Percentage to be calculated by measuring total floor area of regularly occupied spaces.  

 

Projects can fulfill credit intent in multiple ways including but not limited to the following examples: 

 
 Integration of an aquarium 

 Integration of a fireplace 

 Integration of variable temperatures throughout indoor spaces. Consider energy reducing strategies such as a semi-
conditioned atrium connecting two regularly occupied and fully-conditioned buildings 

 Integration of an indoor water feature with naturally fluctuating water movement verses predictable movement or 
stagnancy 

 Window boxes visible from seated-height positions containing plant species that attract bees, butterflies and other 
wildlife 

 Installation of kinetic sculptural elements  

 Room dividers or sculptural features that receive direct daylight creating multiple angles of light or patterned effects 
of diffused light that change throughout the course of the day. Ensure direct light does not create glare conditions 
for occupants. 

 Projects are encouraged to innovate opportunities and propose ideas to their Technical Adviser 
 

DEFINTION 

Regularly Occupied Spaces - spaces that are typically in use for four hours or more a day on a regular basis. 

PURPOSE 

Create a psychologically engaging indoor space that emulates the research-validated restorative properties of the 
natural environment to contribute to improved occupant productivity and health.  

 

 

CRITERIA 

DRAFT
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Intermittently Occupied Spaces - spaces that are typically accessed at irregular intervals throughout the day. 
 

 

 

VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents illustrating strategy for credit fulfillment. 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor. 

 
RESOURCES 

Ryan. C. 2015, Non-Rhythmic Sensory Stimuli: Give Yourself a Break (humanspaces.com/2015/05/21/non-rhythmic-sensory-
stimuli-give-yourself-a-break/) 

 

14 Patterns of Biophilic Design  

Improving Health and Well-being in the built environment 

Terrapin Bright Green 

https://www.terrapinbrightgreen.com/report/14-patterns/ 
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IEQ 11: Activity Based Environment                   1 point 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

Design a variety of spaces to allow building occupants the flexibility to choose the appropriate space for the variety of tasks 
in a given day. A minimum of four distinct (i.e. cannot be four integrations into one space) spaces implementation examples 
must be applied for credit achievement. Since this approach incentivizes resilient and flexible space planning, its 
implementation can minimize the need for additional square footage or building revisions in the future that would have 
otherwise been needed to accommodate evolving organizational needs.  

Some examples that qualify include, but are not limited to: 

 Integrate various spaces that support each of the four modes of knowledge work: collaboration, focus, socialization 
and learning 

 Create a system of spaces supporting a range of needs such as integrating areas from having high visual/acoustical 
stimulation to low visual/acoustical stimulation 

 Space for occupant refuge/privacy 

 Space designated as a quiet room only. The use of cellphones or computer audio is prohibited in this room. This 
space should have additional acoustical protective measures specified. 

 Space for group collaboration 

 Space for open workstation environment 

 Projects are encouraged to innovate opportunities and propose ideas to ECLC Technical Advisor 

 

 
 VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents including room labels to identify space function. Other documentation to prove compliance 
can be provided 

 Narrative outlining the implementation of at least four distinct solutions around credit intent 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor that the minimum of four solutions were implemented into construction and 

operation 
 
 
 

PURPOSE 

Provide building occupants with a diverse and flexible environment accommodating a variety of activities and personality 
needs to support increased productivity and occupant well-being. 

CRITERIA 

DRAFT
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RESOURCES 

Jahncke, H., S. Hygge, N. Halin, A.M. Green, & K. Dimberg (2011). Open-Plan Office Noise: Cognitive Performance and 
Restoration. Journal of Environmental Psychology, 31, 373-382. 

 

Heerwagen, J.H. & G.H. Orians (1993). Humans, Habitats and Aesthetics. In: S.R. Kellert & R.S. Wilson (Eds.). The Biophilia 
Hypothesis (138-172). Washington:Island Press. pp484 

 

14 Patterns of Biophilic Design  

Improving Health & Well-being in the built environment 

Terrapin Bright Green 

https://www.terrapinbrightgreen.com/report/14-patterns/ 

 

U. S. General Services Administration Center for Workplace Strategy Public Buildings Service. Sound Matters: How to 
Achieve Acoustic Comfort in the Contemporary Office. Washington, D.C.: General Services Administration Center for 
Workplace Strategy Public Buildings Service; 2012: 11, 29, 32, 33, 36. 

 

Gensler, What We’ve Learned About Focus in the Workplace 

www.gensler.com/research-insight/research/wpi-analytics:what-we've-learned-about-focus-in-the-workplace 

 

Gensler, Does a Healthy Workplace Improve the Bottom Line? 

https://www.gensler.com/research-insight/research/toward-a-wellness-based-workplace?-does-a-healthy-workplace-
improve-the-bottom-line 
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IEQ 12: Active Use                        1 point 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

OWNER 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

 

 

Provide occupants the opportunity for improved health and productivity by supporting physical activity opportunities in a 
variety of ways. A minimum of three opportunities must be implemented to achieve credit.  

 

Physical Activity opportunity examples include but are not limited to: 

 
 Owner provides an activity incentive program through gym membership, fitness program subsidy, etc 

 Equipment provided for building occupants to engage in physical fitness 

 Integrate a range of options that support different postures throughout the environment such as providing stations 
that allow people to stand while they work 

 Design spaces that encourage the use of stairs instead of an elevator. For example, place the staircase in a prominent 
centrally located area of the building and integrate daylight/views to the exterior from the staircase. 

 Integrate an outdoor walking trail on the building property 

 Projects are encouraged to innovate physical activity opportunities and propose ideas to ECLC Technical Advisor 

 
 

VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents with physical activity strategy indicated  
 Documentation of other initiatives such as company policy on providing gym membership or other fitness program 

subsidy (as applicable) 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 
 

 
 

PURPOSE 

Encourage improved occupant health with physical activity opportunities throughout the built environment and/or 
support programs to improve occupant health. 

CRITERIA 

DRAFT
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RESOURCES 

Center for Active Design 

Active Design Guidelines 

https://centerforactivedesign.org/guidelines/ 

 

Center for Active Design: Designing for Workplace Well-being 

https://centerforactivedesign.org/designingforworkplacewell-being 

 

Center for Active Design: Case Study 

Bay Terrace Community & Education Center 

https://centerforactivedesign.org/bayterrace 
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IEQ 13: Social Equity Initiative                  1 point 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

DESIGNER 

 VERIFICATION: NARRATIVE 

SUPPORT 
DOCUMENTATION 

 

Projects teams are to create and implement positive social equity designs through completing the independent third-party 
certification called Social Economic Environmental Design (SEED) Certification. Projects are to complete the SEED 
Evaluator that reviews the projects’ social, economic and environmental impact within the community. 

 

 

 
DEFINITION 

Social Economic Environmental Design (SEED) Network – is a non-profit organization dedicated to supporting a “culture of 
civic responsibility and engagement in the built environment and the public realm.” 

SEED Evaluator – is a tool to help “designers, project developers, community leaders and others who desire a common 
standard to guide, measure, evaluate and certify the social, economic and environmental impact of design projects.” 

 

VERIFICATION 

 Provide narrative of social equity initiative 
 Provide support documentation 

 
 

RESOURCES 

Social Economic Environmental Design (SEED) Network 

SEED Certification and SEED Evaluator 

https://seednetwork.org/seed-evaluator-4-0/ 

 

 

 

 

 

PURPOSE 

Encourage and promote social equity strategies within the project and community.  

CRITERIA 

DRAFT

https://seednetwork.org/seed-evaluator-4-0/
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High Performance Building Envelope 
  

DRAFT
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 REQUIREMENT / POINT ITEM VERIFICATION 

Required Point 

Item 

Deep 

Energy 

WellBeing  Site  

Inspection 

Construction 

Documents 

Other 

 

BE R1    Envelope Design    

BE R2    Complete Insulation Coverage     

BE R3    Envelope Air Tightness Performance Test    

 BE 1   Exceed Envelope Air Tightness 

Performance Test 

   

 BE 2   Insulate at Slab Edges and 

Foundation Walls 

   

 BE 3   ENERGY STAR Qualified Roof    

 BE 4   Minimize East/West Fenestration    

 BE 5   Glazing Performance    

 BE 6   Architectural Solar Heat Gain Reduction 

Strategies 

   

 BE 7   Daylighting Design Strategies    

 BE 8   Operable Windows    

 BE 9   Exterior Materials: Connection with Nature    
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BE R1: Envelope Design                      REQUIREMENT 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

GENERAL CONTRACTOR 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS 

COMcheck FILE 

COMcheck  ENVELOPE 
COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATE 

GC TO PROVIDE PHOTOS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Reduce heat loss or gain through building thermal envelope components. Minimize energy loss and increase durability by 
providing better moisture control with a closed crawlspace. Avoid using an energy source for attic ventilation to prevent 
creation of an undesirable pressure profile. 

 

 

CRITERIA 

 

Fulfill the following criteria (as applicable): 

- Fulfill minimum envelope requirements in BE R1.1 Minimum Prescriptive R-Values for Building Envelope through 
prescriptive or trade off method via COMcheck 

- No vented crawlspace and no power attic ventilation 

 

The project must meet or exceed portions of ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013 Section 5 Building Envelope. Compliance with 
insulation and fenestration requirements may be verified using either the “Prescriptive Building Envelope Option” or the 
“Building Envelope Trade-Off Option”. All mandatory provisions apply. Architectural Drawings must indicate insulation and 
fenestration values for each building envelope component. In addition, COMcheck shall be completed 
(refer to Appendix A: COMcheck Overview and Appendix B: COMcheck Envelope). 

 

Vestibules or revolving doors are required in climate zone 3 if the building is ≥ 10,000 square feet and 4 
stories or more above grade; they are required in climate zone 4 if the building is > 1,000 square feet. 
Vestibules or revolving doors are not required in climate zones 1 and 2. Refer to ASHRAE Standard 90.1-
2013, Section 5.4.3.4. 
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Demonstrate compliance with COMcheck through one of the following options: 

A. Prescriptive Option: Insulation and fenestration properties shall meet requirements in ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013 
Tables 5.5-1 through 5.5-8, and summarized in Table 1. 

A project may select the prescriptive option if the design meets the following conditions: 

 Vertical glazing does not exceed 40% of the gross wall area 

 Skylight glazing does not exceed 3% of the gross roof area 

 

To demonstrate compliance through COMcheck, meet or exceed R-Value, U-Factor and Solar Heat Gain Coefficient 
(SHGC) requirements for each applicable thermal envelope component. 

BE R1.1 Minimum Prescriptive R-Values for Non-Residential Building Envelopes 

 

Opaque Elements Climate Zone 2 Climate Zone 3 Climate Zone 4 

Roofs*    

Insulation Entirely above Deck R-25.0 c.i. R-25.0 c.i. R-30.0 c.i. 

Metal Building R-10.0 + R-19.0 FC R-10.0 + R-19.0 FC 
R-19.0 + R-11 Ls or  

R-25 + R-8 Ls 

Attic and Other  R-38.0 R-38.0 R-49.0 

Walls, Above Grade    

Mass  R-5.7 c.i. R-7.6 c.i. R-9.5 c.i. 

Metal building  R-0.0 + R9.8 c.i. R-0.0 + R9.8 c.i. R-0.0 + R-15.8 c.i. 

Steel-Framed R-13.0 + R-3.8 c.i. R-13.0 + R-5 c.i. R-13.0 + R-7.5 c.i. 

Wood-Framed and Other R-13.0  R-13.0 R-13.0 + R-8 c.i. 

Walls, Below-Grade    

Below-grade walls NR NR R-7.5 c.i. 

Floors    

Mass  R-6.3 c.i. R-10 c.i. R-14.6 c.i. 

Steel-Joist R-30 R-30 R-30 

Wood-Framed and Other R-30 R-30 R-30 

Slabs    

Unheated NR NR R-15.0 for 24" 

Heated R-10.0 for 24" R-15.0 for 24" R-20.0 for 24" 

Opaque Doors    

Swinging U-0.70 U-0.70 U-0.50 

Non-swinging U-0.50 U-0.50 U-0.50 

Vestibules    

At building entrance NR yes for +10K sf Yes 

 

Source: ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013 Tables 5.5.1-5.5.4 
c.i. – continuous insulation 
NR – no (insulation) requirement 
Ls – Liner system 
FC – filled cavity 

*High Albedo Roof required with some exceptions 
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BE R1.2 Minimum Fenestration Performance for Non-Residential Building Envelopes 

Glazed Fenestration Climate Zone 2 Climate Zone 3 Climate Zone 4 

Vertical Fenestration (max. 40%)    

Nonmetal frame U-0.40 / SHGC-0.25 U-0.35 / SHGC-0.25 U-0.35 / SHGC-0.40 

Metal frame, fixed U-0.57 / SHGC-0.25 U-0.50 / SHGC-0.25 U-0.42 / SHGC-0.40 

Metal frame, operable  U-0.65 / SHGC-0.25 U-0.60 / SHGC-0.25 U-0.50 / SHGC-0.40 

Metal frame, entrance door U-0.83 / SHGC-0.25 U-0.77 / SHGC-0.25 U-0.77 / SHGC-0.40 

Skylight (max 3% of roof)    

All types U-0.65 / SHGC-0.35 U-0.55 / SHGC-0.35 U-0.50 / SHGC-0.40 

 

B. COMcheck Trade-Off Option (Refer to ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013, Section 5.6)  

For projects that do not qualify for the Prescriptive path, or prefer to redistribute insulation values for various 
envelope components to better serve the building design, the Trade-Off option may be used.  

An energy simulation per Chapter 11 of ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013 may be used as an alternative to the prescribed criteria 
for meeting this requirement if approved by the ECLC Technical Advisor. 

MR: Alterations to the building envelope should follow ASHRAE 90.1-2013, Section 5.1.3. 

 

Closed Crawlspace 

If a crawlspace foundation is constructed, provide a closed crawlspace for the project. Carefully consider moisture 
management, combustion safety and termite control issues in the design of the crawlspace. A closed crawlspace located 
within the 100-year flood plain must have smart vents that are normally closed.  

Include the following details in the design and construction of the closed crawlspace: 

 No venting allowed - all penetrations in crawlspace walls and floor to conditioned space above must be sealed  

 Wall connections are sealed with caulk, foam sealant and/or gasket:  

 Foundation stem wall and the sill plate 

 Sill plate and band joist  

 Band joist and subfloor  

 Termite shield or sill seal between foundation stem wall and the bottom plate (i.e. sill plate)  

 A minimum Class I, 6-mil (0.15 mm) polyethylene vapor retarder must be installed and secured to cover all exposed 
earth and extended at least six inches up foundation wall or above exterior ground grade level - overlap joints at least 
six inches and apply sealant 

 Non-residential buildings with crawlspace walls must be continuously insulated to the following minimum levels 
(insulation may be located on the interior or exterior surface of the crawlspace walls): 

 Climate Zone 2: R-5.7  

 Climate Zone 3: R-7.6 

 Climate Zone 4: R-9.5 

 A 3 inch inspection gap must be included immediately below wood floor joists/sill plate to allow inspection for 
termites. A removable insulation piece shall plug this opening during normal operation. 

 Insulated and air sealed band joists - minimum R-13 

 Access doors completely weather stripped and insulated to the same level as the crawlspace walls - ensure access 
doors have adequate protection from bulk water intrusion 

 Install a dehumidification system to maintain relative humidity at levels of < 60%  
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 Install humidity sensor with alarm capability. 

 

 
Note: The 2009 IBC does not specifically allow closed crawlspaces (refer to section 1203.3 Under-floor ventilation); however, closed 
crawlspaces may be installed in accordance with the 2009 IBC section 104.11 Alternative materials, design and methods of 
construction and equipment. Check with local/state building codes for potential conflicts.  

No Power Attic Ventilation 

 

Vented attics should be passively ventilated. 

 

Note: EarthCraft Light Commercial encourages unvented attic assemblies (refer to BE 5: Unvented Attic). 

 
VERIFICATION 

 Construction documents clearly identify types and properties of insulation and fenestration materials 
 COMcheck file and COMcheck Envelope Compliance Certificate must be submitted before construction for 

Option A or Option B 
 Leave NFRC label on glazing for Site inspection OR provide photographs before removing 
 For Site-fabricated glazing, provide Certificate of Compliance 
 Construction Documents clearly indicate closed crawlspace details 
 ECLC Technical Advisor will perform Site inspection 

 

 

 
RESOURCES 

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 
www.ashrae.org 

COMcheck Software 
www.energycodes.gov 

ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013, Section 5.4.3 Air Leakage 

www.ashrae.org 
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BE R2: Complete Insulation Coverage          REQUIREMENT 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

GENERAL CONTRACTOR 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS 

PHOTOS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Reduce energy loss and increase building durability by creating a complete thermal boundary at the building envelope. 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Installed insulation shall be free of defects in accordance with manufacture requirements (Grade I). Projects must fulfill the 
minimum envelope design requirements described below for thermal break for mass and/or steel framed walls (as applicable) 
and proper insulation installation. Even with trade-off, a minimum thermal break of R-3 is required. 

 

Thermal Break Required for Mass Wall and/or Steel Framed 

 

Projects complying with BE R1 Option A: Prescriptive Option must fulfill the following:  

BE R2.1: Prescriptive required thermal break for energy code compliance (non-residential buildings). 

 

Wall, 
Above Grade 

Climate Zone 2 Climate Zone 3 Climate Zone 4 

Steel Framed R-3.8 R-5 R-7.5 

Mass R-5.7 R-7.6 R-9.5 

 

Projects complying with BE R1 Option B: COMcheck Trade-Off Option must fulfill the following: 

 

Projects that have mass and/or steel framed walls as a component of the building envelope assembly must have a minimum 
thermal break of R-3 in the form of exterior continuous insulation, regardless of energy code compliance pathway. Projects 
are to document with COMcheck. 
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Steel Stud Framed Wall Section Perspective 
 

Grade I Insulation Coverage 

 

The building thermal envelope is comprised of two components: insulation and an air barrier. All insulation must be continuous 
(no gaps or missing pieces) and in direct contact with the building’s continuous air barrier.  

The quality of the insulation application will be graded upon inspection: Grade I is required (refer to Appendix F: Insulation 
Grading for more information on insulation grading). Ensure careful installation at narrow cavities and cavities that contain 
plumbing or electrical work.  

Meet the following requirements below, as applicable: 

 Insulation Application 

Installation must be a minimum of Grade I quality. Any project receiving a Grade II or Grade III upon inspection must 
resolve deficiencies and supply photos to demonstrate that corrections have been made.  

 Loose-fill Attic Insulation 

Any applied loose-fill attic insulation must have an attic card (listing type of insulation, bag count and appropriate 
depth) located near the access, and rulers must be present every 300 square feet. For vented attics, insulation dams 
and ventilation baffles shall be installed to provide insulation coverage over top plates (prior to insulation). Loose-fill 
insulation shall not be used in attic roof spaces when the slope of the ceiling is more than 3:12. 

 Band/Rim Joists  

Band/rim joists must be insulated to a minimum of R-13, regardless of energy code compliance pathway. 

 Chase Penetrations 

All chases must be completely sealed and insulated where they penetrate the building thermal envelope. 

 Cantilevers and Overhangs 

Ensure there is complete insulation coverage where cantilevers or overhangs intersect with installed blocking above 
supporting wall. 

 Parapet Walls 

Insulation must be in direct contact with the building’s continuous air barrier. 

 Insulated Attic Access 

R-value to be same as attic insulation.  

Deep Energy Designation must meet the following criteria: 

Band/rim joists must be insulated with rigid or spray applied insulation to a minimum of R-13, regardless of energy code 
compliance pathway. 

Thermal 
break Exterior 

Sheathing 
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VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents indicate the following: 
 R-value of thermal break 
 Insulation requirements listed in architectural set notes 
 Details of thermal envelope connections  

 Photographs if cannot be Site Inspected: 
 Thermal break installation  
 Envelope insulation coverage  
 

RESOURCES 

North American Insulation Manufacturers Association (NAIMA) 

www.naima.org  

Appendix F - EarthCraft Insulation Coverage Guide 
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BE R3: Envelope Air Tightness Performance Test         REQUIREMENT 

 

 

  

 

  

  

 PHASE: PUNCH OUT / 
COMMISSIONING 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

GENERAL CONTRACTOR 

 VERIFICATION: FINAL SITE INSPECTION 
REPORT  

 

PURPOSE 

Ensure envelope construction meets air tightness requirements through verified performance testing. 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Building envelope air tightness must meet or exceed the performance target of 0.40 cfm/sf when tested in accordance with 
ASTM E779. A multi-point Envelope Air Tightness Performance Test will be performed during the Final Site Inspection using 
calibrated blower door diagnostic test equipment. The test result is expressed in terms of Envelope Leakage Ratio (ELR75) at 75 
Pascals of pressure difference between the building interior and exterior. 

 

ELR75 < 0.40 
 

Additional points can be achieved for better performance results (refer to BE 1: Exceed Envelope Air Tightness Performance 
Test). 

 

Deep Energy Designation 

Projects achieving ECLC Deep Energy Designation must meet a tighter building envelope leakage threshold. Additional 
points can be achieved for better performance results (refer to BE 1: Exceed Envelope Air Tightness Performance Test). 

 

 

Deep Energy ELR75 < 0.25 
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ENVELOPE AIR TIGHTNESS PERFORMANCE TEST 

A blower door test shall be conducted with intentional building 
penetrations (such as exhaust and outside air intakes) sealed. 
Reference ECLC Envelope Air Leakage Testing Protocol. 

 

During the test, all HVAC systems and combustion appliances will be 
turned off and the building will be depressurized to multiple test 
pressures including -75 Pascals (Pa).  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: If the results of the Envelope Air Tightness Test exceed 0.40 ELR75 (0.25 ELR75 for Deep Energy Designation) then leakage 
pathways must be identified and sealed, and a re-test will be required (at additional cost) before a project can be certified.  
 
Building testing will follow the ECLC Envelope Air Leakage Testing Protocol. 
 
 

VERIFICATION 

 Final Site Inspection – Envelope Air Tightness Performance Test  

 
DEFINITIONS 

ELR75 (Envelope Leakage Ratio at 75 Pa) 

The Envelope Leakage Ratio (ELR) is the quantity of air leakage expressed in cubic feet per minute at an induced pressure 
difference of 75 Pa (CFM75) divided by the total square footage of the building’s thermal envelope (shell area). 

CFM75 (Cubic Feet per Minute at 75 Pa) 

The volume of air in cubic feet per minute moved through a fan that is set to induce a 75 Pa pressure differential between 
conditioned and unconditioned space. 

Shell Area 

The total square footage of a building’s thermal envelope: Building Envelope Floor + Envelope Ceiling/Roofline + Exterior 
Envelope Wall. Typically, these are insulated areas. 

Pascal  

A Pascal (Pa) is a small metric unit of pressure and is commonly used in lieu of inches of water column (1” water column = 248 
Pa; 75 Pa = 0.3 inches of water column). 

 

 

Blower Door Assembly 
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Building Thermal Envelope 

The building thermal envelope is the portion of the building 
envelope that is comprised of the continuous air barrier and 
insulation and separates conditioned space from 
unconditioned space.  

 

 

 

Example Calculation 

A 7,600 square foot building (First floor: 3,600 square feet 
and second floor: 4,000 square feet) has a shell area of 

13,920 square feet. The blower door test measures a flow of 3,340 CFM75.  

What is the Envelope Leakage Ratio at 75 Pa?  

 

ELR75 is calculated by dividing the measured CFM75 by the total shell area of the envelope. 

 

 

𝑺𝒉𝒆𝒍𝒍 𝑨𝒓𝒆𝒂 = 4000𝑓𝑡2 +  4000𝑓𝑡2 +  5920𝑓𝑡2

= 𝟏𝟑, 𝟗𝟐𝟎𝑓𝑡2 

 

 

𝑩𝑫 𝑭𝒂𝒏 𝑭𝒍𝒐𝒘 𝑴𝒆𝒂𝒔𝒖𝒓𝒆𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕 = 𝟑, 𝟑𝟒𝟎 𝑪𝑭𝑴𝟕𝟓  

 

 

𝑬𝑳𝑹𝟕𝟓  =  
 𝑪𝑭𝑴𝟕𝟓

𝑺𝒉𝒆𝒍𝒍 𝑨𝒓𝒆𝒂
  

 

𝑬𝑳𝑹𝟕𝟓  =  
3,340 𝐶𝐹𝑀75

13,920 𝑠𝑓
 

 

𝑬𝑳𝑹𝟕𝟓  =  𝟎. 𝟐𝟒  
Envelope passes program requirement and earns additional points 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RESOURCES 

EarthCraft Website 
ECLC Envelope Air Leakage Testing Protocol 
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BE 1: Exceed Envelope Air Tightness Performance Test               1 -3 points 

 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

GENERAL CONTRACTOR 

 VERIFICATION: FINAL SITE INSPECTION 
REPORT 

 

PURPOSE 

Increase energy efficiency and indoor environmental quality by designing and installing and air tight building envelope system.  

 

 

CRITERIA  

Building envelope air tightness must meet or exceed the performance targets below when tested in accordance with ASTM 
E779. An Envelope Air Tightness Performance Test will be performed during the Final Site Inspection using calibrated blower 
door diagnostic test equipment. The test result is expressed in terms of Envelope Leakage Ratio at 75 Pascals (ELR75) of 
pressure difference between the building interior and exterior. 

Projects attempting to achieve the Deep Energy Designation must fulfill Option B. 

Select one option below: 

A. Measured ELR75 ≤ 0.30 (1 points) 

B. Measured ELR75 ≤ 0.25 (2 points) 

 

For an explanation of Envelope Leakage Ratio (ELR75 = CFM75/SFBE) calculations and minimum performance requirements, 
refer to BE R3: Envelope Air Tightness Performance Test.  

 
VERIFICATION 

 Final Site Inspection – Envelope Air Tightness Performance Test  
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BE 2: Insulate Slab Edges and Foundation Walls          1 point 

 

  

 

   

 PHASE: CONSTRUCTION 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

 

Provide a minimum R-4 thermal break at the exterior of slab edges and foundation walls above grade. Install minimum ½” 
expansion joints at contiguous slab locations to create a thermal break between areas connecting conditioned and 
unconditioned spaces. Ensure that construction documents appropriately detail insulation protection, termite resistance 
measures, flashing and air sealing. 

  

 

 

Insulation at Slab/Footing Foundation 

 
 

PURPOSE 

Reduce energy loss through areas prone to thermal bridging, such as slab edges, foundation walls and contiguous slab  

locations.  

CRITERIA 

Minimum R-4 

continuous 

insulation for 
above grade wall Exterior 

grade line DRAFT
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VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents clearly indicate location and R-value of slab edge and/or foundation wall insulation 
 Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 
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BE 3: ENERGY STAR Qualified Roof                           2 points 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: SPECIFICATIONS 

SUBMITTAL 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

Purpose 

Reduce energy loads and heat island effect by applying highly reflective and low thermal emittance roofing materials. 

 

 
Criteria 

Install ENERGY STAR qualified roofing material for at least 90% of roofing.  

ENERGY STAR criteria: 

 Low Slope roofs must have an initial solar reflectance of > 0.65 

After 3 years, the solar reflectance must be > 0.50 

 Steep Slope roofs must have an initial solar reflectance of > 0.25 

After 3 years, the solar reflectance must be > 0.15 

Note - One benefit of earning this credit is that ASHRAE 90.1-2013 prescriptively requires either increased insulation levels or a 
reflective roof for climate zones 1 – 3. Some exceptions apply, see ASHRAE 90.1-2013 Section 5.5.3.1.1 for details. 

 
VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents specifications must list ENERGY STAR qualified roofing 
 Roofing manufacture specification sheet 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 
DEFINTIONS 

Heat Island Effect – The heat island effect is a temperature phenomenon in which heat-absorbing buildings (and hardscape 
materials), especially those with dark roofs and non-reflective surfaces, release heat absorbed from sunlight into the 
surrounding atmosphere. The resulting effect is an increase in outdoor air temperature in a specific area, or “island” which 
contributes to generation of poor outdoor air quality such as smog. Increases in local air temperature caused by the heat island 
effect generally occur in urban areas and centers where many buildings with dark roofs are concentrated in a small area. 

 
RESOURCES 

ENERGY STAR 
www.energystar.gov 

Cool Roof Rating Council 
www.coolroofs.org 
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BE 4: Minimize East/West Fenestration                                      1 point 

 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS 

EAST/WEST GLAZING CALCULATION 

WINDOW TO WALL RATIO 
CALCULATION 

 

PURPOSE 

Optimize fenestration orientation to reduce solar heat gain. 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Design the building so that the majority of fenestration is on north and south facades to maximize use of natural light, while 
minimizing heat gain on the east and west orientations. The sum of east and west fenestration must not exceed 30% of the 
total fenestration area.  

 

Note: Fenestration that is oriented to within 30 degrees of true north or south will be considered as north or south glazing. 
(See example on next page) 
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Example Calculation   

Determine the percentage of east and west fenestration area as it relates to the total fenestration area. A project with 480 
square feet of East and West fenestration and a total fenestration area of 2,000 square feet would calculate the percentage of 
East and West fenestration as follows: 

 
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝐸𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑊𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝐹𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 =  
𝐸𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑊𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝐹𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐹𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
 =  

480 𝑠𝑓

2,000 𝑠𝑓
 →  𝟐𝟒. 𝟎% 

 
 
VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents include building orientation 
 East and West fenestration area calculations 
 Window-to-Wall Ratio Calculation 

 

 
DEFINITIONS 

Fenestration – all areas (including the frames) in the building envelope that let in light, including windows, plastic panels, 
clerestories, roof monitors, skylights, doors that are more than one-half glass and glass block walls.  

 

Fenestration area - total area of the fenestration measured using the rough opening and including glazing, sash, and frame. 
For doors where the glazed vision area is less than 50% of the door area, the fenestration area is the glazed vision area. For all 
other doors, the fenestration area is the door area. 

 

Window-to-wall - The window-to-wall ratio is defined as: glazing area divided by gross exterior wall area (floor-to-ceiling 
height).  

 

 

 

 

  

30° 

30° 
This side considered 
North fenestration 

This side considered 
South fenestration 
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BE 5: Glazing Performance                          1 - 3 points 

 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

GENERAL CONTRACTOR 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS 

SUBMITTALS 

PHOTOS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Reduce heat gain and loss through the building envelope glazing by meeting the prescriptive glazing requirements.  

 

CRITERIA 

Specify and install glazing that has better than energy code-required maximum weighted-average U-Factors for all vertical 
glazing, including doors with greater than 50% glass. Effective SHGC of less than or equal to 0.25 meets or exceeds ASHRAE 
90.1-2013 through glazing only or glazing plus projection factor. 

 

Deep Energy projects must earn Options A, B and C. 

Select all applicable options:  

C. Maximum glazing weighted-average U-Factor of 0.33 (2 pts) 

D. Maximum glazing weighted-average SHGC is < 0.25 (4 pts) 
See BE 6.1: SHGC Multiplier for Permanent Projections below. See ASHRAE 90.1-2013, Table 5.5.4.4.1. 

BE 6.1: SHGC Multiplier for Permanent Projections 

 

SHGC Multiplier for Permanent Projections 

Projection 
Factor 

SHGC Multiplier 
(All Other Orientations) 

SHGC Multiplier 
(North-Oriented) 

0-0.10 1.00 1.00 

>0.10-0.20 0.91 0.95 

>0.20-0.30 0.82 0.91 

>0.30-0.40 0.74 0.87 

>0.40-0.50 0.67 0.84 

>0.50-0.60 0.61 0.81 

>0.60-0.70 0.56 0.78 

>0.70-0.80 0.51 0.76 

>0.80-0.90 0.47 0.75 

>0.90-1.00 0.44 0.73 
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BE 6.2: Worst Case SHGC/Overhang to not exceed 0.25 Effective SHGC 

 

Projection 
Factor 

Max Glazing SHGC to 
not exceed Effective 

0.25 
(All Other Orientations) 

Max Glazing SHGC to 
not exceed Effective 

0.25  
(North-Oriented) 

0-0.10 0.250 0.250 

>0.10-0.20 0.275 0.263 

>0.20-0.30 0.305 0.275 

>0.30-0.40 0.338 0.287 

>0.40-0.50 0.373 0.298 

>0.50-0.60 0.410 0.309 

>0.60-0.70 0.446 0.321 

>0.70-0.80 0.490 0.329 

>0.80-0.90 0.532 0.333 

>0.90-1.00 0.568 0.342 

 

E. Skylights are ENERGY STAR Labeled or meet the following performance requirements (2pts) 
 

Skylights must meet the following 
requirements 

Climate Zone 2 Climate Zone 3 Climate Zone 4 

Area (maximum 1% of gross roof over 
conditioned space) 

0.01 0.01 0.01 

U-factor ≤0.65 ≤0.55 ≤0.50 

SHGC ≤0.35 ≤0.35 ≤0.40 

Tubular Skylights must be ENERGY STAR certified 

Example 1 

Question: How much SHGC reduction credit does a 4’ overhang with a 2’ distance to top of window attain for a 5 x 5 north 
facing window (glazing SHGC 0.28)? Use the Table: SHGC Multipliers for Permanent Projections provided above. 
 
 
 
 
Answer:  

𝑷𝑭 =  
𝟒

𝟕
 =  𝟎. 𝟓𝟕 

 
From chart, North SHGC Multiplier = 0.81 
 
Effective SHGC = 0.28 x 0.81 = 0.23  
(project achieves credit Option B) 
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Example 2 
 
Question: The project has already specified a 9’ south facing window and the distance from the top of window to overhang is 
1’.  The selected glazing has a SHGC of 0.33. What size overhang will be required to guarantee an Effective SHGC of 0.25 is 
met? Use the Table: SHGC Multipliers for Permanent Projections provided above. 

 

Answer:  
From chart, a projection factor of greater than 0.3 
will satisfy the requirement. 
 
PF = 0.3 = depth / 10’  
 
Depth > 0.3 x 10’  
 
Depth must be > 3’ 
 
Project complies with Option C criteria if depth 
exceeds 3’. 

 

 
 
VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents indicate U-factor for all glazing components 
 Site Inspection – Leave NFRC label on glazing OR provide photographs 
 For Site fabricated glazing provide Certificate of Compliance 

 
DEFINITIONS 

Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC) – the ratio of incident solar radiation admitted through a window, both directly 
transmitted and absorbed and subsequently released inward. SHGC is expressed as a number between zero and one. The 
lower a window’s solar heat gain coefficient, the less solar heat it transmits. 
 
U-factor – the measure of how well an assembly (a window, door, or other construction element) conducts heat; the higher 
the U-factor, the more heat is transferred so lower values are preferred. 
 
Projection Factor (PF) – the ratio of the horizontal depth of the external shading projection divided by the sum of the height 
of the fenestration and the distance from the sum of the height to the bottom of the farthest point of the external shading 
projection, in consistent units. 

 

 

 
RESOURCES 

National Fenestration Rating Council 
www.nfrc.org 
ASHRAE 90.2-1013 
www.ashrae.org 
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http://www.nfrc.org/
http://www.ashrae.org/
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BE 6: Architectural Solar Heat Gain Reduction Strategies                    1-3 points 

 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS 

COMCHECK FILE 

COMCHECK COMPLIANCE 
CERTIFICATE 

CALCULATIONS % GLAZING 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Use architectural features of the building to reduce solar heat gain and improve energy performance. 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Provide shading in the form of louvers, overhangs, or parts of the building facade that extend over the glazing at a minimum of 
0.50 Projection Factor.  

 

Include the Projection Factor on the COMcheck entries for each area of glazing that is shielded (refer to Appendix B: COMcheck 
Envelope for more information regarding Projection Factor calculations and a guide to entering information into COMcheck).  

Select one option below: 

F. For 90% of South Glazing (2 pts) 

G. For 90% of South, East, and West Glazing (2pts)  
 

 
VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents include shading detail(s) and dimensions 
 COMcheck file and signed COMcheck Envelope Compliance Certificate 
 Provide calculations that express percentage of glazing with at least a 0.50 projection factor 
 Site Inspection to be conducted by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 
DEFINITION 

Projection Factor (PF) – the ratio of the horizontal depth of the external shading projection divided by the sum of the height 
of the fenestration and the distance from the top of the fenestration to the bottom of the farthest point of the external 
shading projection, in consistent units.  
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BE 7: Daylighting Design Strategies                                   1-3 points 

 

  

 

   

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: NARRATIVE 

CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

COMPUTATIONAL 
DAYLIGHTING ANALYSIS 
SUMMARY (if applicable) 

 

Lighting typically consumes up to 40% of the electricity used in commercial buildings. Furthermore, regular exposure to 
daylight has been linked to significant health and productivity benefits for building occupants. Significant savings and 
improved wellbeing can be realized by incorporating strategies that can provide adequate light levels through the use of 
natural light.  

 

Factors that affect daylighting: 

 Programming of spaces that can benefit from natural lighting 

 Size, placement and performance of glazing 

 Specifications of finishes and furnishings 

 Integration of electric lighting and controls 

 Glare control through use operable blinds or shades 

Because the EarthCraft Light Commercial program is focused on small scale buildings, the Prescriptive Daylighting Strategy 
(Options A-C) is a side-lighting approach to daylighting. Applications that incorporate more sophisticated strategies should 
pursue a comprehensive Computational Daylighting Analysis (Option D), which includes a calculated design solution to 
appropriately size openings to avoid glare, unwanted heat gain, and direct light strikes.   

Projects achieving the WellBeing Designation must achieve Option B. Prescriptive Daylighting for 50% of Total Floor Area. 

 

 

 

 

 

PURPOSE 

Reduce the need for artificial lighting while supporting occupant wellbeing by incorporating natural light into the building 
design. 

CRITERIA 
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Select Prescriptive Daylighting Strategy or Computational Daylighting Analysis Option: 

Prescriptive Daylighting Strategy 

Determine percentage of floor area that qualifies as daylit zones: 

 Side Lit Daylight zones are spaces within 15 feet of an exterior wall with minimum 20% glazing-to-wall ratio 

 Top Lit Daylight zones are spaces within the footprint of the skylight + 70% of the ceiling height added to 
each side of the footprint 

 Spaces excluded from total floor area calculation; mechanical, electrical and storage areas. Restrooms and 
circulation floor areas are not required but may be included if daylighting strategies are applied 

Daylit zones must meet the following criteria: 

 Ceiling finish shall have a Light Reflectance Value (LRV) of 0.80 or greater 

 Provide glare control for glazing on south, east, and west facing facades (blinds, roller shades, etc) 

 Light fixtures within 15 feet of the exterior wall in daylit zones shall be controlled separately. Lighting 
controls may be manual, bi-level or dimming. 

 Additional points may be earned in ES10: Automatic Daylight Sensors in Daylit Zones 

Select one option below: 

Option A. Prescriptive Daylighting for 25% of Total Floor Area (1 point) 

Option B. Prescriptive Daylighting for 50% of Total Floor Area (2 points) 

Option C. Prescriptive Daylighting for 75% of Total Floor Area (3 points) 

Option D. Computational Daylighting Analysis (1 point)  

 75% of floor area must meet Computational Daylighting Analysis requirements 

 Exclude mechanical, electrical and storage from floor area to be analyzed. Restrooms and 
circulation floor areas are not required but may be included if daylighting strategies are applied 

 Provide a narrative describing the use of computational tools throughout the design process 

 Include the analysis of light levels and/or daylight autonomy, as well as glare 

 Final analysis of proposed space should include a representation of furniture and partitions proposed for 
the space 

 Spaces that do not have a tenant or final end use should propose a reasonable configuration of 
furniture and partitions for the anticipated end use of the space  

o Use analysis points which correspond to desktops, workstations, or representative tasks for the end use 
(e.g. a regular distance along shelf faces in retail applications) demonstrate either of the following: 

I. Daylight Autonomy of at least 50% of Occupied Daylit Hours at 20 footcandles (DA20fc) Utilizing 
Energy Plus weather data (.epw file) 

II. Time specific analysis factoring actual sun angle at 9 a.m., 12 p.m., and 3 p.m. on the Equinox, 
and on the Summer and Winter Solstices, using full sunlight sky conditions. At least 50% of the 
total point readings must be 30fc or above  

o Provide glare control for glazing on south, east, and west facing facades (blinds, roller shades, etc) 

o Luminaires serving the daylit space shall have manual control, through zoning, bi-level switching or 
dimming to allow lighting within 15 feet of the exterior wall to be switched off independently from interior 
fixtures. Additional points may be earned by incorporating the criteria of ES10: Automatic Lighting 
Controls in Daylit Zones 

o Computational Daylighting Analysis Summary must include the following: 

1. Rendered views to demonstrate space geometry 

2. Screen captures of glazing and material inputs 
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3. Plan view of analysis grid demonstrating light levels:  

 At 30 inches above the finished floor  

 Maximum grid size is 10 feet x 10 feet  

 Set grid points 2 feet from walls 

 Minimum of two data points per enclosed space 
 

Example: 

 

The building shown is 40 ft. by 60 ft. and features glazing on the 
front and left side with a skylight in the right rear corner. The daylit 
area is 1,300 sq.ft. (non daylit area is 1,100 sq.ft.). 

 

Determine percent daylit zone = 1,300 sq.ft. / 2,400 sq.ft. = 54% 

 

Assuming the ceiling has an LRV of at least 0.80, the glazing has 
appropriate glare control and the daylit zone lighting fixtures have 
separate controls, option B is achieved. 

 

 
 

 

DEFINITION 

Daylit Zones - areas naturally lit by top or side glazing. For vertical glazing, the daylit floor area is calculated by adding 2 feet 
to either side of the wall containing the window and projecting 15 feet into the space. For top glazing, the daylit floor area is 
the footprint of the skylight + 70% of the ceiling height added to each side of the footprint. Daylit floor area terminates at full-
height vertical partitions.  
 

VERIFICATION 

Options A - C 
 Narrative of daylighting strategies employed 
 Construction Documents include the following details: 

o Daylit zones 
o Furniture/fixture plans 
o Elevations illustrating glazing with minimum 20% glazing-to-wall ratio 
o Interior sections and/or elevations showing interior partitions 
o Reflected ceiling plans showing ceiling finishes and lighting control zones 
o Product data for ceiling finish stating Light Reflectance Value (LRV) of the exposed surface 
o Glazing specifications (U-factors, Solar Heat Gain Coefficients, Visual Light Transmittance) 

Option D 
 Computational Daylighting Analysis Summary 

 

RESOURCES 

Advanced Buildings Institute, Daylighting Pattern Guide  
www.patternguide.advancedbuildings.net 

Energy Center of Wisconsin Daylighting Collaborative  
www.daylighting.org  

Nicklas, M.H. & G.B. Bailey (1996). Student Performance in Daylit Schools. Innovative Design. Web. June 2012, 
http://www.innovativedesign.net/Profile-Resources-Technical-Papers.html 

Ihab, M.K. E. Ph.D. (2009). Daylighting-Bias and Biophlia: Quantifying the Impact of Daylighting on Occupants Health. 
University of Oregon- Eugene, OR.  
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BE 8: Operable Windows                                      2 points 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE:  DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE:  ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION:  CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

Regularly occupied spaces must have operable windows with occupant-accessible controls providing natural ventilation and 
daylight. Consider including insect screens depending on locale. 

 
 

DEFINTION 

Regularly Occupied Spaces - Spaces that are used 4 hours or more a day on a regular basis, such as private offices, open 
offices and classrooms 

 
 

VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents detail operable window locations 

 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 
 

RESOURCES 

Brager. G. , Paliaga. G & de Dear. R. (2004) Operable Windows, Personal Control and Occupant Comfort. ASHRAE 
Transactions 2004, Vol. 110, Part 2  

Heerwagen, J.H. & G.H. Orians (1993). Humans, Habitats and Aesthetics. In: S.R. Kellert & R.S. Wilson (Eds.). The Biophilia 
Hypothesis (138-172). Washington:Island Press. pp484 
  

PURPOSE 

Provide natural ventilation and allow occupants to control thermal comfort.  

CRITERIA 
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BE 9: Exterior Materials: Connection with Nature                                          1 point 

 

 

  

 

++   

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

Design building’s exterior finish materials that emulate natural materials found in the project’s region to support occupant 
connection to nature. Projects can accomplish this in multiple ways. To be considered for credit achievement, project must 
apply the intent of this credit to at least 10% (by building surface area) of the exposed exterior materials.  

 

Some examples could include but are not limited to: 

 Using materials found in the region of the project site; such as granite or wood for a project located in Georgia 

 Materials formed to reference textures and/or patterns represented in the natural landscape of the project. For 
example, wood-grained texture on a composite exterior siding material for a project located in Georgia would qualify 
for this implementation example 

 Textured surfaces that occupants can safely interact with at prominent building location(s). For example, stone walls, 
wood doors and door handles or textured wood walls 

 Projects are encouraged to innovate opportunities and propose ideas to ECLC Technical Advisor 

 

 VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents including finish schedule with applicable materials indicated on floor plans, sections, 
and exterior elevations (as applicable)  

 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 
 

RESOURCES 

14 Patterns of Biophilic Design  

Improving Health and Well-being in the built environment. 

Terrapin Bright Green 

https://www.terrapinbrightgreen.com/report/14-patterns/ 

 

PURPOSE 

Provide building occupants with representational design and connection to nature through the use of materials. Creating a 
more visually preferred environment and contributing to improved occupant productivity and health. 

CRITERIA 

DRAFT
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Heerwagen, J.H. & G.H. Orians (1993). Humans, Habitats and Aesthetics. In: S.R. Kellert & R.S. Wilson (Eds.). The Biophilia 
Hypothesis (138-172). Washington: Island Press. pp484 
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Energy Efficient Building Systems 
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 REQUIREMENT / POINT ITEM   VERIFICATION 

Required Point 

Item 

Deep 

Energy 

 Site  

Inspection 

Construction 

Documents 

Other 

ES R1   Meet ASHRAE go 1-2013: HVAC, Lighting, 

 Water, Heating 

 

   

ES R2   No Electric Resistance as Primary Heating Source    

ES R3   All Air Handlers and Ductwork within 

Building Thermal Envelope 

   

ES R4   Duct System Requirements    

ES R5   Right-sized Heating and Cooling Equipment  

or Variable Capacity Systems 

   

 ES 1  Equipment Efficiency: Space Cooling    

 ES 2  Equipment Efficiency: Space Heating    

 ES 3  Variable Capacity HVAC Equipment    

 ES 4  Temperature Control: Occupant Access    

 ES 5  High Performance Duct System    

 ES 6  Lighting Efficiency: Interior    

 ES 7  Interior Fixtures: Certified LED    

 ES 8  Interior Fixtures: Automatic Controls All Intermittently 
Occupied Spaces 

   

 ES 9  Automatic Lighting Controls: Daylit Zones    

 ES 10  Exterior Fixtures: Certified LED    

 ES 11  Exterior Lighting: Controls     

 ES 12  High Efficiency Water Heaters    
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 ES 13  Hot Water Distribution Efficiency    

 ES 14  On-Demand Hot Water Recirculation System    

 ES 15  Heat Recovery Water Heating    

 ES 16  ENERGY STAR Qualified Appliances and Equipment    

 ES 17  Commercial Kitchen Requirements     
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ES R1: Meet ASHRAE 90.1-2013: HVAC, Lighting, Water Heating       REQUIREMENT 

 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

ME 

 VERIFICATION: MECHANICAL PLANS AND 
SCHEDULES 

COMcheck FILE 

COMcheck MECHANICAL 
COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATE 

ECLC SIMPLIFIED APPROACH 
CHECKLIST 

 

 

PURPOSE 

Design and install energy efficient heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems. 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Project must meet or exceed ECLC Minimum HVAC requirements which are based ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013 Section 6.3 
Simplified Approach (regardless of building size) or satisfy the Mandatory and Prescriptive requirements of ASHRAE Standard 
90.1-2013 Sections 6.4 and 6.5.  

 

Projects with a furnace must use a condensing furnace with a minimum 92% AFUE. Package systems must achieve a minimum 
80% AFUE. 

 

Select one of the following options:  

H. Simplified Approach (refer to ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013, Section 6.3)  

To demonstrate compliance, each HVAC system in the building must comply with the requirements listed in 
ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013, Section 6.3.2. Sign/complete an ECLC Simplified Approach for HVAC Compliance 
Certificate and demonstrate with COMcheck. 

 

The Simplified Approach was designed for buildings 2 stories or fewer in height with a gross floor area of less than 25,000 
square feet. ECLC permits this compliance path for all projects with appropriate mechanical systems regardless of building 
size. 

The following is a summary of the eighteen Simplified Approach requirements: 

a) Each system must serve a single zone 

b) Equipment must meet variable flow requirements 
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c) Cooling must be packaged or split system (either air or evaporative cooled) and meet minimum equipment 
efficiencies 

d) Economizers may be required in certain circumstances 

e) Heating must be packaged or split system heat pump, gas, electric or hot water and meet minimum 
efficiencies 

f) Exhaust air energy recovery requirements 

g) Manual changeover or dual set point thermostat is required 

h) When possible, heat pump feature will always provide heating 

i) No reheat or simultaneous heating and cooling allowed for humidity control 

j) Systems larger than 15,000 Btu/h and ¾ HP fan motor requires a time clock control 

k) Meet minimum piping insulation and weather protection requirements 

l) Meet minimum ductwork and plenum sealing and insulation requirements 

m) Ducted systems must be air balanced in accordance with industry accepted procedures 

n) Outdoor air and exhaust system requirements 

o) Separate thermostats must be interlocked to prevent simultaneous heating and cooling 

p) Systems greater than 10,000 CFM must have optimum start controls 

q) Demand control ventilation requirements 

r) Door switch requirements 

 

I. Prescriptive and Mandatory Approach (refer to ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013, Sections 6.4 and 6.5)  

For projects following the Prescriptive Path, compliance must be demonstrated with COMcheck. Note that 
simultaneous heating and cooling/reheat is not allowed in most cases by energy code and is strongly discouraged by 
the ECLC Program.  

 

 

Refer to Appendix A: COMcheck Overview for more information about COMcheck and Appendix 
C: COMcheck Mechanical for a guide to entering information into COMcheck for mechanical 
systems. 
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ES R1.1: ECLC Minimum HVAC Efficiency based on ASHRAE 90.1-2013, Table 6.8.1 

 

 
Unitary Air Conditioners and Condensing Units, Electrically Operated 

 

Equipment Type Size 
Heating 

Type 
Subcategory 

Minimum 
Efficiency 

Test 
Procedure 

Air Conditioners, 
Air Cooled 

(Cooling Mode) 

<65,000 
Btu/h 

All 
Split System 14.0 SEER* 

AHRI 210/240 
Single Package 14 SEER 

≥65,000 
Btu/h 
and 

<135,000 
Btu/h 

None Split System and Single Package 
11.2 EER 
12.9 IEER 

AHRI 340/360 

All Other Split System and Single Package 
11.0 EER 
12.7 IEER 

≥135,000 
Btu/h 
and 

<240,000 
Btu/h 

None Split System and Single Package 
11 EER 

12.4 IEER 

All Other Split System and Single Package 
10.8 EER 
12.2 IEER 

Air Cooled 
(Heating Mode) 

<65,000 
Btu/h 

- 
Split System 8.2 HSPF 

AHRI 210/240 
Single Package 8.0 HSPF 

≥65,000 
Btu/h and 
<135,000 

Btu/h 

- 

47 F db/43 F wb 
Outdoor Air 

3.3 COP47 

AHRI 340/360 

17 F db/15 F wb 
Outdoor Air 

2.25 COP17 

≥135,000 
Btu/h 

- 

47 F db/43 F wb 
Outdoor Air 

3.2 COP47 

17 F db/15 F wb 
Outdoor Air 

2.05 COP17 

Through the wall, air cooled 
< 30,000 

Btu/h 
None Split System and Single Package 12.0 SEER AHRI 210/240 

PTAC (Cooling Mode) All Capacities None Split System and Single Package 
14.0 - (0.300 x 
Cap/1000) EER 

AHRI 310/380 PTHP (Cooling Mode) All Capacities   95°F db outdoor air 
14.0 - (0.300 x 
Cap/1000) EER 

PTHP (Heating Mode) All Capacities     
3.7 - (0.052 x 

Cap/1000) COP47 

VRF Air Cooled (Cooling 
Mode) 

<65,000 
Btu/h 

All Multisplit 13.0 SEER 

AHRI 1230 

≥65,000 
Btu/h 
and 

<135,000 
Btu/h 

None Multisplit 
11.0 EER 
12.3 IEER 

≥65,000 
Btu/h 
and 

<135,000 
Btu/h 

None Multisplit with Heat Recovery 
10.8 EER 
12.1 IEER 

VRF Air Cooled (Heating 
Mode) 

<65,000 
Btu/h 

- Multisplit 7.7 HSPF 

≥65,000 
Btu/h 
and 

<135,000 
Btu/h 

- 
47degree F db/43d F wb Outdoor 

Air 
3.3 COP47 
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17degree F db/15d F wb Outdoor 

Air 
2.25 COP43 

*13 SEER for Northern Climates 

Note - For all systems not listed see ASHRAE 90.1-2013 

MR: Major Renovation projects must meet all ASHRAE requirements. Refer to ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013, Section 6.1.1.3 for 
potential exceptions. 

 
 
VERIFICATION 

 
 Construction Documents include Mechanical Plans and Schedules 
 Simplified Approach – COMcheck File, signed/completed ECLC Simplified Approach for HVAC Compliance 

Certificate – submitted prior to start of construction 
 Prescriptive and Mandatory Approach - COMcheck File, and a signed/completed COMcheck Mechanical 

Compliance Certificate – submitted prior to start of construction 
 

 
RESOURCES 

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 
www.ashrae.org 

COMcheck Software 
www.energycodes.gov 

ECLC Simplified Approach for HVAC Compliance Certificate 
www.earthcraft.org 
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ES R2: No Electric Resistance as Primary Heating Source       REQUIREMENT 

 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

ME 

 VERIFICATION: SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Discourage the use of inefficient heating systems. 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Use of electric resistance heating is not allowed as the building’s primary heating source. 

 

 

 
VERIFICATION 

 Equipment submittals 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 
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ES R3: All Air Handlers and Ductwork within Building Thermal Envelope      REQUIREMENT 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

MEP 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Eliminate HVAC system air leakage to unconditioned space and reduce thermal losses and gains. 

 

 

CRITERIA 

All air handling units and ductwork must be located within the building thermal envelope. 

 

Exceptions: Package units are permitted with < eight foot insulated duct terminating directly into thermal envelope.  

 

 
 
VERIFICATION 

 Verified in Construction Documents 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 
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ES R4: Duct System Requirements          REQUIREMENT 

 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

ME 

 VERIFICATION: MECHANICAL SUBMITTALS 

SITE INSPECTION  

 

PURPOSE 

Reduce energy loss typically associated with air distribution equipment. 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Ducted systems must meet the following minimum criteria: 

 Duct Design Documentation 

At a minimum, provide a scaled single line drawing that indicates duct layout, duct sizes, outside air intake 
location(s) and supply/return register size and location. Design CFM’s shall be included and used as the basis for IAQ 
R7: Third Party Test and Balance Report. 

 Rigid Supply and Return Trunks 

Design and install all duct systems using the “trunk and branch” configuration. The trunk and branch configuration 
requires that each HVAC system has at least one rigid supply trunk with multiple, short branch take-offs to each 
supply register. 

 All Supplies and Returns Must Be Fully Ducted 

Building cavities may not be used as ducts or plenums (e.g. stud cavity, joist space and above-ceiling plenums not 
allowed).  

 Outside Air Ducting  

Outside air shall generally be ducted directly into the return air plenum to provide for intentional mixing and must 
have balancing dampers in order to regulate outside airflow. Exceptions for other ventilation systems (e.g. DOAS) 
are permissible. Shut off dampers are required, reference ASHRAE 90.1-2013 Section 6.4.3.4. 

 Maximum Flex Duct Run is 10 Feet 

All flexible ductwork must be supported properly and pulled tight, with no pinching or compression. 

 Minimum R3 insulation for all supply ducts to prevent condensation 

 Solid Connectors for All Flex to Flex Connections 

Use rigid connectors or sleeves on all flex-to-flex duct connections. Flex duct liner must be connected to sleeve using 
a duct tie and sealed with mastic or mastic tape (mastic tape must be UL181-compliant butyl rubber-backed foil 
tape). 

 No Ductwork Displaces Insulation in Building Thermal Envelope Walls, Ceilings or Roofline 
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 Duct System Must be Sealed 

Seal all seams, joints, collars and connections in forced-air delivery systems using mastic or mastic tape (mastic tape 
must be UL181-compliant butyl rubber-backed foil tape): 

 Supply and return boots 

 Supply and return plenums 

 Duct-to-plenum connections 

 Y-splits, butt joints and boot connections 

 Outside air intakes 

 Filter housing to plenum/cabinet 

 Air handler condensate, refrigerant line and wire penetrations, and unused holes in the air handling unit 
cabinet 

 

MR: Projects are strongly encouraged to implement all criteria on existing duct systems in order to meet IAQ R7: Third Party 
Test and Balance Report.  

 

 

ES R5.1: Diagram Illustrating Duct Sealing Locations at Trunk and Branches (Note – System is within building envelope) 
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Verification 

 Construction Documents include duct design and all additional criteria for ductwork. 

Resources 

U.S Environmental Protection Agency 
www.epa.gov 
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ES R5: Right-sized Heating and Cooling Equipment or Variable Capacity System     REQUIREMENT 

 

 

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

MEP 

 VERIFICATION: MECHANICAL SUBMITTALS 

LOAD CALCULATIONS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Optimize system performance to maintain desired indoor temperature and humidity conditions. 

 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Installed system total cooling capacity is sized with 95% to 115% of cooling load and 125% for heat pump. 

 

All variable capacity heating and cooling equipment shall be considered right-sized, regardless of system type, if the capacity 
of the equipment meets the following criteria: 

- Cooling capacity can throttle below peak design load. 

- Heat pump plus supplemental heating capacity can meet or exceed peak design load. 

System capacity range shall be determined based on the estimated capacity for the entire system, including all fan coil units 
and condensing units, at design conditions and anticipated building loads. In most cases, Variable Refrigerant Flow systems 
will satisfy this credit.  

 

Note - Exceptions as applicable on a case by case. 

 
 
VERIFICATION 

 Mechanical submittals 
 Load calculations 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 
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ES 1 Equipment Efficiency: Space Cooling                 1-3 points 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

MEP 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

MECHANICAL SUBMITTALS 

COMcheck FILE 

SIGNED COMcheck 
MECHANICAL COMPLIANCE 

CERTIFICATE 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Encourage increased energy efficiency through space cooling equipment selection. 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Exceed ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013 minimum efficiency requirements for 100% of installed cooling capacity.  

 

Select one option below: 

A. 2 SEER or 1 EER Better Than ASHRAE 90.1-2013 (1 point) 

B. 3 SEER or 2 EER Better Than ASHRAE 90-.1-2013 (2 points) 

C. Meet the chart (3 points) 
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ES 1.1: HVAC Ehanced Efficiency Chart 

 

 
Unitary Air Conditioners and Condensing Units, Electrically Operated 

 

Equipment Type Size Heating Type Subcategory Minimum Efficiency Test Procedure 

Air Conditioners, 
Air Cooled 

(Cooling Mode) 

<65,000 
Btu/h 

All 
Split System 15.0 SEER 

AHRI 210/240 
Single Package 12.5 EER 

≥65,000 
Btu/h 
and 

<135,000 
Btu/h 

Electric 
Resistance 
(or none) 

Split System and 
Single Package 

12.2 EER 
14.0 IEER 

AHRI 340/360 

All Other 
Split System and 
Single Package 

12.0 EER 
13.8 IEER 

≥135,000 
Btu/h 
and 

<240,000 
Btu/h 

Electric 
Resistance 
(or none) 

Split System and 
Single Package 

12.2 EER 
13.2 IEER 

All Other 
Split System and 
Single Package 

12.0 EER 
13.0 IEER 

Air Cooled 
(Heating Mode) 

<65,000 
Btu/h 

- 
Split System 9.0 HSPF 

AHRI 210/240 
Single Package 8.5 HSPF 

≥65,000 
Btu/h and 
<135,000 

Btu/h 

- 

47 F db/43 F wb 
Outdoor Air 

3.4 COP 

AHRI 340/360 

17 F db/15 F wb 
Outdoor Air 

2.4 COP 

≥135,000 
Btu/h 

- 

47 F db/43 F wb 
Outdoor Air 

3.2 COP 

17 F db/15 F wb 
Outdoor Air 

2.1 COP 

Water Source (Cooling 
Mode) 

<135,000 
Btu/h 

All 
86 Entering Water 14.0 EER ISO 13256-1 

Water Source (Heating 
Mode) 

<135,000 
Btu/h 

68 Entering Water 4.6 COP ISO 13256-1 

PTAC (Cooling Mode) All Capacities   95°F db outdoor air 
14.1 - (0.300 x 

Cap/1000) EER 

AHRI 310/380 PTHP (Cooling Mode) All Capacities   95°F db outdoor air 
14.1 - (0.300 x 

Cap/1000) EER 

PTHP (Heating Mode) All Capacities     
3.3 - (0.26 x 

Cap/1000) COP 

(Source: New Construction Guide by New Buildings Institute Table 2.9.1) 

VRF Air Multi-Split Heat Pump 

VRF Air Cooled (Cooling Mode) 

<65,000 Btu/h All 

Multisplit 15.0 SEER 

AHRI 
1230 

Multisplit 12.5 EER 

≥65,000 Btu/h 
and 

<135,000 Btu/h 
- 

Multisplit with 
Heat Recovery 

11.1 EER 
14.0 IEER 

VRF Air Cooled (Heating Mode) 

<65,000 Btu/h - Multisplit 9.0 HSPF 

≥65,000 Btu/h 
and 

<135,000 Btu/h 
- 

47degree F 
db/43d F wb 
Outdoor Air 

3.3 COP 
2.4 COP 

17degree F 
db/15d F wb 
Outdoor Air 

3.2 COP 
2.1 COP 

Ground Source Heat Pump 
ENERGY STAR (except for 3 phase), closed loop, demand based pumping; sized for full 
heating and cooling load with expected ground temperature changes due to heat pump; 
pump max 10 hp/100 tons; min grout conductivity of 0.8 Btu/hr-ft-F; DOAS only plus ERV 

(Source: New Construction Guide by New Buildings Institute Table 2.9.1) 

Note: For systems with IEER or IPLV ratings, check with ECLC Technical Advisor for efficiency conversion equivalencies.  
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VERIFICATION 

 Construction documents indicate performance levels 
 Mechanical submittals 
 COMcheck file 
 COMcheck Mechanical Compliance Certificate signed 
 Site Inspection  

 
 
RESOURCES 

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 

www.ashrae.org  

New Construction Guide by New Buildings Institute 

http://newbuildings.org/product/new-construction-guide/ 
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ES 2: Equipment Efficiency: Space Heating                 1-3 points 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

MEP 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

MECHANICAL SUBMITTALS 

COMcheck FILE 

SIGNED COMcheck 
MECHANICAL COMPLIANCE 

CERTIFICATE 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Encourage increased energy efficiency through space heating equipment selection. 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Exceed ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013 minimum efficiency requirements for 100% of installed heating capacity. 

 

Projects attempting Deep Energy Designation must fulfill Option B. 

 

Option A. (1 point) 
 Furnace efficiency of 92% AFUE or better 
 Air source heat pumps efficiency of 8.5 HSPF or 2.5 COPH47 or better  

Option B. (3 points) 

 Furnace efficiency of 95% AFUE or better 
 Meet performance levels of the HVAC enhanced efficiency chart, see ES 1 Increased Cooling Equipment Efficiency 

 
VERIFICATION 

 Construction documents indicate performance levels 
 Mechanical submittals 
 COMcheck file 
 COMcheck Mechanical Compliance Certificate signed 
 Site Inspection  

 
RESOURCES 

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 

www.ashrae.org  
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ES 3: Variable Capacity HVAC Equipment          3 points 

 

  

 

  

 

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ME 

 VERIFICATION: LOAD CALCULATIONS 

SUBMITTALS 

 

Use minimum two-stage compressor, blower, and gas burner for all HVAC equipment. Include compatible controls for 
modulating output based on actual building load. Low stage capacity must be less than peak load as determined by load 
calculations. Low or minimum fan speed shall be used during periods of low cooling load and ventilation-only operation. Refer 
to ES R2: Provide Heating and Cooling Load Calculations for details regarding load calculation requirements. 

 

 

 
 

VERIFICATION 

 Heating and cooling load calculations 
 Mechanical Submittals 
 Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PURPOSE 

Improve humidity control and provide greater efficiency at part load conditions. HVAC equipment that can slow itself down 
to match the load on the building at a given point in time offers greater comfort and efficiency than single speed 
equipment. Because the majority of building operation occurs at off-peak conditions, equipment that can modulate to the 
actual conditions offers improved savings and enhanced comfort. 

  

CRITERIA 
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ES 4: Temperature Control: Occupant Access                 1 point 

 

  

 

   

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

ME 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

Provide accessible temperature controls for 75% (by room) of the following areas: 

 Open offices 

 Private offices 

 Multi-purpose rooms (classrooms, training rooms) 

 Conference rooms and meeting spaces 

 

 

VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents shall indicate temperature control locations 
 Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PURPOSE 

Promote occupant comfort by providing access to temperature controls.  

CRITERIA 
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ES 5: High Performance Duct System         1 point 

 

  

 

   

 PHASE: DESIGN / 
CONSTRUCTION 

 RESPONSIBLE: ME 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

RETURN-TO-SUPPLY 
DUCT RATIO CALCULATION 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

For ducted systems, ductwork should be installed in a manner consistent with the duct design documentation required as part 
of ES R5: Duct System Requirements. Points are awarded if installation does not significantly deviate from the design. 

Create a duct distribution design that supports efficient airflow patterns and minimizes pressure drop. Installed ductwork must 
meet the following criteria: 

 Provide at least 2 feet of straight supply trunk between the fan discharge and the first turn  

 Branch take-offs from supply trunk must begin at least 2 feet away from fan discharge 

 Branch take-offs on same side of supply trunk must be spaced at least 6 inches apart 

 Use radius elbows or turning vanes on square/rectangular ducts for turns greater than 45 degrees 

 Use smooth wye branch fittings rather than right angle fittings for supply take-offs and transitions where applicable. 

 Size return duct cross sectional area to be at least 10% larger than supply ducts for each HVAC system 

Example Calculation 

Determine the return to supply duct cross sectional area ratio originating from the plenum. For example, the return to supply 
duct ratio for an HVAC system with ten 12” diameter supply ducts and two 18” x 36” rectangular return ducts would be 
calculated as follows: 

 

𝑻𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝑺𝒖𝒑𝒑𝒍𝒚 𝑫𝒖𝒄𝒕 𝑪𝒓𝒐𝒔𝒔 𝑺𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒂𝒍 𝑨𝒓𝒆𝒂 =  𝑵𝒐. 𝒐𝒇 𝑫𝒖𝒄𝒕𝒔 × 𝑨𝒓𝒆𝒂 = 𝟏𝟎 × (𝝅 × 𝟔𝟐)  =  𝟏, 𝟏𝟑𝟎 𝒊𝒏𝟐 
 

𝑻𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝑹𝒆𝒕𝒖𝒓𝒏 𝑫𝒖𝒄𝒕 𝑪𝒓𝒐𝒔𝒔 𝑺𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒂𝒍 𝑨𝒓𝒆𝒂 =  𝑵𝒐. 𝒐𝒇 𝑫𝒖𝒄𝒕𝒔 × 𝑨𝒓𝒆𝒂 = 𝟐 × (𝟏𝟖 × 𝟑𝟔)  =  𝟏, 𝟐𝟗𝟔 𝒊𝒏𝟐 
 

𝑹𝒆𝒕𝒖𝒓𝒏 𝒕𝒐 𝑺𝒖𝒑𝒑𝒍𝒚 𝑫𝒖𝒄𝒕 𝑹𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐 =  
𝑻𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝑹𝒆𝒕𝒖𝒓𝒏 𝑫𝒖𝒄𝒕 𝑪𝒓𝒐𝒔𝒔 𝑺𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒂𝒍 𝑨𝒓𝒆𝒂

𝑻𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝑺𝒖𝒑𝒑𝒍𝒚 𝑫𝒖𝒄𝒕 𝑪𝒓𝒐𝒔𝒔 𝑺𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒂𝒍 𝑨𝒓𝒆𝒂
 =  

𝟏, 𝟐𝟗𝟔 𝒊𝒏𝟐

𝟏, 𝟏𝟑𝟎 𝒊𝒏𝟐   → 𝟏𝟒. 𝟕%  

 

 

PURPOSE 

Reduce fan energy loss associated with pressure drop in overall duct distribution. Ensure ductwork installation is consistent 
with the duct design in order to provide efficient air distribution. 

 

CRITERIA 

DRAFT
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Ductless systems are eligible for this credit, provided that the entire HVAC system has been constructed per design. Ductless 
systems must comply with the following criteria:  

 Any ductwork is installed according to plan (including dampers)  

 FCU’s and AHU’s are installed according to design  

 Outdoor (condensing) unit location is installed according to design  

 Refrigerant lines are installed according to design  
 Condensate removal is installed according to design  
 Ventilation system and OA intakes are installed according to design  

 

 

 
 

VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents include Duct Design Documentation (refer to ES R5: Duct System Requirements) and 
detail distribution efficiency criteria 

 Calculation: return-to-supply duct ratio per system 
 Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 
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ES 6: Lighting Efficiency: Interior                   1-3 points 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Reduce energy consumption through efficient lighting design, selection and installation. 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Interior Lighting Power Density (LPD) is less than the maximum allowed per ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013. Lighting efficiency 
improvement is demonstrated through COMcheck, and installed lighting must be consistent with COMcheck values (refer to 
ES R8: Meet ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013 Interior Lighting Power Density). Projects attempting Deep Energy Designation 
must achieve Option B, at a minimum. 

Select one option below:  

J. LPD reduction = 10% or greater (1 point) 

K. LPD reduction = 20% or greater (1 point) 

L. LPD reduction = 30% or greater (1 point) 

 

 

To determine percentage reduction from code: 

 

(1 −
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑 𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒
) 𝑥 100 = 𝐿𝑃𝐷 % 𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒 

Example: 

 

Lighting design proposed wattage is 14,568 watts. The space-by-space approach determines the total allowed wattage 
to be 20,966 watts.  

 

(1 −
14,568 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑠

20,966 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑠
) 𝑥 100 = 31 % 𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒 

 

 

MR: Major Renovation projects must select “New Construction” as the Project Type in COMcheck to demonstrate LPD 
improvement percentage. Selecting “Alteration” will only demonstrate whether the project passes or fails. 

 

DRAFT
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VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents include interior lighting schedule consistent with COMcheck and detail fixture types, 
lamp wattages, lamps per fixture, fixture wattages and number of fixtures 

 COMcheck File and a signed/completed COMcheck Interior Lighting and Power Compliance Certificate – 
submitted prior to start of construction  

 Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

RESOURCES 

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 
www.ashrae.org 

COMcheck Software 

www.energycodes.gov 
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ES 7: Interior Fixtures: Certified LED                             1 point 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

MEP 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Reduce energy consumption through efficient lighting design, selection and installation. 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Project must install Light Emitting Diode (LED) interior lighting per requirements below: 

 

 90% of all interior lighting fixtures or lamps, including display lighting, must be LED 

 

 90% of all lamps (bulbs) must be listed on the most recent version of either ENERGY STAR, Design Lighting 
Consortium (DLC) or Lighting Design Lab (LDL) Qualified products list. Lighting integral to equipment is excluded. 

 

 90% of all task lighting must be LED 

 

VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents indicate qualified lighting on lighting survey 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 
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ES 8: Interior Fixtures: Automatic Controls                  2-8 points 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

MEP 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Reduce energy consumption through efficient lighting control design, selection and installation. 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Follow the applicable options below for relevant space type. 

Select all option(s) that apply:  

100% of Intermittently Occupied Spaces: (e.g.; stairwells, hallways, restrooms, mechanical rooms and storage areas) 

Option A. (1 point) 

Lighting in all enclosed stairwells, corridors and hallways, shall have one or more control devices to automatically 
reduce lighting power by at least 50% within 15 minutes of vacancy. 

Option B. (1 point)  

Lighting in all restrooms, mechanical rooms and storage areas shall have vacancy/occupancy sensors (set time out at a 
recommended 5 min., 15 min. max). 

100% of Regularly Occupied Spaces: (e.g.; offices, classrooms, multipurpose and meeting spaces) 

Option C. (1 point) 

Lighting in all regularly occupied spaces shall have multi-level lighting control capability to reduce lighting power load 
by a minimum of 50%. 

Option D. (1 point)  

Lighting in all regularly occupied spaces shall have vacancy sensor controls (set time out at a recommended 5 min., 15 
min. max); occupancy sensors not eligible. 
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VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents indicate type and location of controls 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 

DEFINTION 

Regularly Occupied Spaces - spaces that are typically in use for 4 hours or more a day on a regular basis. 

Intermittently Occupied Spaces - spaces that are typically accessed at irregular intervals throughout the day. 

 

 

  

DRAFT
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ES 9: Automatic Lighting Controls: Daylit Zones             1 point 

 

  

 

   

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

ME 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

Provide automatic lighting controls for 80% of fixtures that fall within the Daylit Zones of the building. Install photocell sensors 
in combination with artificial lighting that provide multi-level or dimmable lighting based on the amount of natural light 
available to achieve appropriate light levels. 

Additional points may be earned under BE 14: Daylighting Design Strategies. 

 

Example: 

 

The building shown is 40 ft. by 60 ft. and features glazing on the front and left side with a skylight in the right rear corner. The 
daylit area is 1,300 sq.ft. (non daylit area is 1,100 sq.ft.). 

 

Determine percent daylit zone = 1,300 sq.ft. / 2,400 sq.ft. = 54% 

 

 
 

PURPOSE 

Automatically reduce artificial light energy load when natural daylight is available. 

CRITERIA 

DRAFT
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DEFINITION 

Daylit Zones - areas naturally lit by top or side glazing. For vertical glazing, the daylit floor area is calculated by adding two feet 
to either side of the wall containing the window and projecting 15 feet into the space. For top glazing, the daylit floor area is 
the footprint of the skylight + 70% of the ceiling height added to each side of the footprint. Daylit floor area terminates at full-
height vertical partitions.  

 
 

VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents indicate Daylit Zones and include a Lighting Schedule, detailing types and locations of 
controls 

 Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 
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ES 10: Exterior Fixtures: Certified LED              1 point 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

ME 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Reduce energy consumption through efficient lighting design. 

CRITERIA 

All exterior lighting within scope and control of project including parking lot and signage must be LED lighting. All lighting shall 
be certified ENERGY STAR, Design Lighting Consortium (DLC) or Lighting Design Lab (LDL). 
 

 
VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents include exterior lighting schedule consistent with COMcheck and detail fixture types, 
lamp wattages, lamps per fixture, fixture wattages and number of fixtures 

 COMcheck file and a signed/completed COMcheck exterior lighting compliance certificate – submitted prior to 
start of construction 

 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 
 
RESOURCES 

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 
www.ashrae.org 

COMcheck Software 

www.energycodes.gov 
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http://www.ashrae.org/
http://www.energycodes.gov/
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ES 11: Exterior Lighting: Controls                        1-5 points 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ME 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Reduce unnecessary energy use from exterior lighting. 

CRITERIA 

Add controls to exterior lighting to enhance energy-saving potential. Projects attempting Deep Energy Designation must 
achieve Option B and Option C.  

 

Select all that apply: 

M. Automatic “After-hours” Shut-off Controls (1 point) 

In addition to meeting the exterior lighting control requirements per ES R11: Exterior Lighting Controls, add 
automatic after-hours controls to shut-off the following exterior lighting during unoccupied periods:  

 ALL exterior signage  

 ALL exterior decorative lighting 

 
N. Curfew Lighting (1 point)  

 

 All building façade and landscape lighting shall be automatically shut off between midnight or business closing 
whichever is later, and 6 am or business opening whichever comes first. 

 All other outdoor lighting must be automatically reduced by at least 50% after business hours or when no 
activity is detected after 15 minutes.  

O. Parking Garages (1 point)  
Lighting must be reduced by 30% minimum when no activity is detected for 20 minutes. Areas along the perimeter 

must have automatic daylight sensor or astronomical time switch. Daylight transition zones (entryways) shall have 

automatic controls that turn lighting on during the day and off at sunset to help people adapt easier to the change in 

light level upon entering the garage. 

 
 

 
VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents indicate after-hours shut-off control and/or curfew lighting control locations and time 
settings. 

DRAFT
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ES 12: High Efficiency Water Heaters                        2 points 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: MEP 

 VERIFICATION: PLUMBING SUBMITTALS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Promote energy saving through the use of high efficiency water heaters. 

 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Meet the following minimum Energy Factor (EF) for all installed water heaters. Fulfill as many options as applicable.  

 

Projects attempting to achieve Deep Energy Designation must achieve all options for applicable conditions. 

 

A. Condensing gas tank water heaters with an EF of 0.90 or better  

B. Condensing gas tankless water heaters with an EF of 0.92 or better 

C. Heat pump water heaters with an EF of 2.50 or better  

D. Electric Point-of-Use water heaters with an EF of 0.98 or better 

E. All service water heating equipment shall be ENERGY STAR certified (where available) 
 

 

 
VERIFICATION 

 Plumbing Submittals 
 Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 
 
 
 

 
REFERENCE 

Pipe Volume Calculator 

www.rhomarwater.com/calculators/pipe-volume-calculator 
 
 
 

 

DRAFT
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ES 13: Hot Water Distribution Efficiency                     1 point 

 

 

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

MEP 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Reduce energy loss caused by long pipe-to-fixture runs. 

 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Install short plumbing runs and efficient water heating sources in order to maximize efficiency of hot water delivery. Locate 
fixtures no more than 20 feet away from water heating sources. Distribution systems must be minimal volume (maximum 0.25 
gallon between hot water source and fixture) and recirculation systems must be demand-controlled. 

 

Projects attempting the Deep Energy Designation must achieve Option B at a minimum. 

Select one option below: 

Option A. Central Tank or Tankless Water Heater or Point-of-Use Electric Water Heaters (1 point) 

 All water fixtures shall have less than 20 feet of pipe connecting them to a central or point-of-use water heater 
and no continuous recirculation pump.  

Option B. All hot water distribution systems shall meet the following criteria: (1 point) 

 All hot water delivery systems shall store no more than 0.25 gallons (0.95 liters) of water in any piping between 
water heaters to fixture 

 Recirculation systems must be demand initiated and store no more than 16 oz between the loop and fixture 
(piping must be insulated). 
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Water Volume per foot of Pipe Chart: 
 

*provided by engineeringtoolbox.com 
 
VERIFICATION 

 Construction documents indicate water heater location and efficiency 
 Plumbing Submittals 
 Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 
 
REFERENCE 

2012 IAPMO Green Plumbing Code 
www.iapmo.org 
http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/pipe-water-content-volume-weight-d_1734.html 
 

  

DRAFT

http://www.iapmo.org/
http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/pipe-water-content-volume-weight-d_1734.html
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ES 14: On-Demand Hot Water Recirculation System                  1 point 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: MEP 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Conserve water and energy in water heating systems. 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Install an on-demand hot water recirculation pump, typically at or past the furthest fixture (continuous circulation not 
allowed). On-demand system shall supply to all fixtures that use hot water.  

 

Recirculating Hot Water Systems: 

- Install pipe insulation on full system (supply and return)  

- Controls shall be demand-based  

 
VERIFICATION 

 Construction documents indicate type and location of on-demand hot water recirculation pump(s) 
 Plumbing Submittals 
 Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 
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ES 15: Heat Recovery Water Heating          1 point 

 

  

 

   

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ME 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

Recover waste heat by using technology such as desuperheaters (capturing waste heat from mechanical equipment, including 
ground source heat pumps, air source heat pumps, refrigeration equipment, etc.) or drain-water heat recovery systems. 

 

 
 

VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents detail waste heat recovery system 
 Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

PURPOSE 

Conserve energy by reusing waste heat produced on site for water heating. 

CRITERIA 
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ES 16: ENERGY STAR Labeled Appliances and Equipment          1-4 points 

 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

ME 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

MANUFACTURE SPECS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Provide additional energy reduction during operations by installing ENERGY STAR Labeled products. 

 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Specify and install ENERGY STAR Labeled products as listed below. 

 

Only new equipment is required to meet the following criteria. All existing equipment is exempt but it is recommended to 
create a phase out plan for non-compliant equipment. 

Select one or more of the options below (If pursuing Deep Energy, select all that apply): 

P. 100% of Appliances (1 point) 
Includes residential and commercial clothes washers, residential dishwashers, residential freezers, residential 

refrigerators, water coolers 

Q. 100% of Office Equipment and Electronics (1 point) 
Includes audio/video equipment, battery chargers, computers, displays, enterprise servers, imaging equipment 

(copiers, scanners, etc.), televisions 

R. 100% of Vending Machines (1 point) 

S. 80% of Commercial Food Service Equipment (1 point) 
Includes commercial fryers, commercial griddles, commercial hot food, holding cabinets, commercial ice machines, 

commercial ovens, commercial refrigerators and freezers, commercial steam cookers 

Exception - An ENERGY STAR Label is only required on available commercial appliances. Projects may be required to 

prove that no ENERGY STAR Label equipment is available. 
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VERIFICATION 

 Construction documents should have equipment list indicating ENERGY STAR label (as applicable) 
 Manufacture specifications for equipment that does not have visible ENERGY STAR label validation on appliance 
 Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor  

 

RESOURCES 

ENERGY STAR Labeled Products 

www.energystar.gov/products 
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http://www.energystar.gov/products
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ES 17: Commercial Kitchen Requirements             1-2 points 

 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

ME 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS 

MANUFACUTRE SPECS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Provide additional energy reduction during operations by installing ENERGY STAR Labeled products and high efficiency 
exhausts. 

 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Select one or both of the options below: 

 

Option A. Exhaust Requirements (1 point) 

 Side panels are required on hoods 

 VAV demand-based exhaust (for kitchens with total hood exhaust air flow rate over 2000 cfm) 

Option B. Refrigeration Requirements for walk-in units (1 point) 

 ENERGY STAR Qualified walk-in refrigerators and freezers 

 6” insulation on low-temp walk-in equipment 

 Condensing unit must be outside 
 
VERIFICATION 

 Manufacture specifications for equipment that does not have visible ENERGY STAR Label validation on appliance 
 
RESOURCES 

ENERGY STAR Labeled Products 
www.energystar.gov 

Energy Design Resources by California Public Utilities Commission 

Design Brief: Commercial Kitchen Ventilation Design 

Food Service Consultants Society International 

HVAC-Handbook-Commercial-Kitchen-Ventilation-Best-Practice.pdf 

 
 

DRAFT

http://www.energystar.gov/
https://energydesignresources.com/resources/publications/design-briefs/design-brief-commercial-kitchen-ventilation-design.aspx
http://www.sustainablefoodservice.com/files/HVAC-Handbook-Commercial-Kitchen-Ventilation-Best-Practice.pdf
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Water Efficiency 
  

DRAFT
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REQUIREMENT / POINT ITEM 
 

VERIFICATION 

Required Point 

Item 

Deep 

Energy 

 Site  

Inspection 

Construction 

Documents 

Other 

 

WE R1   WaterSense® Water Fixtures    

WE R2   Irrigation System Shut-off Controls    

WE R3   Water Efficient Landscaping    

 WE 1  High Efficiency Toilets     

 WE 2  High Efficiency Urinals    

 WE 3 
 

Automatic Faucets    

 WE 4 
 

High Efficiency Showerheads    

 WE 5 
 

Xeriscape Landscape Plan    

 WE 6 
 

Efficient Irrigation System    

 WE 7 
 

No Irrigation System Installed    

 WE 8 
 

Non-Potable Water Source Used for Irrigation    

 
 
  DRAFT
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WE R1: WaterSense® Water Fixtures              REQUIREMENT 

 

 

 

   

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

 

PURPOSE 

Conserve water through use of water-efficient fixtures. 

 

 

 

CRITERIA 

All projects must meet minimum water efficiency criteria for the following fixtures, as listed below.  

 

The table below outlines maximum flow rates per fixture: 
 

FIXTURE MAXIMUM FLOW RATES 

 
Standard Tank Toilets 1.28 GPF  

Flushometer-Valve Toilets 1.6 GPF  

Dual Flush Tank Toilets 
Full flush 1.6 GPF / Partial flush 1.0 GPF 
(or equivalent to 1.28 GPF or less) 

Urinals 0.50 GPF 

Lavatory Faucets 0.50 GPM  

Metering Faucets 0.25 GPC 

Shower Heads 2.0 GPM  

Kitchen/Bar Faucets 2.0 GPM  

Pre-Rinse Spray Valves 1.28 GPM 

GPF = gallons per flush, GPM = gallons per minute, GPC = gallons per cycle 
 

 

 

Example Calculations   

DRAFT
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A metering faucet at 1.0 GPM, dispensed at 15 seconds per cycle, is equivalent to the 0.25 gpc criteria. The calculation to 
determine gallons per cycle is as follows: 

 

𝑔𝑝𝑐 =  𝑔𝑝𝑚 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 ×  
𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒

60 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠/𝑚𝑖𝑛
 =  1.0 𝑔𝑝𝑚 ×

15 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑠

60 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑠
  = 𝟎. 𝟐𝟓 𝒈𝒑 

   

To calculate the equivalent gallons per flush for dual flush toilets, add one full flush and two half flushes and divide by three. 
For example, a dual flush toilet that provides 1.6 GPF for solid waste and 1.0 GPF for liquid waste results in 1.2 GPF equivalent.  

 

𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑠ℎ 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡 =  
(𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑠ℎ) + (ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑓 𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑠ℎ) + (ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑓 𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑠ℎ)

3
 =  

1.6 + 1.0 + 1.0

3
  = 𝟏. 𝟐 𝒈𝒑𝒇 

  

 
VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents include flow rates and flush volumes for all fixtures; toilets, lavatory faucets, shower 
heads, urinals, pre-rinse spray valves 

 Plumbing manufacture sheets include flow rates and flush volumes for fixtures.  
 Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 
RESOURCES 

Environmental Protection Agency - WaterSense®  
https://www3.epa.gov/WaterSense® / 
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WE R2: Irrigation System Shut-off Controls          REQUIREMENT 

 

  

 

   

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: LANDSCAPE PLAN 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

Any permanently installed irrigation system must include shut-off controls. Irrigation system must be timer controlled at a 
minimum and must be indicated on landscape plans. 

 

 
 

VERIFICATION 

 Landscape Plan includes location and type(s) of shut-off controls 
 Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 

  
  

PURPOSE 

Encourage irrigation system efficiency by designing systems to minimize water waste.  

CRITERIA 

DRAFT
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WE R3: Water Efficient Landscaping            REQUIREMENT 

 

  

 

   

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: LANDSCAPE PLAN 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

Specified plant material shall consist of drought-tolerant, native or adaptive varieties and constitutes the majority of the 
landscape design. Native plants occur naturally in a given area and are well-suited to the surrounding climate, while adaptive 
plant materials (though not native to the area) have similar water, sun and soil requirements and are well-suited for the given 
climate. Installing these plant materials reduces the need for irrigation, as well as for fertilizer and pesticide use. 

 

Landscaping must be designed according to the following prescriptive measures: 

 75% of landscaped area is a combination of drought-tolerant, native or adaptive perennial plant material 

 Annual plant material constitutes less than 5% of total landscaped area 

 No invasive species allowed; any invasive species on the project site must be removed  

 Soil is analyzed for textural composition, nutritional requirements (i.e. fertilizer, lime, organic content, etc.) and 
percolation rate - AND - amended or cultivated to provide good aeration and drainage while retaining adequate 
moisture and nutrients for optimum root growth  

 Provide a minimum of four inch mulch depth for all planting areas, excluding lawns 

 
 

VERIFICATION 

 Landscape Plan must have vegetation schedule and percentage of landscape area that is to meet the 
requirement indicated. 

 Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PURPOSE 

To reduce or eliminate the use of potable water and groundwater for exterior landscaping irrigation.  

CRITERIA 

DRAFT
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WE 1: High Efficiency Toilets                                2 points 

 

 

  

   

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS 

FIXTURE SUBMITTALS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Reduce the amount of potable water used for sewage conveyance by installing efficient fixtures.  

 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Increase the efficiency of water use in the building design by specifying high efficiency toilets.  

 

Select one option below: 

 

Option A. High Efficiency Toilets  

Specify fixture with a 1.0 GPF or less 

 

Option B. Dual Flush Toilets  

Specify fixture with a full flush 1.06 GPF and partial flush 0.8 GPF (or equivalent of 0.89 GPF) 

Dual Flush Calculation 

To calculate the equivalent gallons per flush for dual flush toilets, simply add one full flush and two half flushes and divide by 
three. For example, a dual flush toilet that provides 1.6 GPF for solid and 0.5 GPF for liquid waste results in 0.69 GPF 
equivalent, as compared to the standard toilet water use.  

 

𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑠ℎ 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡 =  
(𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑠ℎ) + (ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑓 𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑠ℎ) + (ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑓 𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑠ℎ)

3
 =  

1.06 + 0.8 + 0.8

3
 → 𝟎. 𝟖𝟗 𝒈𝒑𝒇 

  
 
VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents should list fixture schedule with flush volume 
 Plumbing submittals should list fixture flush volume. Manufacturer’s documentation must include the 

WaterSense® mark if applicable 
 Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 

 

DRAFT
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WE 2: High Efficiency Urinals                   1 point 

 

 

  

   

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: MEP 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Reduce the amount of potable water used for sewage conveyance by installing efficient fixtures.  

 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Increase the efficiency of water use in the building design by specifying high efficiency urinals.  

 

Select all options that apply: 

 

Option A. Pint Flush (1 point) 

All installed urinal fixtures must use 0.125 GPF or less. Projects attempting Deep Energy Designation must specify 
WaterSense® ® fixtures. 

 

Option B. Waterless (1 point) 

All installed urinal fixtures must be waterless. 
 
DEFINITION 

Low Flush – means a reduced amount of water is administered to the fixture. 

 

 
 
VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents should list fixture schedule with flush volume 
 Plumbing submittals should list fixture flush volume. Manufacturer’s documentation must include the 

WaterSense® mark if applicable 
 Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

  

DRAFT
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WE 3: Automatic Faucets                       1 point 

 

 

  

   

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: MEP 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Conserve water through use of water-efficient fixtures. 

 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Automatic lavatory faucets are a reliable form of water conservation. These faucets are equipped with a proximity sensor that 
will allow the release of water if a hand is detected and automatically shut off. 

 

Projects are to specify automatic faucets to fulfill credit.  

 

 

 

 
 
VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents should list fixture schedule 
 Plumbing submittals 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

DRAFT
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WE 4: High Efficiency Showerheads               1 point 

 

 

  

   

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Conserve water through use of efficient fixtures.  

 

 

 

CRITERIA 

All showerheads installed in the project are 1.5 GPM or less AND are WaterSense® Labeled fixtures. 

 
 
VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents should list fixture schedule with flow rates and WaterSense® specification 
 Plumbing submittals should list fixture flow rates and WaterSense® specification 
 Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 
 
RESOURCES 

Environmental Protection Agency - WaterSense®  
https://www3.epa.gov/WaterSense® / 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

DRAFT

https://www3.epa.gov/watersense/
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WE 5: Xeriscape Landscape Plan                    1 point 

 

  

   

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: LANDSCAPE PLAN 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

Plant material consists of drought-tolerant, native or adaptive varieties and constitutes the majority of the landscape design.  

Native plants occur naturally in a given area and are well-suited to the surrounding climate, while adaptive plant materials 
(though not native to the area) have similar water, sun and soil requirements and are well-suited for the given climate. 
Installing these plant materials reduces the need for irrigation, as well as for fertilizer and pesticide use. 

A Landscape Plan for 100% of landscaped area is planned, designed and stamped by a registered landscape architect that is 
consistent with Xeriscape design principles and is specific to the geographic region of the project. A maintenance plan that 
includes mowing, watering and mulching schedules, in addition to soil percolation rates and composition testing, must be 
provided to the owner. 

 

 
 

VERIFICATION 

 Landscape Plan includes prescriptive or Xeriscape™ measures and vegetation schedule 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 
 

RESOURCES 

The United States National Arboretum, Invasive Plants 
www.usna.usda.gov 

Southeast Exotic Pest Plant Council 
www.se-eppc.org 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PURPOSE 

Reduce water used for landscaping through plant selection and soil preparation.  

CRITERIA 

DRAFT

http://www.usna.usda.gov/
http://www.se-eppc.org/
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WE 6: Efficient Irrigation System                 1 point 

 

  

   

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

Point is achieved by installing the following sensor and either option A or B. 

WaterSense® Weather-based Irrigation Controller or Soil Moisture Sensors  

Irrigation systems shall be equipped with technology that inhibits or interrupts operation of the irrigation system 

during periods of rainfall or sufficient soil moisture. 

Select one of the options below: 

Option A. Zoned Irrigation System  

Meet specific water needs for each planting area by isolating areas that require more or less water and by delivering 

water to each independently.  

Option B. 100% Drip Irrigation System  

In lieu of spray irrigation system. 

 

 

 

VERIFICATION 

 Landscape Irrigation Plan 
 Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 

RESOURCES 

https://www.epa.gov/watersense/irrigation-controllers 

https://energy.gov/eere/femp/best-management-practice-5-water-efficient-irrigation 

 

 

 

PURPOSE 

Minimize water waste through efficient irrigation strategies. 

 

CRITERIA 

DRAFT

https://www.epa.gov/watersense/irrigation-controllers
https://energy.gov/eere/femp/best-management-practice-5-water-efficient-irrigation
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WE 7: No Irrigation System Installed                 3 points 

 

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

 

Points are achieved by noting on the landscape plan that no irrigation will be installed. 

 

 

 

VERIFICATION 

 Landscape Plan  
 Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

PURPOSE 

Reduce overall water usage by not installing an irrigation system. 

 

CRITERIA 

DRAFT
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WE 8: Non-potable Water Source Used for Irrigation               2 points 

 

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

 

 

Use alternative water sources such as rainwater, greywater or condensate for irrigation in lieu of potable water. 

 

. 

 
 

VERIFICATION 

 Landscape Plan detailing non-potable source and irrigation system design 
 Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
  

PURPOSE 

Minimize water waste through efficient irrigation strategies. 

 

CRITERIA 

DRAFT
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DRAFT
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Education and Operations 
 

DRAFT



 

 

 REQUIREMENT / POINT ITEM VERIFICATION 

Required Point 

Item 

Deep 

Energy 

WellBeing  Site  

Inspection 

Construction 

Documents 

Other 

 

EO R1    Utility Information Sharing    

EO R2    

  

Facility Operations and Maintenance  

Manual 

   

EO R3    No Smoking Policy    

EO R4    Recycling Accommodations    

EO R5    Toolbox Talks and Startup Meetings    

 EO 1   Building Systems Commissioning     

 EO 2   Recycling Waste Plan    

 EO 3   Indoor Environmental Quality Policy     

 EO 4   12 Month Post Occupancy Assessment     

 
 
  

DRAFT
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EO R1: Utility Information Sharing           REQUIREMENT 

 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: CONSTRUCTION 

OPERATIONS 

 RESPONSIBLE: OWNER 

 VERIFICATION: PORTFOLIO MANAGER FORM 

ENERGY and WATER DATA 
RELEASE AUTHORIZATION FORM 

DISCLOSURE OF DATA FORM 

 

 

 

PURPOSE 

Provide actual energy and water performance data for the project in order to monitor performance and inform future versions 
of ECLC. 

 

 

CRITERIA 

All projects seeking certification must be independently metered for energy and water usage for a two-year period to 
commence upon occupancy of the substantially completed project.  

Projects must fill out the Energy and Water Data Release Authorization Form and any additional utility-specific forms to allow 
for release and disclosure of utility data to EarthCraft to collect project data. Prior to occupancy Projects must complete 
subscriptions for building monitoring by Lucid Building OS. The two-year subscriptions costs were included in the Project 
Registration Fee. Data will also be shared with an ENERGY STAR® Portfolio Manager® account for program performance 
tracking. 

 

 
 
 VERIFICATION 

 Portfolio Manager Account information form completed and signed (account must be shared with EarthCraft) 
 Energy and Water Data Release Authorization Form signed and submitted to ECLC Technical Advisor 
 Active subscription to Lucid Building OS 

 
 
RESOURCES 

ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager 
www.energystar.gov/ 

 

 

 

DRAFT

http://www.energystar.gov/buildings/facility-owners-and-managers/existing-buildings/use-portfolio-manager
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EO R2: Facility Operations and Maintenance Manual         REQUIREMENT 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 PHASE: CONSTRUCTION 

 RESPONSIBLE: GENERAL CONTRACTOR 

OWNER/OCCUPANT 

 VERIFICATION: FACILITY OPERATIONS MANUAL 

FACILITY MAINTENANCE 
MANUAL 

 

PURPOSE 

Educate owner and facility management on building operation and maintenance best practices to maximize performance. 

 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Supply owner/occupant with a concise document describing proper building maintenance and operations.  

 

Review document with Owner/Occupant prior to hand-off.  

 

EO R2.1 Facility Operations Manual Minimum Requirements: 

General 

 Measures on how to maintain water, energy and indoor air quality performance 

 Narrative for each system intended to operate including at a minimum: HVAC and water heating equipment, 
landscape systems, and lighting 

 Maintenance schedules for all items requiring regular maintenance 

Equipment 

 All equipment operation (e.g. elevator, HVAC, roll-up garage door, etc.) 

 HVAC setpoints and schedules recorded on control drawings and on control device(s) (digital controls shall have 
setpoints listed in programming notes and schedules) 

 A written test and balance report of HVAC systems per IAQ R7 Third Party Test and Balance Report 

Photographs 

 Photographs of construction, including pre-drywall photographs 

Landscape 

 Landscape irrigation systems (such as non-potable water sources, rain water capture, irrigation schedules) 

DRAFT
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Lighting 

 Submittal data including, at a minimum; lamps, ballasts, drivers, and lighting schedules with controls listed 

 Digital controls shall have programming listed in programming notes and schedules 

EO R2.2 Facility Maintenance Manual Minimum Requirements: 

Equipment Maintenance Intervals 

 Equipment size and options for maintenance 

 Lighting – include re-lamping and cleaning schedule and recalibrating lighting controls 

 Filter MERV rating, size(s) of filtration media, frequency of replacement 

 Filter change log 

Service Agency 

 Name and addresses for at least one service agency for MEP equipment  

Special Systems Maintenance (as applicable) 

 Non-potable water collection devices (rainwater, condensate or greywater collection) 

 Low water use fixtures (e.g. low-flow urinals)  

Landscape 

 Irrigation system check-ups, nontoxic pest treatment, etc. 

 
 
VERIFICATION 

 Provide confirmation that facility operations manual has been reviewed with owner/ facility management 
 Provide confirmation that facility maintenance manual has been reviewed with owner /facility management 
 Provide Facility Operations Manual and Facility Maintenance Manual 

 
 
RESOURCES 

Facilities Operation Manual and Facilities Maintenance Manual Template 
www.earthcraft.org  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DRAFT

http://www.earthcraft.org/
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EO R3: No Smoking Policy            REQUIREMENT 

 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: NO SMOKING POLICY 

FINAL SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Reduce exposure to environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) by removing pollutant source from occupant breathing zones. 

 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Provide a No Smoking Policy and locate all smoking areas outside and at least 25 feet away from operable doors, windows, 
and outside air intakes. Cigarette receptacles are not allowed within the 25-foot buffer zone. Have signage supporting the no 
smoking policy and signage to designate smoking area (if applicable).  

 

 
 

 
VERIFICATION 

 Provide signed “No Smoking Policy” statement 
 Construction Documents indicate location(s) of any outdoors smoking areas, cigarette receptacles and signage 

location 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

DRAFT
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EO R4: Recycling Accommodations           REQUIREMENT 

 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Encourage the reduction of building waste from landfill.  

 

 

CRITERIA 

Designate areas with clearly marked receptacles for recycling aluminum, plastic, paper, glass and cardboard. If the building has 
more than one floor, then there must be provisions for recycling on each floor. 

 
 

 
VERIFICATION 

 Construction Documents indicate designated areas for recyclables collection 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

DRAFT
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EO R5: Toolbox Talks and Startup Meetings          REQUIREMENT 

 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: CONSTRUCTION 

 RESPONSIBLE: GC 

 VERIFICATION: SAMPLE TOOLBOX TALKS 

START UP MEETING AGENDA 

 

PURPOSE 

Encourage education and communication of environmental requirements throughout the construction phase and at startup 
meetings for trade contractors.  

 

 

CRITERIA 

EO R5.1 Toolbox Talks 

Toolbox talks are an informal talk traditionally focused on safety initiatives being conducted on the project site.  

 

Projects are to prepare and facilitate toolbox talks focused on the environmental and high performancethe Earth Craft 
program requirements of the project. 

 

EO R5.2 Startup Meetings 

At a startup meeting for a trade contractor that is new to a project site, the project team is to discuss the environmental and 
high performance requirements as applicable to the respective trade contractor. Example topics are construction waste 
reduction and recycling, indoor environmental quality during construction measures, material protection from moisture and 
dust, low VOC materials, and no added formaldehyde wood. 

 

Projects are to provide meeting minutes/agenda that this have been communicated. 

 
 
DEFINTION 

Toolbox Talk – an informal talk conducted before a task is to be performed on a construction site.  

 
VERIFICATION 

 Provide a variety of sample toolbox talks 
 Provide a startup meeting agenda indicate environmental requirements have been discussed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DRAFT
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EO 1: Building Systems Commissioning         3 points 

 

 

  

 

    

 PHASE: CONSTRUCTION 

 RESPONSIBLE: MEP 

CxA 

 VERIFICATION: COMMISSIONING REPORT 

 

PURPOSE 

Ensure energy and water systems are installed and operating as designed. 

 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Engage a third-party Commissioning Agent to ensure that the project’s energy-related systems perform as intended. The 
following should be included as part building systems commissioning: 

 HVAC and controls 

 Lighting and daylighting controls 

 Water heating systems 

 Renewable energy systems 

 Automatic irrigation systems 

The commissioning process should include at a minimum: 

 Design Phase  

 Owner’s Project Requirements (OPR)  

 Basis of Design (BOD) Documentation 

 Building System’s Commissioning Plan 

 Construction Phase 

 Commission all energy and irrigation systems 

 Systems Start-up 

 Final Report 

 

 
VERIFICATION 

 Copy of Commissioning Report 

EO 2: Recycling Waste Plan                  1-3 points 

 

DRAFT
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 PHASE: OPERATIONS 

 RESPONSIBLE: OWNER 

 VERIFICATION: CONTRACT AND/OR  

WASTE PLAN 

 

PURPOSE 

Encourage a firm commitment to recycling. 

 

CRITERIA 

Project must create and implement a recycling waste plan for the following options: 

 

Select all options that apply: 

 

A. Recycling Collection 
Project must have collection provided by either private or municipal recycling services. At a minimum, the collection 
should include plastic, paper, cardboard, glass and aluminum materials. 
 

B.  Composting Organic Waste  

Building operations must provide access to composting of organic waste. 

 

C. Hard to Recycle Materials  

Building operations must provide collection for hard to recycle materials. For example; electronics, light bulbs, etc. 

 
 
VERIFICATION 

 Provide copy of signed contract or evidence of municipal recycling waste program 
 Provide recycling waste plan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DRAFT
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EO 3: Indoor Environmental Quality Policy           1 point 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 PHASE: OPERATIONS 

 RESPONSIBLE: OWNER 

 VERIFICATION: GREEN CLEANING POLICY 

INDOOR INTEGRATED PEST 
MANAGEMENT PLAN 

SITE INSPECTION 

 

PURPOSE 

Minimize building occupant exposure to potentially hazardous and particulate contaminants in the indoor environment. 

 

 

CRITERIA 

Projects are to create and implement the following policies: 

 Green Cleaning Policy 
Implement a policy that establishes building green cleaning goals and strategies. The policy at a minimum must 
include green cleaning procedures, cleaning products and materials, cleaning equipment used and responsible 
parties. 
 
Projects are encouraged to engage in cleaning service contracts that have a third-party certification with at least one 
of the following; Green Seal’s Environmental Standard for Commercial Cleaning Services (GS-42) and International 
Sanitary Supply Association (ISSA) Cleaning Industry Management Standard for Green Buildings (CIMS-GB). 
 

 Indoor Integrated Pest Management Plan (IPM) 
Implement a policy that establishes an indoor integrated pest management plan. The plan at a minimum must 
include pest identification, monitoring and assessing pest numbers and damage; guidelines for when management 
action is needed; preventing pest problems; using a combination of biological, cultural, physical/mechanical and 
chemical management tools; and procedure for assessing the effect of pest management. 
 
Projects are encouraged to engage into integrated pest management service contracts that have a third-party 
certification with at least one of the following; Green Pro National Pest Management Association, Green Shield IPM 
Institute of North America and Eco Wise Bay Area Council of Governments, San Francisco. 
 
 
 
 

 
DEFINITION 

DRAFT
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Green cleaning – cleaning products and practices that reduce environmental impacts and improve indoor air quality over 
conventional cleaning practices and products. 

Integrated pest management – a strategy that focuses on long-term prevention and management of pests and damage from 
pests through various strategies and techniques. 

 

 

 
 
VERIFICATION 

 Copy of Green Cleaning Policy 
 Copy of Indoor Integrated Pest Management Plan 
 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor 

 
 
RESOURCES 

Green Seal’s Environmental Standard for Commercial Cleaning Services (GS-42) CIMS-GB the International Sanitary Supply 
Association (ISSA) 

http://www.greenseal.org/GreenBusiness/Standards.aspx?sid=30andcid=3andvid=ViewStandardDetail 

International Sanitary Supply Association (ISSA) Cleaning Industry Management Standard for Green Buildings (CIMS-GB). 

http://www.issa.com/ 

University of California Agriculture and Natural Resources 

UC- IPM Statewide Integrated Pest Management Program 

http://www2.ipm.ucanr.edu/WhatIsIPM/ 

Green Pro National Pest Management Association 

www.npmagreenpro.org 

Green Shield IPM Institute of North 

www.greenshieldcertified.org 

Eco Wise Bay Area Council of Governments, San Francisco 

www.ecowisecertified.org 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

DRAFT

http://www.greenseal.org/GreenBusiness/Standards.aspx?sid=30&cid=3&vid=ViewStandardDetail
http://www.issa.com/
http://www2.ipm.ucanr.edu/WhatIsIPM/
http://www.npmagreenpro.org/
http://www.greenshieldcertified.org/
http://www.ecowisecertified.org/
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EO 4:  12 Month Post Occupancy Assessment                   1 point 

 

 

  

 

  

  

 PHASE: OPERATIONS 

 RESPONSIBLE: OWNER 

 VERIFICATION: SITE NSPECTION 

INSPECTION REPORT 

 

PURPOSE 

Provide Conduct an  building assessment to deliver provide guidance for building owners on the impactonce the building is in 
operation 10 – 12 months to review the optimization of building controls, HVAC, andlighting, hot water and the overall 
performance maintenance  of the building.  

CRITERIA 

ECLC Technical Advisor is to conduct a building assessment to provide guidance for building owners on the systems 
impactoperation and maintenance of the building.  

Projects pursuing the WellBeing Designation in existing building renovation projects must also conduct a pre and post 
occupancy survey/testing. 

 
Path: A 
The following process will be conducted for projects not pursuing the WellBeing Designation to pursue the following path: 
 
NEW CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS 

 

 Pre-construction occupancy assessment:  

 *Conduct a third party indoor air quality assessment at CO 

 12 Month Post-Construction assessment: 

 AnalyzeTA to conduct a site inspection to provide a building systems and operations assessment  12 

months of energy and water use data through ENERGY STAR® Portfolio Manager  

 Owner to facilitateConduct a *third party indoor air quality assessment 12 months post-construction  

 

INTERIOR FIT-OUT and RENOVATION PROJECTS must add the following to the above requirement: 

 

 Design Phase Site Visit: Early in the design phase, interview the facility manager and study the building to evaluate 

the facility’s existing system conditions per ECLC certification design tools documentation and to identify practical 

efficiency and/or conservation projects that will: 

 Reduce the energy and water use and cost of operating the facility 

 Improve the indoor environmental quality experience for the occupants 

 Meet the client’s ECLC certification goals, constraints, and economic criteria  

Path: B 

Projects pursuing the WellBeing Designation to pursue Path: B instead of Path: A. Please note, projects not pursuing the 

WellBeing Designation still have the option of pursuing Path B if desired.  

DRAFT
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Projects pursuing the WellBeing Designation to pursue the following path instead of the standard above mentioned path: 

 Pre-construction assessment and Site Visit*:  

 TA to aAnalyze one year of historical energy and water use data through ENERGY STAR® Portfolio 

Manager® (In current location) 

 *Client to conduct third party pre-occupancy survey and computerized cognitive function protocol  

For RENOVATION PROJECTS, include: 

 *Conduct a third party indoor air quality assessment before construction begins 

 WIf possible, while occupants are still in the previous building, the EarthCraft Technical Advisor will 

conduct a pre-construction site-observation with photos of each space. The site visit will include an 

interview with the facility manager and study of the building toan evaluation ofe the facility’s existing 

environment and system conditions per ECLC certification design documentation and to identify practical 

efficiency and/or conservation projects that will: 

 Reduce the energy and water use and cost of operating the facility 

 Improve the indoor environmental quality experience for the occupants 

 Meet the client’s ECLC certification goals, constraints and economic criteria 

 12 Month Post-Construction assessment and Site Visit*: 

 Analyze 12 months of post-construction energy and water use data through ENERGY STAR® Portfolio 

Manager  

 *Client to conduct the same third party occupant survey and computerized cognitive function protocol test 

with the same employees who participated in the tests during the pre-construction assessment phase 

 *Conduct a third party indoor air quality assessment 12 months after building occupancy using the same 

criteria as the pre-construction indoor air quality assessment  

 The EarthCraft Technical Advisor will conduct a 12 month post-construction site-observation with photos 

of each space. The site visit will include a follow-up interview with the facility manager and study of the 

building to evaluate the facility’s renovated environment and system conditions per ECLC certification 

design documentation and identify key impact to: 

 Reducing the energy and water use and cost of operating the facility 

 Improving the indoor environmental quality experience for the occupants 

 Meeting the client’s ECLC certification goals, constraints and economic criteria 

All paths to include the following items: 

 Post-assessment Data Download: Record and integrate site visit notes, pictures and project ideas immediately 

after the site visit 

 Analysis: Perform an analysis of the site visit findings and identified ECLC certification project goals 

o ECLC Technical Advisor to obtain survey, cognitive function and indoor air quality testing synthesis and key 

recommendations from third party organization for inclusion into report 

 Deliverables: Prepare a report providing a pathway to implementing proposed projects and present assessment 

findings to the owner 

*This is a third party service add and cost should be discussed between client and the Technical Adviser per the below 
mentioned Southface Procedures.  

 
VERIFICATION 

 Site Inspection by ECLC Technical Advisor. An inspection report will be prepared and delivered to client and/or 
owner. 

 
 
RESOURCES 

Southface Procedures for Small Commercial Energy and Water Assessments- 
www.southface.org/programs/acbi/assessing/commercial-assessment-toolkit/ 

DRAFT

http://www.southface.org/programs/acbi/assessing/commercial-assessment-toolkit/
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United States Environmental Protection Agency Indoor Air Quality 

www.epa.gov/indoor-air-quality-iaq 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

DRAFT
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Innovation 
  

DRAFT
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INNOVATION                   1 – 4 points 

 

  

 

   

 PHASE: DESIGN 

 RESPONSIBLE: ARCHITECT 

 VERIFICATION: NARRATIVE 

SUPPORTING 
DOCUMENTATION 

 

In order to be considered, the team must submit a narrative of the measures employed and provide supporting documentation 
in the form of specifications, calculations and/or photographs for verification purposes.  

 

Project teams can submit up to four Innovation credits for consideration.  

 

Project teams can review the Innovation Library for credit opportunities. 

 

Below are examples for consideration (this list is not all inclusive):  

 Energy systems measurement and verification plan 

 On-site solar, fuel cell, or co-generation system for 25% or more of annual energy use. 

 Advanced framing strategies for wood framed construction   

 Design for deconstruction:  building is designed for disassembly/reassembly 

 Salvage and reclaimed demo/deconstruction materials used on-site: for example - ground sidewalks used as 
aggregate for a replacement cost of 10% of total project materials cost 

 Excavated trees milled for lumber used on project (not shredded or mulched) 

 Process water reduction or greywater reuse system   

 Vegetated "green" roof regularly accessible to building occupants 

 Compost toilet system (less than 0.1 gpf) 

 Company sustainability policy: include guidelines and tracking process (including carpooling, recycling, green 
purchasing, green cleaning, carbon offsets, employee incentives, etc)   

 Alternative fuel company vehicle (e.g. electric, bio-diesel, natural gas, LP, Prius or equivalent mileage)   

 Green cleaning policy and contract 

 Integrated pest management (IPM) plan and contract 

 Composting area for landscaping debris and/or food waste  OR a 2 year contract with composting company 

 Edible garden within project site boundary  

PURPOSE 

Reward project team for going above and beyond the measures outlined in the EarthCraft Light Commercial program. 

CRITERIA 

DRAFT
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 Storm water - mimic natural hydrological processes using appropriately-sized water management systems that treats, 
infiltrates or reuses all storm water on-site. Off-site systems will be considered on a case by case basis 

 Control and manage invasive plants 

 Conserve and use native plants 

 Plant selection includes 40% or more wildlife foraging 

 
 

VERIFICATION 

 Narrative of measure employed 
 Supporting documentation: e.g. specifications, calculations, photographs 
 Innovation Credit Library: Follow documentation requirements 
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Appendix A: COMcheck Overview 

COMcheck is commercial energy code compliance software developed by Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory for the U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Codes and Standards. COMcheck can be used 
to demonstrate a commercial project design complies with ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013. The software 
provides a highly flexible way to demonstrate compliance with minimal input. The envelope section 

allows tradeoffs between envelope components, including roofs, walls, windows, floors and skylights. 
The lighting section enables you to quickly determine if your lighting design meets interior-lighting 
power limits. The mechanical section enables you to assemble a customized list of code requirements 
that are applicable to the systems and equipment in your building.  

How To Download  

COMcheck can be downloaded from www.energycodes.gov, projects are required to use version 

4.0.6.1 or later (the version number can be found in the upper left corner). 

 

Code Menu 

Use the Code menu to select which code version you want the program to use when determining 

compliance. All ECLC projects should use ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013. 
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Project Screen 

The Project screen is used to provide the software with information such as the location of the 
proposed building (state and city) and the building use category and area. You may also enter specific 
project information that identifies and describes your project which will be printed on your certificate. 

 

Location 
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The software lists the available cities for each state. If your city is not listed, choose the closest city 
with similar weather conditions. 

 

 

 

Project Type 

Projects should select New Construction, Addition or Alterations. The selection will be included on the 
compliance report although the trade-off calculations remain the same for New Construction and 
Addition.  

Additions are treated the same way as New Construction, ignoring the common walls between the 
existing building and the addition. All new systems being added must be entered in the software and 
must comply with the requirements. Existing systems simply extended into an addition do not have to 

be included. 

 

Alterations include only those envelope components, lighting fixtures, or mechanical systems and 
equipment that will exist upon completion of the alteration project. Compliance is shown as Pass/Fail 

for Envelope and Lighting. 
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Project Details 

The Project Details section has input fields entitled Title/Site/Permit, Owner/Agent and 
Designer/Contractor. All of the information entered in these fields is included in your project report. 

None of this information is required by the software program to determine compliance with the code. 

This information may be useful, however, to the building department or as a way to track and label 
your reports. 
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Building Use 

Use the Whole Building compliance method for buildings that entirely match one of the available 
building types or use the Area Category (Space-By-Space) compliance method when detailed 
information about space usage is available. The ECLC program participants are encouraged to use the 

Area Category (Space-By-Space) Method. A list of building types or area categories is displayed when 
you click the left mouse button in the Whole Building Type or Area Category column of the Building 
Use table. Fill in the square footage of the whole building or each space. 
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Select the applicable Exterior Lighting Areas and enter the appropriate quantities. 
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Once all the information is completed on the Project Screen the building can be evaluated on energy 
code compliance for the following components:  

 Envelope 

 HVAC 

 Service water heating 

 Interior lighting 

 Exterior lighting 
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Appendix B: COMcheck Envelope 

Use COMcheck to demonstrate that the building envelope complies with ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2007 
either prescriptively or through the simple trade-off approach. 

Prescriptive Envelope Values 

The following are Nonresidential prescriptive envelope values for climate zones 2, 3 and 4. Refer to 
ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013 to Table 5.5-3 for Residential or Semi-heated prescriptive envelope 
values. 

  Building Envelope Requirements for Residential and Non-Residential 
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Envelope Screen 

Use the buttons at the top of the Envelope screen to create a list of building components present in 
your proposed design. Each component you select is added to the building components displayed on 
the Envelope screen. For each component, enter appropriate values for all fields with white. These 

fields may include the assembly type, gross area (or perimeter), cavity R-value, continuous R-value, 
assembly U-factor, construction details, SHGC solar heat gain coefficient and/or projection factor.  

 

Concrete slab-on-grade components require a perimeter entered in linear feet (ft). All other 
components require an area entered in square feet (ft2). The cavity R-value input is used for 
insulation placed between structural members, while the continuous R-value input is used for 
insulation that is continuous across the structure such as rigid-roof insulation or insulating wall 
sheathing. 

After you have completed the description of each new component, the program automatically updates 

the compliance results. The results are displayed at the bottom of the screen in the Envelope box. If 

TBD (to be determined) is displayed in this field, you have not filled in all necessary fields. To 

determine which data are missing or invalid, look for fields with white-on-red text. In addition to 
providing inputs for all white-on-red fields, you must select at least one building use type and provide 
its area on the Project screen before the software can determine compliance. 

 

 

Projection Factor 

Projection factors can be used to reduce the SHGC requirements. To calculate the projection factor, 

take the exterior horizontal shading projection depth divided by the sum of the height of the 
fenestration and the distance from the top of the fenestration to the bottom of the external shading 

projection in units consistent with the projection depth.  

𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒋𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝑭𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒐𝒓 =
𝑨

𝑩
 =

𝟔

𝟖
 → 𝟕𝟓% 
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Envelope Alterations 

Envelope alteration exceptions may be taken if the project chooses “Alterations” under project type. 
Include only the components that will exist after alterations are complete. As you enter the applicable 
components, alteration detail dialogs will appear asking that the appropriate alteration option be 
selected that may include one or more exemptions to code compliance for that component. Depending 
on which option is selected, the dialogs may change and further details may need to be entered.  

Roof Alterations 

The alteration detail dialog for roof components requires that the appropriate option be selected. 
Depending upon the roof assembly type, the options may include the following: 

 Alteration replaces a roof membrane that DOES NOT expose the sheathing/deck or rooftop 
insulation 

 Alteration replaces a roof membrane where insulation exists below the roof sheathing/deck 
 Alteration exposes a roof cavity but the cavity is completely filled with minimum R-3/inch 

insulation 

 No exemptions apply to this assembly.  

 

Skylight Alterations 

The alteration detail dialog for skylight Glazing requires that the appropriate option be selected. The 
options include the following: 

 Alteration ONLY replaces glazing (i.e., glass units) in existing sash or frame. To claim this 
exemption, the ’altered’ skylight U-factor and SHGC solar heat gain coefficient cannot be 

higher than that of the replaced glazing.  
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 Alteration replaces less than 25% of existing fenestration area (glass plus frame). To claim 
this exemption, the replaced skylight U-factor and SHGC cannot be higher than that of the 

original glazing AND the percent of skylight area replaced must qualify. 
 No exemptions apply to this assembly.  

Exterior Wall Alterations 

The alteration detail dialogs for exterior and interior wall Opaque portion of the building envelope 
components require that the appropriate option be selected. The options include the following: 

 Alteration modifies wall areas without an existing cavity and no cavity will be created 
 Alteration exposes a wall cavity but the cavity is completely filled with minimum R-3/inch 

insulation 
 No exemptions apply to this assembly. 

Window Alterations 

The alteration detail dialog for windows requires that the appropriate option be selected. The options 
include the following: 

 Alteration ONLY installs storm windows over existing glazing 
 Alteration ONLY replaces glazing (i.e., glass units) in existing sash or frame. To claim this 

exemption, the ’altered’ window SHGC cannot be higher than that of the original glazing. 

 Alteration replaces less than 25% of existing building fenestration area (glass plus frame). To 
claim this exemption, the altered window U-factor and SHGC cannot be higher than that of the 
original glazing AND the percent of vertical fenestration area (windows + glass doors) replaced 
must qualify.  

 No exemptions apply to this assembly.  

Basement Wall Alterations 

The alteration detail dialog for basement walls requires that the appropriate option be selected. The 

options include the following: 

 Alteration modifies wall areas without an existing cavity and no cavity will be created 
 Alteration exposes a wall cavity but the cavity is completely filled with minimum R-3/inch 

insulation 
 No exemptions apply to this assembly. 

Floor Alterations 

The alteration detail dialog for floor components requires that the appropriate option be selected. 

Depending upon the floor assembly type, the options may include the following: 

 Alteration modifies floor areas without an existing cavity and no cavity will be created 
 Alteration exposes a floor cavity but the cavity is completely filled with minimum R-3/inch 

insulation 
 No exemptions apply to this assembly. 
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Envelope Compliance Certificate 

Print an Envelope Compliance Certificate when all envelope 
component inputs are complete and the project PASSES code. 
Click on the File menu and choose View / Print Report.  

Check or indicate Not Applicable for every item under Inspection 
Checklist and sign/date under Compliance Statement and Post 
Construction Compliance Statement. 

 

 

      Sample Envelope Compliance Certificate 
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Joe Contractor - GC 

 

Joe Contractor 11/22/11 
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Appendix C: COMcheck Mechanical 

Use COMcheck to demonstrate that HVAC and Service Water Heating systems comply with ASHRAE 

Standard 90.1-2013. 

HVAC System 

The HVAC System button helps you identify key characteristics of the HVAC systems in your building. 
The term HVAC systems refers to secondary HVAC systems, including controls, fans, terminal boxes, 
radiators, coils and package HVAC equipment, not primary HVAC system components such as boilers, 
chillers, cooling towers and pumps. The characteristics you select determine which requirements 
apply.  

The HVAC System entries enable you to describe the HVAC system features in your building in 

sufficient detail to exclude large numbers of requirements that do not apply to your systems. The 
resulting simplification facilitates both designing for compliance with the code and code enforcement. 

Round buttons (radio buttons) permit only one selection from each group, square boxes (checkboxes) 
permit multiple selections from a group of inputs and gray text indicates that the option is unavailable 
because it is incompatible with other selection(s) that have been made on the current or a previous 

screen. 
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When multiple different HVAC systems are used within a single building, you may select the HVAC 
System button multiple times to enter more than one system. When multiple identical (or nearly 

identical) systems are used, describe them once and use the quantity field to indicate the number of 
such systems present. 

Note that some of the inputs are interdependent. If you select Heat Pump as the Heating Equipment 
Type, you will not be able to select a Cooling Equipment Type because it is assumed to be DX (direct 
expansion). If you select Unit Heater for Heating Equipment Type or Packaged Terminal DX Unit for 
Cooling Equipment Type, you will not be able to select Multiple Zone A space or group of spaces within 
a building with any combination of heating, cooling, or lighting requirements sufficiently similar so that 
desired conditions can be maintained throughout by a single controlling device or check the Perimeter 
System box under Zoning Category because these equipment types are not compatible. 

Heating Equipment Type 

Central Furnace - A central furnace is a self-contained, indirect-fired or electrically heated furnace 

supplying heated air through ducts to spaces. A central furnace can be a stand-alone unit, but is 
typically integral to a rooftop-DX (direct expansion) system or split DX system air conditioner. Though 
less common, a central furnace may also contain a hydronic coil that would be used for air 
conditioning. 

Duct Furnace - A duct furnace is a furnace normally installed in distribution ducts of air-conditioning 
systems to supply warm air. A duct furnace usually does not have its own supply fan and uses air 
supplied through the ducts by other supply fans such as a fan for a central air conditioner. 

Hydronic or Steam Coil - A hydronic coil is an array of tubing, placed in a supply air stream, through 
which hot or cold water passes, heating or cooling the supply air stream to provide heating or air 
conditioning to a space. Hydronic coils, central furnaces and DX coils are used in various 
configurations of heating and air-conditioning systems. A steam coil is an array of tubing, placed in a 

supply air stream, through which steam passes to provide heat to a space. 

Heat Pump - A heat pump is a DX air conditioner with a reversing valve, allowing it to operate in two 

refrigeration modes. When the refrigeration system is reversed, the heat pump absorbs heat from the 
outdoor air and rejects it to the indoor environment, providing heat to the space. Heat pumps are 
manufactured in several configurations, including packaged terminal, rooftop package, split system, 
water loop and ground coupled. 

Packaged Terminal Unit - A packaged terminal heat pump (PTHP) is a self-contained heat 
pump typically installed through a wall. It discharges warm or cool air directly to the space 
without the use of ducts for distribution. 

Rooftop Packaged Unit - A rooftop packaged heat pump is also known as a unitary single-
packaged heat pump. This unit is a self-contained heat pump, typically installed on the roof of 
a building using ducts to distribute cool air to the conditioned space. It can be used in single-
zone and multiple-zone applications, and can also be equipped with a constant-volume or 

variable-volume fan. Depending on the cooling capacity and climate, rooftop packaged DX 
units may be equipped with an air economizer. 

Single Package Vertical Unit – A factory-installed single package heat pump which may contain 
cooling components. The unit is intended for exterior mounting on, adjacent interior to, or 
through, an outside wall. Unit major components are arranged vertically and may contain 
various ventilation options including ductwork. Its primary heating means shall be reverse 
cycle refrigeration, with secondary supplemental heating by means of electrical resistance, 
steam, hot water, or gas. 
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Split System - A split system heat pump is also known as a unitary split system heat pump. It 
consists of two factory-made assemblies: a condensing unit that uses outside air as the heat 

sink (during cooling) and heat source (during heating), and an indoor DX coil with integral 
supply fan. Because the indoor unit is usually located a long distance from outside walls, it is 
difficult to equip a split system with an air economizer. 

Water Loop Heat Pump - A water loop heat pump is a heat pump with a refrigerant-to-water 

heat exchanger. During cooling mode, the heat exchanger serves as the condenser, rejecting 
heat from the refrigerant to the water. During heating, the heat exchanger serves as the 
evaporator, absorbing heat from the water. The refrigerant-to-water heat exchanger is 
typically connected to a circulating water loop that also serves many other water loop heat 
pumps.  

Other - Any type of heat pump, which is not described by one of the types listed above, is 
classified as Other. 

Radiant Heater - A radiant heater is a heater that transfers heat to objects and surfaces within the 
heated space primarily (>50%) by infrared radiation. Radiant heaters can be direct- or indirect-fired 

with a heating fuel, have electric heating elements, or use hydronic coils or steam coils. 

Unit Heater - A unit heater is a self-contained piece of heating equipment that requires connections 
only to energy sources. Unit heaters are installed in the spaces they are intended to heat and do not 
use ductwork to distribute heat. They are sometimes controlled in sequence with a separate air 
conditioner serving the same space. Unit heaters can be direct- or indirect-fired with a heating fuel, 
have electric heating elements, or use hydronic coils or steam coils. 

Other - any other type not represented in the above choices. 

Cooling Equipment Type 

Field-Assembled DX System - This type is used for DX systems that are not manufactured (and rated) 
as single packages but rather are assembled at the building site from separately manufactured 
components. DX stands for direct expansion cooling. In DX cooling equipment, a refrigerant coil is 
placed directly in the supply air stream. As the refrigerant evaporates and expands, it removes 
energy, lowering the temperature of the supply air stream. 

Hydronic Coil - A hydronic coil is an array of tubing, placed in a supply air stream, through which hot 
or cold water passes, heating or cooling the supply air stream to provide heating or air conditioning to 
a space. Hydronic coils, central furnaces and DX coils are used in various configurations of heating and 
air-conditioning systems.  

Packaged Terminal DX Unit - A packaged terminal DX air conditioner (PTAC) is a self-contained air-
conditioning unit typically installed through a wall. It discharges cool air directly to the space without 
the use of ducts for distribution. PTACs are often equipped with electric resistance heating elements 

and sometimes are equipped with hydronic coils or steam coils for heating. 

Rooftop Package DX Unit - A rooftop packaged DX unit is also known as a unitary single-packaged air 
conditioner. This unit is a self-contained DX air conditioner, typically installed on the roof of a building 
using ducts to distribute cool air to the conditioned space. It can be used in single-zone or multiple-
zone applications, and can also be equipped with a constant-volume or variable-volume fan. These 
units are often combined, within the same assembly, with a central furnace, hydronic coils, or steam 
coils. Depending on the cooling capacity and climate, rooftop packaged DX units may often be 

equipped with an air economizer. 
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Single Package Vertical AC Unit - A factory-assembled single package to provide cooling with 
controlled temperature and dehumidification. The unit is intended for exterior mounting on, adjacent 
interior to, or through, an outside wall. Unit major components are arranged vertically and may 

contain various ventilation options including ductwork. 

Split DX System - A split DX system is also known as a unitary split system air conditioner or split 
system. It consists of two factory-made assemblies: a condensing unit that uses outside air as the 
heat sink, and an indoor DX coil with integral supply fan. The indoor unit is often combined, within the 
same assembly, with a central furnace or hydronic coils or steam coils. Because the indoor unit is 
usually located a long distance from outside walls, it is difficult to equip a split system with an air 
economizer. 

Other - any other type not represented in the above choices. 

Zoning Category 

Single Zone - A single-zone system serves only one thermostatic control zone. The system is usually 
controlled by a single thermostatic control, and only maintains comfort conditions for the space where 
the temperature control is located. 

Multiple-Zone - A multiple-zone system is designed to meet space-conditioning loads in multiple 

thermostatic control zones at the same time. Multiple-zone systems usually use a common air 
distribution system and employ terminal units to vary the flow and temperature of air to meet the 
differing space-conditioning loads of each zone.  

Perimeter System - A perimeter system is designed to offset only envelope heat losses and gains. 

HVAC System COMcheck Inputs 

 

Equipment Capacity - Enter the cooling capacity range for the cooling equipment selected and the 

heating capacity for the heating equipment selected. 

Fuel Type/Heat Source - Select the Fuel Type, the Heat Source and provide the Equipment Capacity 
for the heating equipment. If you select Hydronic or Steam Coil as the Heating Equipment Type, select 
the Heat Source for this equipment. If you select Central Furnace or Duct Furnace, select the Fuel 
Type for this equipment. If you select Radiant Heater or Unit Heater, you may choose from either the 
Fuel Type or Heat Source options. 
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Condenser Type - The condenser of an air conditioner is where refrigerant rejects heat absorbed 
during the process of cooling indoor spaces. As the refrigerant passes through the heat exchanger it 

rejects heat to the surrounding fluid, usually air or water. If the equipment is a heat pump, the 
condenser becomes an evaporator during heating mode. As the refrigerant passes through the heat 

exchanger, it absorbs heat from the surrounding fluid, causing the refrigerant to change from a liquid 
to a gas (or evaporate). 

Air Cooled - An air-cooled condenser is a refrigerant-to-air heat exchanger exposed to outdoor 
conditions. As refrigerant passes through the coils of the heat exchanger, heat is rejected to 
outdoor air (during cooling) and absorbed from outdoor air (during heating). 

Evaporatively Cooled - An evaporatively-cooled condenser is similar to an air-cooled condenser 
with the exception that during cooling, the heat exchanger is sprayed with water, increasing 

the heat rejection. Heat pumps and air conditioners equipped with evaporatively cooled 
condensers are typically more efficient than their air-cooled counterparts. 

Groundwater Coupled - A groundwater-coupled condenser is similar to a water-cooled 
condenser except that groundwater will always be the heat source (or sink) for the condenser. 
As refrigerant passes through the coils of the heat exchanger, heat is rejected to groundwater 
(during cooling) and absorbed from groundwater (during heating). 

Water Heating System 

The Water Heating button enables you to enter the service water heating system(s) in your building. 
Water heater types allowed are Storage Water Heaters or Instantaneous Water Heaters. Storage 
Water Heater refers to a water heater that heats and stores water within the water heater for delivery 
on demand and has an input rating of less than 4,000 Btu/hour per gallon of stored water. 
Instantaneous Water Heater means a water heater that has an input rating equal to or greater than 
4,000 Btu/hour per gallon of stored water.  

 

Where multiple different water heating systems are present within the building, you may select the 
Water Heating button multiple times to enter more than one system. Where multiple identical (or 

nearly identical) systems are present, describe them once and use the Quantity field to indicate the 
number present. 
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Service Water Heating COMcheck Inputs 

 

Equipment Capacity - Equipment Capacity refers to the rated storage volume of the water heater in 
gallons. 

Fuel Type/Heat Source - Fuel Type/Heat Source refers to the principle water heater fuel source. 
Options shown are Electricity, Natural Gas (including propane) and Oil. 

System Details - Checkboxes are provided to allow more details to be noted. 

System Has a Circulation Pump - A circulation pump is used in a service water heating system 

served by a continuous water loop. The circulation pump is controlled to circulate hot water 
from the water heating equipment as necessary to maintain a certain hot water temperature 
at all times in the circulation loop. 

Heat Trace Tape Installed in the System - Heat trace 

tape is tape with embedded electric resistance heating 
elements. Heat trace tape is adhered to hot water piping. 
It is energized as necessary to deliver hot water at the 
desired temperature. 

Heated Swimming Pool System - If a heated swimming 
pool exists in the building, this box should be checked. 

Combined Space/SWH System - Check this box if the 

same heating equipment is used to serve both hydronic 
space heating as well as service water heating needs. 

Input Rating - The Input Rating is the rated fuel input of the water heater in Btu/hour. The 
rated input is typically shown on the nameplate of the water heater. Inputs are required only 
for water heaters using gas or oil fuel types. 
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Mechanical Compliance Certificate 

Print a Mechanical Compliance Certificate when all HVAC and heating 
equipment inputs are complete. Click on the File menu and choose 
View / Print Report. 

Check or indicate Not Applicable for every item under Inspection 
Checklist and sign/date under Compliance Statement and Post 
Construction Compliance Statement. 

 
 

 
 

   Sample Mechanical Compliance Certificate 
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Appendix D: COMcheck Interior and Exterior Lighting 

Use COMcheck to demonstrate that the interior and exterior lighting complies with ASHRAE Standard 

90.1-2007. 

Lighting Screens 

Use the buttons at the top of the screen to create a list of lighting fixtures present in your proposed 
design. Each fixture type you select is added to the lighting fixtures list displayed on the screen. For 
each fixture type, you must enter a ballast type (if applicable), the number of lamps per fixture, 
quantity and the fixture input wattage. Input wattage is the electrical power input to the lamp and 
ballast combination. 

After entering complete information for each new fixture, the software automatically updates the 

compliance results once you hit the Enter key or click in another cell. The results are displayed at the 
bottom of the screen in the compliance box. If TBD (to be determined) is displayed in this field, you 
most likely have not yet filled in the fixture wattage or quantity for one or more components. To 
determine which data are missing or invalid, look for fields with white-on-red text. In addition to 
providing inputs for all white-on-red fields, you must select at least one building use type and its 

corresponding area on the Project screen before the software can determine compliance. 
 
Interior Lighting Screen 

 
 
Exterior Lighting Screen 
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Lighting Screen Inputs 

 

Fixture ID - The Fixture ID field shows the fixture ID you have entered. You can associate the fixture 
with a fixture type designation used on the lighting fixture schedule and elsewhere in the construction 
documents; e.g., F1 for fixture type 1. Fixture ID is an optional field that you may leave blank, but it 
is recommended as it enables fixtures to be clearly defined.  

Fixture Description - The Fixture Description field is for descriptions of fixtures that you enter. Fixture 
Description is an optional field that you may leave blank. However, fixture descriptions can help you 
keep track of the fixtures in the list, avoid errors and oversights and facilitate plan review and 
inspections because this information is included on the compliance certificate. Fixture descriptions may 
include manufacturer and part number, dimensions (e.g., 2x4), mounting type (e.g., recessed, 
surface, suspended) or other distinguishing characteristics.  

Lamp Description/Wattage Per Lamp - Click the left mouse button in the Lamp Description/Wattage 

Per Lamp field to select from a drop-down list of available lamp types. The drop-down list contains the 
most commonly used lamp and ballast combinations. Select Other if the lamp type you intend to use 
does not match one of the listed types. 

Ballast - The ballast type is entered by selecting from a drop-down list. (Incandescent and halogen 
fixtures do not require a ballast entry.) Available ballast types are magnetic, electronic, premium 
efficiency, standard and pulse start. The following definitions have been used in determining default 

input wattages. You should use these definitions in describing the ballast type in the fixtures you 
intend to use. 

Magnetic - applies to CFL and linear fluorescent; the standard CFL or linear fluorescent ballast 
that incorporates large inductive components and operates around 60 Hz. 

Electronic - applies to CFL and linear fluorescent; a CFL or linear fluorescent ballast comprised 
of electronic and semiconductor components with only very small inductive components that 
operates at high frequencies in the 20-40 Hz range. 

Premium Efficiency - applies to 4 foot T8 linear fluorescent; a linear 4-foot T8 instant-start, 
programmed-start, or dimmable NEMA BL2 rated high frequency electronic ballast that 
exhibits high efficiency in the 88-96 lumen/watt range. 

Standard - applies to all HID High intensity discharge. Generic term describing mercury vapor, 
metal halide, high pressure sodium and (informally) low pressure sodium light sources and 
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luminaires; a standard High Intensity Discharge (HID) ballast not incorporating Pulse-start 
technology. 

Pulse Start - applies to Metal Halide (MH) and Ceramic Metal Halide (CMH); a ballast that uses 
an igniter in place of an additional probe for starting an MH or CMH lamp. 

Lamps Per Fixture - Enter the number of lamps per fixture. 

Number of Fixtures - Enter the number of fixtures. 

Fixture Wattage - Enter the fixture wattage. 

You can enter the fixture wattage directly or have the software provide a typical wattage for 
that fixture. To input a typical wattage, click in the cell and then click the right mouse button 

in the Fixture Wattage field to display the pop-up context menu. The software will provide a 
typical input wattage for the fixture. Not all possible lamp and ballast combinations are 

included-only those for which adequate data were available. If the Use Default option is gray, 
a typical wattage is not available. Input wattage is the related electrical power input to the 
lamp and ballast combination. 

You may either use the typical input wattage provided by the software or override it with a 
value based on the equipment you intend to install. In either case, you should be prepared to 
provide supporting documentation based on manufacturer's literature to the building 

department. 

Track Lighting Wattage - Select the criteria and provide associated inputs. 

Interior and Exterior Lighting Compliance Certificates 

Print Lighting Compliance Certificates when lighting is entered and 
inputs are complete. Click on the File menu and choose View / Print 
Report.  

Check or indicate Not Applicable for every item under Inspection 

Checklist and sign/date under Compliance Statement and Post 
Construction Compliance Statement. 
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     Sample Interior Lighting Compliance Certificate 
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     Certificate Sample Exterior Lighting Compliance 
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Appendix E: Prescriptive Outside Air Requirements 

Projects using the prescriptive approach to outside air requirements must introduce outside air based 

on space type and square footage. The table below lists outside air CFM requirements per space type. 
 

Prescriptive Outside Air Requirements 

 

Space Type cfm/sf  Space Type cfm/sf 

Educational Facilities   
 

 Office Buildings   

 Daycare (through age 4)  0.43 
 

 Office space  0.09 

 Daycare sickroom  0.43 
 

 Reception areas  0.21 

 Classrooms (ages 5–8)  0.38 
 

 Telephone/data entry  0.36 

 Classrooms (age 9 plus)  0.46 
 

 Main entry lobbies  0.11 

 Lecture classroom  0.52 
 

 Public Assembly Spaces   

 Lecture hall (fixed seats)  1.20 
 

 Auditorium seating area  0.75 

 Art classroom  0.38 
 

 Places of religious worship  0.72 

 Science laboratories  0.43 
 

 Courtrooms  0.42 

 University/college laboratories  0.43 
 

 Legislative chambers  0.3 

 Wood/metal shop  0.38 
 

 Libraries  0.17 

 Computer lab  0.38 
 

 Lobbies  0.75 

 Media center  0.38 
 

 Museums (children’s)  0.44 

 Music/theater/dance  0.42 
 

 Museums/galleries  0.36 

 Multi-use assembly  0.80 
 

 Retail   

 Food and Beverage Service   
 

 Sales (except as below)  0.24 

 Restaurant dining rooms  0.70 
 

 Mall common areas  0.36 

 Cafeteria/fast-food dining  0.90 
 

 Barbershop  0.25 

 Bars, cocktail lounges  0.90 
 

 Beauty and nail salons  0.625 

 General   
 

 Pet shops (animal areas)  0.26 

 Break rooms  0.25 
 

 Supermarket  0.12 

 Coffee stations  0.22 
 

 Coin-operated laundries  0.22 

 Conference/meeting  0.30 
 

 Sports and Entertainment   

 Corridors  0.06 
 

 Sports arena (play area)  0.30 

 Storage rooms  0.12 
 

 Gym, stadium (play area)  0.30 

 Miscellaneous Spaces   
 

 Spectator areas  1.20 

 Bank vaults/safe deposit  0.09 
 

 Swimming (pool & deck)  0.48 

 Computer (not printing)  0.08 
 

 Disco/dance floors  2.10 

 Electrical equipment rooms  0.06 
 

 Health club/aerobics room  0.88 

 Elevator machine rooms  0.12   Health club/weight rooms  0.26 

 Pharmacy (prep. area)  0.23   Bowling alley (seating)  0.52 

 Photo studios  0.17   Gambling casinos  1.08 

 Shipping/receiving  0.12   Game arcades  0.34 

 Transportation waiting  0.80   Stages, studios  0.77 

 Warehouses  0.06    
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Appendix F: Insulation Grading 

Grade I - A "Grade I" installation is achieved by completely filling the cavity with insulation, from top-

to-bottom and side-to-side without voids or compression. Tightly fit insulation around wiring and other 
obstructions, such as blocking or bridging and avoid compression. Most spray applied insulation can 
achieve this grading provide depth of the cavity is filled. 

Grade II - A “Grade II” installation may have small defects, such as gaps around wiring, electrical 
outlets, plumbing and other obstructions. There may also be some compression. Grade II is 
determined by any one or combination of the following: gaps and spaces running clear through the 
insulation amounting to more than 2%; an incomplete cavity fill of over 10%; over 30% compression. 

Grade III - A “Grade III” installation will not pass ECLC inspection. This application has substantial 
gaps or voids, compression in many areas and/or is not in constant contact with the air barrier.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

For projects that receive a Grade III on inspection, the ECLC Technical Advisor will provide a list of 
areas that need to be addressed and photos must be supplied that demonstrate compliance. 
  

GRADE I GRADE II GRADE III 
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Appendix G: Resources 

 

Contact Information  

EarthCraft Website           www.earthcraft.org 

EarthCraft Hotline            404.604.3636 

EarthCraft Light Commercial Program Information     lightcommercial@earthcraft.org 

EarthCraft Mailing Address      241 Pine Street, NE Atlanta, GA 30308 

 

General Program Resources  

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 

ASHRAE Standard 90.1–2013 

ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013 User’s Manual 

ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2013 

www.ashrae.org  

 

U.S. Department of Energy| Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy 

Building Energy Codes Program  

COMcheck software 

 

Deep Energy Designation Information 

www.southface.org/programs/acbi/implementing 

 

Site Planning (SP) 

 

SP R1 

EPA’s National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Website  

www.epa.gov/npdes 

Georgia Erosion and Sedimentation Control Manual 

www.gaepd.org  

Virginia Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook  

www.dcr.virginia.gov  

Lake County, IL Guide to Storm Drain Marking 

www.lakecountyil.gov/DocumentCenter/View/ 

 

SP R2 

Urban Design Tools, Low Impact Development 

www.lid-stormwater.net  

National Resources Defense Council, Low Impact Development 

www.nrdc.org  

 

SP 1 

The United States National Arboretum 

www.usna.usda.gov  

Southeast Exotic Pest Plant Council 

www.se-eppc.org  

 

SP 2 

Pervious Paving 

www.perviouspavement.org 

 

SP 3 

International Dark-Sky Association 

www.darksky.org  

International Dark-Sky Association’s Fixture Seal of Approval (FSA) Criteria 2015 

http://darksky.org/fsa/apply-fsa/ 
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International Dark-Sky FSA Compliant Products 

http://darksky.org/fsa/fsa-products/ 

Illuminating Engineering Society of North America 

www.iesna.org  

AMA (American Medical Association) Adopts Guidance to Reduce Harm from High Intensity Street 
Lights 

www.ama-assn.org/ama-adopts-guidance-reduce-harm-high-intensity-street-lights 

The potential of outdoor lighting for stimulating the human circadian system 

 

SP 4 

U.S. Department of Energy, Alternative and Advanced Fuels  

www.afdc.energy.gov  

 

SP 5 

North Carolina State University, Construction and Tree Protection 

www.ces.ncsu.edu  

 

SP 6 

Arbor Day Foundation 

www.arborday.org 

 

SP 7 

Greenspace Designed for Health and Well-being 

http://www.forestry.gov.uk/pdf/FCPG019.pdf/$FILE/FCPG019.pdf 

 

14 Patterns of Biophilic Design  

Improving Health and Well-being in the built environment. 

Terrapin Bright Green 

https://www.terrapinbrightgreen.com/report/14-patterns/ 

 

Construction Waste (CW) 

 

CW R1 

ECLC Construction Waste Management Plan Template 

http://www.earthcraft.org/builders/resources/ 

RecycleABulb 

http://recycleabulb.veoliaes.com/home 

Earth911 (places to recycle in your state) 

earth911.com 

 

CW 1 

ECLC Construction Waste Management Plan Template 

http://www.earthcraft.org/builders/resources/ 

 

CW 2 

ECLC Construction Waste Management Plan Template 

http://www.earthcraft.org/builders/resources/ 

EPA Waste Management Hierarchy 

https://www.epa.gov/sm/advancing-sustainable-materials-management-facts-and-figures 

 

Resource Efficiency (RE) 

 

RE R1 

EarthCraft Resources – Trade Specific Materials Requirements 

http://www.earthcraft.org/builders/resources/ 
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Sustainable Procurement Definition per United Nations Global Marketplace 

https://www.ungm.org/Public/KnowledgeCentre/SustainableProcurement 

Sustainable Procurement National Action Plan: Recommendations from the Sustainable Procurement 
Task Force 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/69417/pb11710-
procuring-the-future-060607.pdf 

 

RE 2 

Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) 

www.fsc.org 

Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI) 

www.sfiprogram.org 

Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) 

http://www.environdec.com/ 

 

 

Durability and Water Management (DU) 

 

DU 1 - DU 4 

2009 International Building Code (IBC), Section 1805.3 Waterproofing, Section 1805.4 Subsoil 
Drainage System 

www.iccsafe.org 

DU 2 

Whole Building Design Guide 
www.wbdg.org/systems-specifications/building-envelope-design-guide/wall-systems/masonry-wall-
systems 

 

 

Indoor Environment Quality (IEQ) 

 

IEQ R1 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

https://www.epa.gov/indoor-air-quality-iaq/inside-story-guide-indoor-air-quality 

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 

https://www.ashrae.org/ 

 

IEQ R4 

SMACNA IEQ Guidelines for Occupied Buildings under Construction, 2nd Edition 2007 

https://www.smacna.org/ 

Indoor Air Quality Management Plan Template 

www.earthcraft.org/builders/resources/ 

 

IEQ R7 

Associated Air Balance Council 

www.aabc.com 

National Environmental Balancing Bureau 

www.nebb.org 

 

IEQ R8 

Green Seal, GS-11 Standard for Paints and Coatings (Third Edition) and GS-47 Standard for Stains 
and Finishes (First Edition) 

www.greenseal.org 

South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD),  

Rule 1168 Adhesive and Sealant Applications (Amended January 7, 2005) 

www.aqmd.gov  
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IEQ R9 

ECLC Air Flush-out Calculator tab on ECLC Worksheet 

www.earthcraft.org  

 

IEQ 5 

The Carpet and Rug Institute 

www.carpet-rug.org  

The Resilient Floor Covering Institute 

www.rfci.com 

GREENGUARD® Environmental Institute 

www.greenguard.org  

Cradle to Cradle®  

www.c2ccertified.org  

Declare® 

https://living-future.org/declare/ 

 

IEQ 8 

Toxicological Effects of Methylmercury 

https://www.nap.edu/catalog/9899/toxicological-effects-of-methylmercury 

Declare Product Database 

access.living-future.org/declare-products 

Health Product Declaration (HPD)  

http://www.hpd-collaborative.org/ 

Pharos Database 

http://pharosproject.net/ 

 

IEQ 9 

14 Patterns of Biophilic Design: Improving Health and Well-being in the built environment 

https://www.terrapinbrightgreen.com/report/14-patterns/ 

 

IEQ 12 

Gensler, What We’ve Learned About Focus in the Workplace 

www.gensler.com/research-insight/research/wpi-analytics:what-we've-learned-about-focus-in-the-
workplace 

Gensler, Does a Healthy Workplace Improve the Bottom Line? 

https://www.gensler.com/research-insight/research/toward-a-wellness-based-workplace?-does-a-
healthy-workplace-improve-the-bottom-line 

 

IEQ 13 

Center for Active Design 

Active Design Guidelines 

https://centerforactivedesign.org/guidelines/ 

Center for Active Design: Designing for Workplace Well-being 

https://centerforactivedesign.org/designingforworkplacewell-being 

Center for Active Design: Case Study 

Bay Terrace Community & Education Center 

https://centerforactivedesign.org/bayterrace 

 

IEQ 14 

Social Economic Environmental Design (SEED) Network 

SEED Certification and SEED Evaluator 

https://seednetwork.org/seed-evaluator-4-0/ 
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High Performance Building Envelope (BE) 

 

BE R1 

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 

www.ashrae.org 

COMcheck Software 

www.energycodes.gov 

ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013, Section 5.4.3 Air Leakage 

www.ashrae.org 

 

BE R2 

North American Insulation Manufacturers Association (NAIMA) 

www.naima.org  

 

BE 3 

ENERGY STAR 

www.energystar.gov 

Cool Roof Rating Council 

www.coolroofs.org 

 

BE 5 

National Fenestration Rating Council 

www.nfrc.org 

ASHRAE 90.2-1013 

www.ashrae.org 

 

BE 7 

Advanced Buildings Institute, Daylighting Pattern Guide  

www.patternguide.advancedbuildings.net 

Energy Center of Wisconsin Daylighting Collaborative  

www.daylighting.org  

Nicklas, M.H. & G.B. Bailey (1996). Student Performance in Daylit Schools. Innovative Design. Web. 
June 2012, http://www.innovativedesign.net/Profile-Resources-Technical-Papers.html 

 

BE 9 

14 Patterns of Biophilic Design: Improving Health and Well-being in the built environment. 

https://www.terrapinbrightgreen.com/report/14-patterns/ 

 

Energy Efficient Building Systems (ES) 

 

ES R1 

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 

www.ashrae.org 

COMcheck Software 

www.energycodes.gov 

ECLC Simplified Approach for HVAC Compliance Certificate 

www.earthcraft.org 

 

ES 1 

New Construction Guide by New Buildings Institute 

http://newbuildings.org/product/new-construction-guide/ 

 

ES 16 

ENERGY STAR Labeled Products 

www.energystar.gov/products 
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ES 17 

Energy Design Resources by California Public Utilities Commission 

energydesignresources.com/resources/publications/design-briefs/design-brief-commercial-kitchen-
ventilation-design 

Food Service Consultants Society International 

HVAC-Handbook-Commercial-Kitchen-Ventilation-Best-Practice.pdf 

 

 

Water Efficiency (WE) 

 

WE R1 

Environmental Protection Agency - WaterSense®  

https://www3.epa.gov/WaterSense® / 

 

WE 5 

The United States National Arboretum, Invasive Plants 

www.usna.usda.gov 

Southeast Exotic Pest Plant Council 

www.se-eppc.org 

 

WE 8 

Find a WaterSense® Certified Professional 

www3.epa.gov/WaterSense® /findapro/ 

 

Education and Operations (EO) 

 

EO R1 

ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager 

www.energystar.gov/ 

 

EO R2 

Facilities Operation Manual and Facilities Maintenance Manual Template 

www.earthcraft.org  

 

EO 3 

Green Seal’s Environmental Standard for Commercial Cleaning Services (GS-42) CIMS-GB the 
International Sanitary Supply Association (ISSA)    
http://www.greenseal.org/GreenBusiness/Standards.aspx?sid=30andcid=3andvid=ViewStandardDetai
l 

International Sanitary Supply Association (ISSA) Cleaning Industry Management Standard for Green 
Buildings (CIMS-GB). 

http://www.issa.com/ 

University of California Agriculture and Natural Resources 

UC- IPM Statewide Integrated Pest Management Program 

http://www2.ipm.ucanr.edu/WhatIsIPM/ 

Green Pro National Pest Management Association 

www.npmagreenpro.org 

Green Shield IPM Institute of North 

www.greenshieldcertified.org 

Eco Wise Bay Area Council of Governments, San Francisco 

www.ecowisecertified.org 

 

EO 4 

Southface Procedures for Small Commercial Energy and Water Assessments 

www.southface.org/programs/acbi/assessing/commercial-assessment-toolkit/ 
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Appendix H: Innovation Credit Template                   

PHASE: In which phase is this credit achieved? Design of Construction? 

 

RESPONSIBLE: Identify responsible party 

 

PURPOSE: Describe the intent of this credit as well as why it is innovative 

 

CRITERIA: List and describe necessary steps and standards required to achieve this credit 

 

VERIFICATION:  

 Narrative of measure employed 

 Supporting documentation: e.g. specifications, calculations, photographs 

 What other materials must be supported to demonstrate this Point Item has been achieved? 

 

RESOURCES: Provide credible resources used to develop and support this credit 
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Appendix I: Deep Energy Designation Details 

 

The Deep Energy Designation is a research-driven prescriptive pathway to 40% energy 

savings compared to ASHRAE 90.1-2007.  This pathway was developed in conjunction with 

the Southface Advanced Commercial Buildings Initiative (ACBI) grant for the EarthCraft 

Light Commercial (ECLC) high performance building certification.   

 

For Deep Energy Designation achievement, projects must fulfill ECLC v2.0 minimum 

program requirements, the minimum 51 point certification threshold and fulfill 15 design, 

construction and/or operation prescriptive measures.  This prescriptive pathway is focused 

on cost-effective approaches for meeting or exceeding Architecture 2030 60% Challenge 

targets for new construction small commercial buildings.  

Computational models of five commercial buildings covering five different use types were 

analyzed to determine the energy savings from energy conservation measures. Various 

aspects of the buildings were examined, including building envelope construction, HVAC 

system, lighting system, domestic hot water system, air tightness and outside air control 

strategies.  

Parametric runs were conducted to examine the energy usage differences across three 

climate zones (2A, 3A and 4A), two different fuel sources (heat pump and gas furnace) and 

three different wall construction types (steel framed, wood framed and mass wall). All 

modeling procedures followed ASHRAE 90.1-2007 Appendix G Performance Rating Method 

guidelines, which is also the guidelines for energy modeling for LEED compliance. 

EnergyPlus modeling software was used through the OpenStudio frontend platform.  

The charts below illustrate the energy savings percentages produced by the ECLC DE 

Designation relative to baseline ASHRAE 90.1-2007 for each base case building. Building 

types include retail (Lizard Thicket), K-12 school (Atlanta International School), public 

assembly (Synagogue), community center (Greenstone) and office (Eco Office). Greenstone 

and Lizard Thicket did not have the mass wall construction parametric analysis due to the 

unlikelihood of these two building types having a mass wall construction type.  

 

Figure 1. Deep Energy Designation savings for Office 
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Figure 2. Deep Energy Designation savings for K-12 School 

 

Figure 3. Deep Energy Designation savings for Public Assembly 
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Figure 4. Deep Energy Designation savings for Community Center 

 

Figure 5. Deep Energy Designation saving for Retail 

 

1.1 Energy Simulation Results 

The combination of five building types, three climate zones, two heating systems and three 

wall construction types resulted in 84 different unique energy models. Parametric analyses 

tested the impact of both the required items for all ECLC program participants, as well as 

potential Deep Energy measures. 

Across this diversity of models, the required items for ECLC version 2 are predicted to result 

in 20-25% annual site energy savings relative to ASHRAE 90.1-2007.  In addition to the 

requirements, in order to certify their building, ECLC participants must earn at least 51 

points for additional resource conservation measures. 

Adding the DE measures results in approximately 45% energy savings across these same 

models. This is equivalent to 26% energy savings relative to both the Architecture 2030 
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50% goal and ASHRAE 90.1-2013. Only the retail store with minimal exterior exposure (3 

adiabatic walls plus slab floor) achieved a lower value, at 35%. 

1.2 Simulation Details 

For each of the five case study buildings described previously, a Baseline case following 

minimum code requirements of ASHRAE 90.1-2007 and a Design case following the 

requirements of the Deep Energy Designation were simulated. Both gas and heat pump 

(electric) heating sources were modeled to examine the impact of different fuel sources and 

to identify necessary energy efficiency targets for both system types. Similarly, parametric 

analyses also include three different wall construction types – steel framed, wood framed 

and mass wall. Greenstone and Lizard Thicket did not have the mass wall construction type 

analysis due to the unlikelihood of their building types having a mass wall construction. All 

combinations were simulated in three different climate zones: 2A, 3A and 4A. All modeling 

procedures followed 90.1-2007 Appendix G Performance Rating Method. 

The Baseline case used prescriptive code (ASHRAE 90.1-2007) values as input parameters 

for envelope, lighting, domestic water heater and HVAC. Though there is no code 

requirement for the enclosure infiltration rate on commercial buildings, for the purpose of 

this study the team assumed that all Baseline buildings had an ELR75 of 0.5, in order to 

estimate the savings from air sealing. ELR75 of 0.5 was selected as the baseline case based 

on empirical data from past project experience. 

Various energy conservation measures were modeled as potential candidates for inclusion in 

the ECLC Deep Energy (DE) Designation. As many as 30 different measures were 

considered. The final DE Design case applied all the measures from the ECLC DE 

Designation, which includes strategies for improved building envelope, lighting, HVAC, 

domestic hot water system, optimized outside air control and air sealing. There are no plug 

load reduction strategies in the ECLC DE Designation; all plug loads were kept the same in 

baseline and proposed.  

A brief description of the five buildings is listed below. 

Table 1. Building Descriptions. 

Building Name Building Type 
Detached / 

Attached 

Conditione

d Square 

Footage 

Total 

Square 

Footage 

Lizard Thicket Retail Top, East 

and West 

walls are 

adiabatic 

2,076 2,076 

Atlanta 

International 

School 

K-12 School Detached 17,099 17,099 

Synagogue Public Assembly Detached 12,884 12,884 

Greenstone Community 

Center 

Detached 4,160 4,271 

Eco Office Office Detached 5,995 6,585 

 

SketchUp renderings of the five buildings are illustrated below. Atlanta International School 

and Synagogue have insulated pitched roofs, but the geometry was simplified to flat roofs in 

OpenStudio to simplify the modeling. 

DRAFT
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Figure 6 Lizard Thicket (Left); Synagogue (Right) 

 

 

Figure 7 Atlanta International School 

   

Figure 8 Greenstone (Left); Eco Office (Right) 
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Both the Baseline and Design models used TMY3 weather files and standard building 

operation assumptions, as indicated below: 

Table 2 Standard Building Operation Assumptions 

PARAMETER Assumption/input 

Cooling Set point 75°F 

Cooling Setback 80°F 

Heating Set 

point 
70°F 

Heating Setback 65°F 

Outside Air 

Control 
Night time ventilation not allowed 

Fan Control 

Fans on continuously during occupied hours to allow for 

ventilation, cycle on during unoccupied hours if heating or 

cooling required 

Plug Loads Same in Baseline and DE Designation models 

 

 Model Input Parameters 

The tables below outline the ECLC DE Designation requirements and ASHRAE 90.1-2007 

code requirements for each building system. 

 

1.2.1.1 Building envelope requirements 

The following lightweight above-grade wall assembly types were simulated for the five 

buildings: 

 Steel-Framed 

 Wood-Framed and Other 

 Mass (only for Eco Office, Atlanta International School and Synagogue) 

The roof assembly type was kept at insulation entirely above deck and the window type was 

metal framing (all other, fixed) for all simulations.  

Table 3 ASHRAE 90.1-2007 Building Envelope Requirements 

Opaque Elements Climate Zone 

2 

Climate Zone 

3 

Climate Zone 

4 

Roofs 

Insulation Entirely above Deck 

R-20.0 c.i. 

U-0.048 

Solar Reflectivity 0.30 

Walls, Above Grade 

Mass  
R-5.7 c.i. 

U-0.151 

R-7.6 c.i. 

U-0.123 

R-9.5 c.i. 

U-0.104 
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Steel-Framed 

R-13.0 

U-0.124 

R-13.0 + R-3.8 

c.i. 

U-0.084 

R-13.0 + R-7.5 

c.i. 

U-0.064 

Wood-Framed and Other 
R-13.0 

U-0.089 

R-13.0 

U-0.089 

R-13.0 

U-0.089 

Vertical Glazing 

Metal Framing (all other) 
U-0.75, SHGC-

0.25 

U-0.65, SHGC-

0.25 

U-0.55, SHGC-

0.40 

Skylight 

Skylight with Curb, Glass, <2% 

of roof 

U-1.98, SHGC-

0.36 

U-1.17, U-0.39 U-1.17, SHGC-

0.49 

 

The ECLC Deep Energy Designation building envelope requirements are listed below (Table 

4): 

 

 

 

 

Table 4 ECLC Deep Energy Designation Building Envelope Requirements 

Opaque Elements Climate Zone 

2 

Climate Zone 3 Climate Zone 4 

Roofs 

Insulation Entirely above 

Deck 

R-25.0 c.i. 

U-0.039 

Solar Reflectivity 0.65 

R-30.0 c.i. 

U-0.032 

Solar Reflectivity 0.65 

Walls, Above Grade 

Mass  
R-5.7 c.i. 

U-0.151 

R-7.6 c.i. 

U-0.123 

R-9.5 c.i. 

U-0.104 

Steel-Framed 

R-13.0 + R-3.8 

c.i. 

U-0.084 

R-13.0 + R-5.0 

c.i. 

U-0.077 

R-13.0 + R-7.5 c.i. 

U-0.064 

Wood-Framed and Other 

R-13.0 

U-0.089 

R-13.0 

U-0.089 

R-13.0+R-3.8 c.i. or 

R-20 

U-0.064 

Vertical Glazing 

Metal Framing (all other) 
U-0.57, SHGC-

0.25 

U-0.50, SHGC-

0.25 

U-0.42, SHGC-0.40 

Skylight 

Skylight all types, <3% 

of roof 

U-0.65, SHGC-

0.35 

U-0.55, U-0.35 U-0.50, SHGC-0.40 
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1.2.1.2 Lighting requirements 

Baseline case lighting complied with the requirements in ASHRAE 90.1-2007 with addendum 

for both interior and exterior lighting. For the DE Design case, all lights were retrofitted to 

LEDs with occupancy/vacancy sensor control, exterior lights had integrated photocell 

sensors and were enabled to automatically reduce wattage by at least 50% after business 

hours or when no activity is detected after 15 minutes (Table 5).  

The ECLC minimum program requirements dictate that the lighting power allowances for 

interior and exterior lighting should meet or exceed ASHRAE 90.1-2013 requirements. The 

DE Designation interior lighting requires an additional 20% reduction from 90.1-2013 

allowances.  

Based on the revised lighting power allowances in 90.1-2007 addendum, the exterior 

lighting power allowance is the same for 90.1-2007 and 90.1-2013, hence no credit is taken 

for exterior lighting in the Deep Energy Designation.  
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Table 5 ECLC Deep Energy Designation Lighting Requirements 

 90.1-2007 

Baseline 

Deep Energy Designation 

Interior Lighting 

Power 

Follows 90.1-2007 

with addendum 

20% Reduction of lighting allowances from 

90.1-2013  

Interior Lighting 

Controls 

Mandatory controls 

in break rooms, 

classrooms and 

conference rooms 

Automatic controls in all spaces 

Exterior Lighting 

Power 

Follows 90.1-2007 

with addendum 
Follows 90.1-2013 (no credit taken) 

Exterior Lighting 

Controls 

Follows 90.1-2007 

with addendum 
Follows 90.1-2013 (no credit taken) 

 

1.2.1.3 HVAC and control requirements 

1.2.1.3.1 Demand Controlled Ventilation 

For outside air control strategies, CO2-based demand controlled ventilation is most likely to 

be cost effective when there are unpredictable variations in occupancy in a building, in 

climates where heating and cooling is required for most of the year, and when there are low 

pollutant emissions from non-occupant sources (Emmerich and Persily, 1997)2. Based on 

ASHRAE 90.1-2013, demand controlled ventilation is required for spaces larger than 500 ft2 

and with a design occupancy for ventilation of greater than 25 people per 1000 ft2 of floor 

area. Following the requirement, individual spaces in the 5 case buildings that require DCV 

are listed below: 

Table 6 ECLC Deep Energy Designation Modeling DCV Requirements 

Building Spaces that require DCV 

Lizard Thicket None 

Greenstone Classroom 3 

Synagogue Social Hall, Sanctuary, Classrooms 

AIS Multipurpose Room 

Eco Office Home Depot Training Center 

 

Demand controlled ventilation is modeled by assuming a 50% reduction of ventilation 

during occupied hours in spaces that require DCV.  

1.2.1.3.2 Heating and Cooling System Efficiencies 

Both electric (split system heat pump) and gas (split system air conditioner with gas 

furnace) heating sources have been modeled for all case buildings.  

Minimum efficiencies for 90.1-2007 code baseline and ECLC DE Designation are listed 

below: 

                                                

 

 

 
2 https://www.downloads.siemens.com/download-
center/Download.aspx?pos=download&fct=getasset&id1=A6V10592576 
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Table 7 ECLC Deep Energy Designation Heating and Cooling Efficiency 

Requirements 

 90.1-2007 Code Baseline ECLC Deep Energy 

BTU/hr 
Cooling 

Efficiency 

Heating 

Efficiency 

Cooling 

Efficiency 

Heating 

Efficiency 

<65,000 

Split System 

and Single 

Package 13.0 

SEER 

Split System 

and Single 

Package 7.7 

HSPF; Gas 

Furnace 80% 

Efficiency 

Split System 

Heat Pump 14 

SEER 

Split System 

Heat Pump 8.2 

HSPF; 

Condensing Gas 

Furnace 95% 

Efficiency 

≥65,000 

and 

<135,000 

Split System 

and Single 

Package Heat 

Pumps 10.8 

EER 

Split System 

and Single 

Package Heat 

Pumps 3.3 COP; 

Gas Furnace 

80% Efficiency 

Split System 

Heat Pump 11 

EER 

Split System 

Heat Pump 3.3 

COP; 

Condensing Gas 

Furnace 95% 

Efficiency 

≥135,000 

and 

<240,000 

Split System 

and Single 

Package Heat 

Pumps 10.4 

EER 

Split System 

and Single 

Package Heat 

Pumps 3.2 COP; 

Gas Furnace 

80% Efficiency 

Split System 

Heat Pump 10.8 

EER 

Split System 

Heat Pump 3.2 

COP; 

Condensing Gas 

Furnace 95% 

Efficiency 

 

1.2.1.4 Domestic Hot Water Heater 

Hot water demand for each building was estimated based on building type and typical 

gal/occupant listed in the chart below3. The hot water demand is the same for both Baseline 

case and DE Design case. None of the five case study buildings have a hot water 

recirculation pump.  

  

                                                

 

 

 
3 Service hot water use for different building types are based on assumptions listed in the Commercial Building 
Asset Score Tool (https://buildingenergyscore.energy.gov/) 

https://buildingenergyscore.energy.gov/
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Table 8 Estimated Service Hot Water by Building Use Type 

Building Type Hot Water Usage (Gal/weekday) 

Retail 0.61 gal/day/occupant 

K-12 School 1.2 gal/day/occupant 

Public Assembly 1 gal/day/occupant 

Community 

Center 
1 gal/day/occupant 

Office 1 gal/day/occupant 

 

Table 9 ECLC Deep Energy Designation Service Hot Water Requirements 

Equipment Type 90.1-2007 Code Baseline 
ECLC Deep Energy 

Designation 

Electric Water Heaters 

≤12 kW 
0.93 − 0.00132𝑉 

EF Tankless Point-of-Use Water 

Heater 0.98 EF 
>12 kW 

20 + 35√𝑉  

SL, Btu/h 

Gas Storage Water Heaters 

≤75,000 Btu/h 
0.62 − 0.0019𝑉 

EF Condensing Gas Tank Water 

Heater 

0.90 EF >75,000 Btu/h 
80%𝐸𝑡 (

𝑄

800
+ 110√𝑉) 

SL, Btu/h 

Gas Instantaneous Water Heaters 

>50,000 Btu/h and 

<200,000 Btu/h, <2 gal 

0.62 − 0.0019𝑉 

EF 

Condensing Gas Tankless 

Water Heater 

0.92 EF 

≥200,000 Btu/h and <10 

gal 
80%𝐸𝑡 

≥200,000 Btu/h and ≥10 

gal 

80%𝐸𝑡 (
𝑄

800
+ 110√𝑉) 

SL, Btu/h 

Energy factor (EF) and thermal efficiency (𝐸𝑡) are minimum requirements, while standby 

loss (SL) is maximum Btu/h based on a 70°F temperature difference between stored water 
and ambient requirements. In the EF and SL equations, 𝑉 is the rated volume in gallons and 

𝑄 is the nameplate input rate in Btu/h. 

 

1.2.1.5 Air Tightness 

Effective leakage ratio at 75 Pa (ELR75) is a value that measures the air tightness of a 

building. It is the ratio of the flow rate measured using a calibrated blower door to test 

infiltration, exfiltration, or both at 75 Pa pressure difference across the building thermal 

envelope (measured in cubic feet per minute) divided by the six-sided exterior surface area.  

𝐼75𝑃𝑎

𝐴6−𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒

= 0.5 

𝐼75𝑃𝑎: 𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑡 75 𝑃𝑎 (𝑐𝑓𝑚) 

𝐴6−𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒: 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑖𝑥 − 𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 (𝑓𝑡2) 
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Table 10 ECLC Deep Energy Designation Infiltration Effective Leakage Ratio at 75 

Pa Requirements  

Unit 
90.1-2007 Code 

Baseline 

ECLC Deep 

Energy 

ELR 75 0.5 0.25 

 

The team assumed the Baseline case has an effective leakage ratio of 0.5 at 75 Pa. This is a 

very conservative estimate, as Southface’s testing of existing building not built within the 

ECLC program reveals an average ELR of 0.75.  

The modeling software (OpenStudio/EnergyPlus) input for air leakage is in the form of 

infiltration flow rate at 4 Pa per exposed exterior surface area (cfm/ft2). Infiltration at 4 Pa 

(I4) can be calculated from a multipoint blower door test or from the infiltration at 75 Pa, as 

shown below. 4 

𝐼4𝑃𝑎 = 𝐼75𝑃𝑎 ∗ (
4

75
)

0.65

 

𝐼4𝑃𝑎: 𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑎𝑡 4 𝑃𝑎 (𝑐𝑓𝑚) 
For a detached building, the exterior surface area is the five-side surface area not including 

the ground surface and any adiabatic surfaces. The infiltration rate 𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 at cfm/ft2 to be 

input into the modeling software can be calculated as follows: 

𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 =
𝐼4𝑃𝑎

𝐴5−𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑠

 

𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛: 𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑎𝑡 4 𝑃𝑎 (𝑐𝑓𝑚/𝑓𝑡2)  

The above equations were also used to calculate the infiltration flow rate at 4 Pa when 

ELR75 is 0.25 in the DE Design case.  

The equation for the Zone Infiltration: Design Flow Rate module in EnergyPlus is listed as 

follows and can also be found in the EnergyPlus Input Output Reference Manual: 

 

𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 ∗ 𝐹𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒 ∗ [𝐴 + 𝐵 ∗ |𝑇𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 − 𝑇𝑜𝑑𝑏| + 𝐶 ∗ 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 + 𝐷 ∗ 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑2] 

 

The infiltration schedule 𝐹𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒 was assumed to be 0.25 when HVAC system fans are on, 

and 1.0 when HVAC system fans were off to account for the impact of ventilation. This 

schedule was used in both the Baseline case and the DE Design case.  

The coefficients used to account for wind and temperature effects were the DOE-2 air 

change method coefficients listed in the EnergyPlus Input Output Reference: 

𝐴 = 𝐵 = 𝐷 = 0; 𝐶 = 0.224 

                                                

 

 

 
4 http://www.energy.ca.gov/title24/2013standards/rulemaking/documents/public_comments/45-day/2012-05-

15_Infiltration_Modeling_Guidelines_for_Commercial_Building_Energy_Analysis_TN-65229.pdf 
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The DOE-2 air change method takes into account the effect of wind speed on infiltration. 

The source of the DOE-2 defaults was based on examining the infiltration relationships 

described in the ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals. 

These coefficients were used in both the Baseline case and the DE Design case.  
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Appendix I: WellBeing Designation Details 

The WellBeing Designation is a research informed pathway to create built environments optimized for 
the health and wellness of their occupants. Project teams pursuing the WellBeing designation must 
fulfill ECLC v2.0 minimum program requirements, the minimum 51 point certification threshold and 

fulfill all design, construction and/or operation WellBeing measures. The selected point items create a 
prescriptive path to implementing best practices identified through evidence based design. They 
address a healthy and supportive indoor atmosphere, safe materials and finishes, interior and exterior 
biophilic design attributes, social equity and occupant satisfaction. Point Items associated with 
WellBeing will be indicated with the tree icon: 
 
The value of the health and wellbeing for the people that work in and visit a building is an ever 

increasing priority in building design. Achievement of the WellBeing Designation proves leadership in 
connecting health and wellbeing to high performance building and design.  
 
Some of the most important aspects of the built environment that affect our health and wellbeing 
include: 

 Using products with no/low Volatile Organic Compounds and chemical contents which facilitate 

healthy indoor environments 

 Daylight and views to natural settings connect occupants with the natural world  

 Sense of place gives occupants connection to and pride for their settings 

 Sense of security allows occupants to feel comfort and a sense of belonging in their territory 

 A variety of different settings empowers people to find spaces that fit their moods, personalities or 
work, as well as being active 

 Dynamic design provides diversity in settings that facilitate investment and interest in a  variety of 

space types for different activities 

 A connection to a natural element can reduce stress and increase productivity, clarity, and expedite 
healing 

 
These principles are especially important in the workplace, as many businesses spend 80 percent of 
their overhead on employees. Improving worker productivity, satisfaction, and retention is essential to 
business success. There is a growing recognition that managing all the environmental risks in 

buildings requires a holistic approach encompassing effective material selection, fresh air, and nature 
inspired design. 

 
 
WellBeing Points and Requirements 

 

SP 3 Exterior Lighting Designed to Reduce Light Pollution 

SP 7 Occupant Oriented Landscaping 

RE R1 Construction Sustainable Procurement Policy 

RE 2 Environmentally Preferable Materials 

RE 2A A. Product Declaration Forms for 4 of RE2 listed materials  

IEQ R1 Minimum Outside Air Requirements 

IEQ  R2 Automatic Exhaust Controls 

IEQ  R3 Minimize Indoor Air Contamination: HVAC 

IEQ  R4 Indoor Air Quality Management Plan during Construction 

IEQ  R8 Minimum Requirements for Indoor Materials 

IEQ  R9 Indoor Air Flush-out Prior to Occupancy 

IEQ  7 
Red List Free Material Free Selection  (For WellBeing select at 
least one option) 

IEQ 7A A. Minimum 5 interior finish products certified Red List Free 

IEQ 7B B. Minimum 10 FFE products certified Red List Free 
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IEQ 7C 
C. Minimum 12 Building Structural/Envelope elements products 
certified Red List Free 

IEQ 7D D. Minimum 5 MEP products certified Red List Free 

IEQ  8 Views to Nature 

IEQ  9 Connection with Nature: Interior Materials 

IEQ  10 Integration of Indoor Non-static Features  

IEQ  11 Activity Based Environment 

IEQ  12 Active Use 

IEQ  13 Social Equity Initiative 

BE 7 Daylighting Design Strategies - a minimum of 2 points 

BE 8 Operable Windows 

BE 9 Exterior Materials: Connection with Nature 

EO 3 Indoor Environmental Quality Policy 

EO 4 12 month Post Occupancy Assessment 
 
 
 

INDOOR AIR QUALITY 
An estimated 7% of employer health-related costs can be attributed to absenteeism, and another 58% 
to “presenteeism”—the act of attending work while sick—according to SHRM data. This totals a 
potential 65% of health-related costs that are directly connected to the well-being of workers. 
Addressing the wellness-focused aspects of the workplace is an opportunity to reduce these costs 
according to our analysis of 9,600+ Gensler WPI respondents who provided data related to health and 
wellness concerns. Employees who are dissatisfied with their workplace are more likely to call in sick: 

35% of those who are dissatisfied called in sick four or more days per year versus only 13% of those 
who are satisfied. The result was even more dramatic when asked if they find their workplace 
energizing: 74% of workers satisfied with their workplace reported their space as energizing versus 
only 4% of those dissatisfied with their environment. Functionality, comfort, and adjustability of 

furniture showed particular relationships to employees’ reported level of energy at work. Air quality, 
noise, and natural light also influenced energy levels, and showed direct relationships to the likelihood 

of employees calling in sick.” 
“High-quality work environments improve employee health and satisfaction. Employees 
satisfied with the physical and performance factors of their workplace report higher energy levels 
when at work, and take fewer sick days than peers in underperforming environments. 
Healthy workplaces empower workers to make better wellness choices. Employees whose 
physical environments are healthier and higher performing are not only less likely to call in sick, they 
are also less likely to come to the office when they are sick—they’re working more, and staying home 

when they should. 
Empower designers to have wellness conversations. Only one in five designers currently sees 
health and wellness as an issue they can raise with clients, and only one in three feels equipped to 
implement a design strategy addressing health and wellness concerns. 
Shift conversations from medical costs to healthy behaviors. Tackling wellness requires a shift 
in focus from treatment to prevention. Design is an opportunity to address incidental factors, instill a 
culture of wellness, and keep low-risk employees at low risk by providing healthy environments and 

promoting healthy behaviors. 
 
BIOPHILIC DESIGN 

Biophilic design is the nexus of the relationships between nature, design, and our health and 

wellbeing.  Biophilic design has been proven through both evidence and practice based can reduce 
stress, enhance creativity and clarity of thought, improve our well-being and expedite healing. As the 
world population continues to urbanize, these qualities are ever more important.  

 

Nature themes can be found in the earliest human structures: Stylized animals characteristic of the 
Neolithic Göbekli Tepe; the Egyptian sphinx, or the acanthus leaves adorning Greek temples and their 
Vitruvian origin story; from the primitive hut to the delicate, leafy filigrees of Rococo design. 
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Representations of animals and plants have long been used for decorative and symbolic 
ornamentation. Beyond representation, cultures around the world have long brought nature into 

homes and public spaces. Classic examples include the garden courtyards of the Alhambra in Spain, 
porcelain fish bowls in ancient China, the aviary in Teotihuacan (ancient Mexico City), bonsai in 

Japanese homes, papyrus ponds in the homes of Egyptian nobles, the cottage garden in medieval 
Germany, or the elusive hanging gardens of Babylon. 

The consistency of natural themes in historic structures and places suggests that biophilic design is 
not a new phenomenon; rather, as a field of applied science, it is the codification of history, human 

intuition and neural sciences showing that connections with nature are vital to maintaining a healthful 
and vibrant existence as an urban species. 

 

ACTIVE ENVIRONMENT 

As sitting has become the new smoking in the past few years, researchers have identified the 
workplace as one of the primary environments for sedentary behavior. In a typical workweek, 
Americans spend an average of five hours and forty-one minutes per day sitting at a 

desk. Research shows that even small bouts of exercise do not counteract the physical dangers of 
sitting. This type of sedentary behavior not only diminishes productivity levels, but also increases the 

risk of developing diseases such as depression, obesity, heart disease, and diabetes. Given the 
amount of time that most of us spend at work, the promotion of health and wellbeing in the office 
environment is an urgent task. While some larger companies have offered programs that promote 
health, studies have shown that broader strategies used in the design of the workspace itself can have 
a large and sustained impact on the wellbeing and productivity of employees. 

 

When the infrastructure of a workplace is shaped to encourage more movement and interaction, the 

possible increase in activity becomes easier for employees to sustain on a long-term basis. Designing 
an office space that has access to daylight and good ventilation and includes features such as, 
standing desks, communal working lounges, outdoor circulation paths, and interconnecting stairs, 
gives employees options for where and how they want to work. This kind of flexibility “really fosters a 
sense of creativity of how people can actively define their setting”, says Mark Hirons, Principal and 
Design Director of Interiors at Cannon Design. Offering a variety of non-sedentary options helps 
employees alter their daily routines, while also highlighting how time spent at work and personal 

health can be interrelated. 

 

OUTDOOR SPACES 

Outdoor space is an important part of the building site design. It can be used for multiple objectives, 
including to provide occupants areas to gather, recharge, or have some quiet time. It can provide a 
healing environment in times of stress.  In addition, the site can have features to encourage activity, 

such as a walking trail or exercise stations. 

Theories have been developed to explain the health benefits of nature and these have led in turn to 
the development of evidence-based design. Trees and wooded spaces have a particular role to play in 
supporting health and well-being.  Spending time outside can help improve physical health and 
recovery times.   

In addition, sites can be designed to provide direct lines of site to neighboring buildings that enhance 
security without building physical barriers. 
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Glossary 

A 

American with Disabilities Act (ADA) 

A wide-ranging civil rights law that prohibits, under certain circumstances, discrimination based on 
disability. 

Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency (AFUE) 

Thermal efficiency measure of combustion equipment like furnaces, boilers and water heaters. 

Air Change 

Replacement of the entire indoor air volume of a building with outside air. 

Annual Plant 

A plant that usually germinates, flowers and dies in a year or season. 

B 

Building Envelope 

The physical separator between the interior and the exterior environments of a building. Not 

necessarily the same as the Building Thermal Envelope. 

Building Envelope Floor Area 

The gross square footage of floor at ground-level plus all cantilevered areas that separate conditioned 

from unconditioned space.  
 
Building Thermal Envelope 
The portion of the building envelope that is comprised of the continuous air barrier and insulation and 

separates conditioned space from unconditioned space.  

Brownfield 

Property that has the presence or potential presence of a hazardous substance, pollutant or 
contaminant.  

C 

 
CFM25 (Cubic Feet per Minute at 25 Pa) 

The volume flow rate of air in cubic feet per minute moved through a duct when pressurized to 25 

Pascals. 
 
CFM75 (Cubic Feet per Minute at 75 Pa) 
The volume of air in cubic feet per minute moved through a fan that is set to a 75 Pascal pressure 
differential between conditioned and unconditioned space. 

Chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) 

An organic compound that contains carbon, chlorine, and fluorine, produced as a volatile derivative of 

methane and ethane. The manufacture of such compounds has been phased out by the Montreal 
Protocol because they contribute to ozone depletion. 

COMcheck 

A commercial energy code compliance software developed by Pacific Northwest National Laboratory for 

the U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Codes and Standards. COMcheck can be downloaded free of 
charge at www.energycodes.gov. 

 

Continuous Air Barrier 

The combination of primary air barrier materials that make up the portion of the building envelope 

that provides overall airtightness of the building and separates conditioned and unconditioned space. 

Continuously Occupied Spaces 

Spaces that are used 4 hours or more a day on a regular basis, such as private offices, open offices,  

classrooms, reception/lobby areas. 

http://www.energycodes.gov/
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Coefficient of Performance - Cooling (COPC) 

The ratio of the rate of heat removal to the rate of energy input, in consistent units, for a complete 

refrigerating system or some specific portion of that system under designated operating conditions. 

Coefficient of Performance – Heat Pump (COPH) 

The ratio of the rate of heat delivered to the rate of energy input, in consistent units, for a complete 

heat pump system, including the compressor and, if applicable, auxiliary heat, under designated 
operating conditions. 

Curfew Lighting 

The concept of reducing the amount of lighting during certain portions of the night. 

D 

Daylit Floor Areas 

Areas naturally lit by top or side glazing. For vertical glazing, the daylit floor area is calculated by 
adding 2 feet to either side of the wall containing the window and projecting 15 feet into the space. 

For top glazing, the daylit floor area is the footprint of the skylight + 70% of the ceiling height added 
to each side of the footprint. Daylit floor area terminates at full-height vertical partitions.  

Demand Control Ventilation (DCV) 

A ventilation system capability that provides for the automatic reduction of outdoor air intake below 

design rates when the actual occupancy of spaces served by the system is less than design occupancy. 

Dedicated Outdoor Air System (DOAS) 

A system that pre-conditions the outside air which is then supplied to the main HVAC systems in the 
building. 

Desuperheater 

A small, auxiliary heat exchanger that uses superheated gases from a heat pump's compressor to heat 

water. 

E 

Electronic Expansion Valve (EXV) 

A valve is controlled by an electronic circuit which is often designed to allow the valve to control some 

aspect of system operation in addition to superheat at the outlet of the evaporator. 

Electronically Commutated Motors (ECM’s) 

A high efficiency programmable brushless DC motor utilizing a permanent magnet rotor and a built-in 

inverter. DC motors are significantly more energy efficient than AC motors and much easier to control. 

ELR75 (Envelope Leakage Ratio at 75 Pa) 

The Envelope Leakage Ratio (ELR) is the quantity of air leakage expressed in cubic feet per minute at 
a 75 Pascal pressure difference (CFM75) divided by the total square footage of the building’s thermal 
envelope (SFBE). 

Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER) 

The ratio of net cooling capacity in Btu/h to total rate of electric input in watts under designated 

operating conditions. 

Energy Factor 

A measure of water heater overall efficiency. 

Envelope Wall Area 

The gross square footage of the building exterior walls that separate conditioned from unconditioned 

space. 

F 

Full Cutoff 

A luminaire light distribution where zero candela intensity occurs at or above an angle of 90 degrees 

above nadir. Additionally the candela per 1000 lamp lumens does not numerically exceed 100 (10 
percent) at or above a vertical angle of 80 degrees above nadir. This applies to all lateral angles 

around the luminaire.  
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G 

Greenspace 

A protected open space maintained in a natural, undisturbed or revegetated condition. 

Greywater 

Wastewater generated from domestic activities such as laundry, dishwashing and bathing, which can 
be recycled on-site for uses such as landscape irrigation and constructed wetlands. Greywater differs 

from water from the toilets which is designated sewage or blackwater to indicate it contains human 
waste. 

Gross Floor Area  

The sum total square footage of each floor area (calculated from the wall sheathing inward) within the 
building envelope. Exclude non-enclosed spaces, such as covered walkways, porches and garage 

areas.   

H 

Hydrochlorofluorocarbon (HCFC) 

An organic compound that contains hydrogen, carbon, chlorine, and fluorine, produced as a volatile 

derivative of methane and ethane. The manufacture of such compounds has been phased out by the 
Montreal Protocol because they contribute to ozone depletion. 

Heat Island Effect 

The heat island effect is a temperature phenomenon in which heat-absorbing buildings, especially 

those with dark roofs and non-reflective surfaces, release heat absorbed from sunlight into the 
surrounding atmosphere. The resulting effect is an increase in outdoor air temperature in a specific 
area, or “island.” Increases in local air temperature caused by the heat island effect generally occur in 
urban areas and centers where many buildings with dark roofs are concentrated in a small area. 

High Occupancy 

High Occupancy Space is an area with an occupant density of 40 people or more per 1,000 square feet 

(25 square feet or less per person). For example a space that is 500 square feet with at least 20 
occupants qualifies as high occupancy. 

Hot Water Recirculation 

The operation of circulators is determined by the circulation system within which they are installed. 

Three main types of hot water circulation systems exist. In a continuous circulation system, the 
circulator is in constant operation. In a regulated circulation system, operation of the circulator is 
governed either by a timer, aquastat or both. In an on-demand system, a manual switch or sensor is 
used to activate the pump prior to hot water use. 

Heating Seasonal Performance Factor (HSPF)  

The total heating output of a heat pump during its normal annual usage period for heating (in Btu) 

divided by the total electric energy input during the same period. 

I 

Infill 

The use of vacant land and property within a built-up area for further construction or development. 

Insulated Ceiling Air Tight (ICAT) 

Recessed can light rating that indicates air-tight fixture design intended for insulation contact. 

Integrated Energy Efficiency Ratio (IEER) 

A measure that expresses cooling part-load EER efficiency for commercial unitary air-conditioning and 

heat pump equipment on the basis of weighted operation at various load capacities. 

Integrated Part-load Value (IPLV) 

A single-number figure of merit based on part-load EER, COP or kW/ton expressing part-load 

efficiency for air-conditioning and heat pump equipment on the basis of weighted operation at various 
load capacities for the equipment. 

Intermittently Occupied Spaces 

Spaces that are accessed at irregular intervals throughout the day, such as restrooms, conference 

rooms, meeting rooms corridors/hallways, storage rooms/closets, mechanical rooms, break rooms. 
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L 

Low Impact Development (LID) 

A land planning and engineering design approach to managing stormwater runoff. LID emphasizes 

conservation and use of on-site natural features to protect water quality. 

Lighting Power Density (LPD) 

Lighting power density is the maximum allowable lighting density permitted by the code. It is 

expressed in watts per square foot for a given occupancy/space type. 

M 

Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value (MERV) 

A measurement scale designed in 1987 by ASHRAE to rate the effectiveness of air filters. 

O 

Occupancy Sensor 

A device that detects the presence or absence of people within an area and causes lighting to be 

regulated accordingly. 

P 

 
Pascal 
A Pascal (Pa) is a small metric unit of pressure and is commonly used in lieu of inches of water column 
(1” water column = 248 Pa). 

Perennial Plant 

A plant that lives for more than two years. 

 
Post-Construction Leakage to Outside (PCO) 
The PCO is the amount (CFM) of air lost from the duct system into unconditioned spaces, expressed as 
a percentage of the total square footage of the zone served by that system. The duct leakage shall be 
determined when pressurized to +25 Pascals (0.1” of water column). 

 

Potable Water 

Water pure enough to be consumed or used with low risk of immediate or long term harm. 

Previously Developed Land 

Land which is or was occupied by a permanent structure. 

Property Boundary 

This may be considered the actual property boundary or the area which is bound by limits of 

construction activity. Property Boundary area is determined at the Design and Planning Review and 
must remain consistent across the program worksheet.  

R 

R-Value 

A measure of the capacity of a material, such as insulation, to impede heat flow; the inverse of the U-
factor. The larger the R-value, the less heat is transmitted. 

S 

Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER) 

The total cooling output of an air conditioner during its normal annual usage period for cooling (in Btu) 

divided by the total electric energy input during the same period (in Wh). 

SFBE (Square Footage of Building Envelope) 

The total square footage of building’s thermal envelope: Building Envelope Floor plus Exterior 
Insulated Wall plus Insulated Ceiling/Roofline. 

Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC) 
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The SHGC is the fraction of incident solar radiation admitted through a window, both directly 
transmitted and absorbed and subsequently released inward. SHGC is expressed as a number 

between 0 and 1. The lower a window's solar heat gain coefficient, the less solar heat it transmits. 
 

Solar Reflectance Index (SRI)  
A temperature scale calculated from solar reflectance and thermal emittance values used as a metric 
for comparing the coolness of roof surface types. 

Square Footage of Building Envelope (SFBE) 

The sum of the building envelope that separates conditioned from unconditioned space. 

T 

Thermostatic Expansion Valve (TXV) 

The thermostatic expansion valve regulates refrigerant flow by maintaining a nearly constant 
superheat at the evaporator outlet. The effect of this type of regulation is that it allows the evaporator 

to remain as nearly fully active as possible under all load conditions. 

U 

U-Factor 

The measure of how well an assembly (a window, door, or other construction element) conducts heat; 

the inverse of the R-value. The smaller the U-factor, the less heat is transmitted. 

V 

Vacancy Sensor 

An occupancy sensor which acts to turn lights off automatically soon after an area is vacated, but 
which requires occupants to turn lights on manually when they re-enter the area. 

W 

WaterSense  

WaterSense is program of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) that promotes water efficiency. 

WaterSense recognizes water efficient products such as toilets, faucets and showerheads that have 

met rigorous, third-party verified performance standards. 

Wet Area 

Any room or area with toilets, urinals, sinks or showers. 

X 

Xeriscape 

Landscaping and gardening in ways that reduce or eliminate the need for supplemental water from 

irrigation. 

Z 

Zone CFA 

Zone Conditioned Floor Area is the total floor area served by each individual HVAC duct system. 
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